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St. John's Church, the most recognizable building on Creighton's campus, rises into the dark

December night sky. The annual lights all over campus augment the already beautiful

grounds and alert the anticipating students that Christmas is once again near.
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r
licse wlie are ef areat heart and are

set en fire with z:eai tc fciiov Je$u$. . •

will not cniv cffer themselves entirely

tc laher fer such a missicn^ but >vill act
aaainst anvthina >vhich wculd make
their resncnse less tctal.*'

Maais^ cue cf the five Jesuit values^

means excellence, literallv translated
as **mcre.**

We find the effect cf maais in the
classrccm, >vhere students utilize

their nrevicus knovledae tc benefit

frem the wisdcm cf seascned nrcfes

scrs. It is in the internaticnal pre
arams, where students scar bevcnd the
familiar and thrive with the new
thrcuah service and schclarshin in

ether parts ef the wcrld,

Maais inspires beth the l^esidence

Life staff, whe werK ceuntless heurs
nurturina cemmunities in the resi

deuce halls, and the residents, whe
create the enerav that makes the cem
munitv succeed...
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Father Michael Morrison opens the

annual Mass of the Holy Spirit, an

integral part of Creighton Home-

coming celebration.

Kicking off homecoming, the golf carts line up

every year during the parade. Students put

hours of work into their carts, hoping to win.

'1^ "/?^m^^ n

A perennial staple of the

Creighton athletic program, the

soccer team lines up for the

national anthem before yet

another win.

Danielle Young '00 performs her role in the performance "The Importance of Being

Earnest," by Osar Wilde. In order to be successful it is necessary to work an extraor-

dinary amount of hours, "For the show I had to wear corsetts, rehearse from six to

eleven every night, do some scenes thirty times in a row with the same amount of

energy, memorize a ninety page script and put on the show seven times, but it is

worth it," said Young.

Ope
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tudent

"••• You and ine have a

better time than most
can drearrij have it better
than the best,.,turns out
not where, but who
you're with that really

inatters."

-Dave IVIatthwews Band
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The homecoming parade is a common attraction every year, the enviromental science club

demonstrates their spirit by displaying their golf cart. Many organizations use the parade as a

means to attract new members and entertain students and faculty. Photo by Sarah Olsasky

Christine Marie Gerlien &
Adam Simoncic
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CU Toons into

Homecoming
By Steve Koch

At Creighton, we like to give home-

coming a little twist. 'The week was

interesting, yet very unorthodox", com-

mented Majid Hussaini '00. We do not

exactly have the traditional football game

and dance of other schools. Instead, we

have a soccer game and, well. ..no dance.

But hey, when you have an awesome

soccer team and a golf cart parade, who

needs a crummy dance?

Festivities were kicked off by deco-

rating the resident halls The students

competed by floors for the best decor.

*Kiewit Hall 9 North took the prize with

an unofficial theme of "total chaos"*.

Perhaps the loudest event of the week

was the *Shout Out*. Many students

turned out to join Billy the Bluejay cheer

for Creighton. Measuring by the number

of lazy people in the dorms who were

awakened by screaming and cheering, the

event was a success. Eager Jays cheered

and screamed until they were blue in the

face or completely drenched with water

from the adjoining water fight.

Perhaps the height of the pre-game

celebration was the parade down the

mall. Pasadena may have roses, but

personally I prefer the golf carts.

Enjoying yet another win, the

Creighton Bluejays soccer team

celebrates a goal during the

Homecoming game aganist

Vanderbilt. The Jays won easily,

7-0. Photo courtesy of Creightonian
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"Floats" of all kinds were entered into the

competition. *Someone* took the prize for

the most original cart with their entry, *the

least pitiful of the parade*

Keeping the Creighton tradition of service

alive, a philanthropy event was also included

in the week's activities. Student volunteers

constructed two *extremely poorly built little

huts* on the mall. The Project was sponsored

by Habitat for humanity which donated the

structures to local families.

The traditional pep rally and tail gate party

set the mood for the game against Vanderbilt.

In front of packed stands the Bluejays seemed

to dominate every aspect of the game, scoring

a 7-0 shut-out. Once again Johnny Torres

'98 highlighted the game, surpassing 100

career goals.

Don Sylivester '01 said he particularly

enjoyed the halftime entertainment. "After

their (drill team) performance, they began

walking around the field as if someone lost a

piece ofjewelry, delaying the game."

The half-time activities were topped off by

the announcement of king and queen. Steve

Haskett and Anne Schappman.

Following the game, homecoming was com-

pleted by Bluepalooza, a concert on the mall

featuring "The Labels."



After being

crowned

Homecoming
King and Queen,

Steven Hasl<ett

and Annie

Schappman smile

for the crowd

during halftime.

Photo by Nader Deik

M

"Homecoming is a good time for this campus; there is a

lot to do. Between the bands, golf cart parade, and

special speakers expected, people don't know where to

start. Homecoming spirit reigned in the soccer game; I

think that game set the tone for the rest of the season."

-Dave Ratajczak '99

I think that there should have been more activities

involving everyone."

-Eylssa Firbas '01

Even though Maya Angelou didn't come it was still a

lot of fun with all of the things that were planned."

-Ryan Olson '99

With a few snips of

the scissors, Maggie
Phelan '01 helps

decorate the 3rd

floor neutral zone in

Swanson Hall.

Decorating the

residence halls

during Homecoming
Week has become a

tradition at CU,

allowing students to

express their

creativity and

Bluejay spirit.

Photo by Denise Lawse

Creighton community unites! Students, staff, faculty and administration

help build two sheds for Habitat for Humanity on the mall during Home-
coming Week. "I think it's really cool. It's a good thing to promote Jesuit

ideals such as service and human caring. ..that's the Spirit of Ignatius!"

Kim Tennison '98. Photo by Denise Lawse
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Discovering new ways

to use a hula hoop,

Kevin Donahough
'00 and Erica Iverson

'00 cheer on their

Freshmen Seminar

group as they try to get

the hula hoop to the end

of the line during the

"Event". "The Event" is

an Olympic-style crazy

sports contest for the

freshmen during

Welcome Week. Photo by

Frank Aleman

Showing some
skin, Matt Toyne
'01. sings during

the lip sync contest

while others from

his freshman

seminar group

dance to "Girls"

and "Respect." This

crazy and enter-

taining event is

one of the favorites

during Welcome
Week. Photo by Frank

Aleman

Was Welcome Week a
good experience?

"Yes, because I was able to meet a lot of new people. My
favorite thing was the lip sync contest. My group did not

participate, but it was fun to watch the other people."

-Helen Hardy '01

"It was a pretty good experience even though the

activities were kind of boring, because I met a bunch of

new people. I think the individuals who worked out the

activities achieved their goal of getting students together

to get more acquainted with the school and with other

freshmen."

-Creighton Reinhard '01

"It was a good week to get to know other people and

the dance outside on the patio at the end of the week

was fun, but overall the week was too long."

—Laney Jorgenson '01

m

Singing away, the band "Atoll"

performs for approximately 800

Creighton Students during Welcome
Week. The Jamaican Jam is one of

Creighton's most highly anticipated

and popular events of the year. Photo

courtesy of Creightonian
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Dawn Bowen's freshmen Seminar

group put their aching backs to the

test as they try to win the pyramid

contest. Photo by FrankAleman

Under

the Sea
by Greg Kubicek

Welcome Week dives into life

A brand-new campus, living with a roommate for tiie

first time, being so far away from home—these are just a

few of the new and perhaps unexpectedly taxing adjust-

ments incoming freshman are forced to make in the first

few weeks of college. Luckily, this adjustment is not a

complete shock: Welcome Week '97 was five days

dedicated to help freshmen and transfer students ease the

transition into college life at Creighton. The freshmen

seminar group leaders helped the program run smoothly.

Group leaders, known as the "blue shirts" because of

their trademark blue, never-to-be-washed apparel

donned every year over Welcome Week, arrived several

days before the new students in order to receive special

training to help them guide the freshman effectively.

"Welcome Week was good because it kept all of us busy

with activities and it gave us time to meet tons of new

people before classes started," said Hannah Sewcsak

'01. The theme this year was "Under the Sea." Some of

the events included a trip to the Henry Doorly Zoo. the

"Event"—a wacky Olympic-style sporting event between

freshmen groups—a lip sync contest, informative presen-

tations about college life, and the grand finale of the

week—the outdoor dance on the patio. "I liked Welcome

Week because I met alot of new friends whom I'll

hopefully stay friends with for a long time, and the party

scene was also cool." maintained Louis D'Angelo *0L

Arriving and surviving the first few weeks of college can

be daunting. But with five days of fun and a helping hand,

this change can not only be met, it can be fun

!
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Stayin

Fit by

Adding On
by Carrie Hatch

It's been a long day and you're looking for a

way to unwind and have fun. So where do you
go? Well, for most students it is the Kiewit

Fitness Center, otherwise known as KFC.
KFC is home to a number of activities,

including everything from swimming and volley-

ball to aerobics and tae-kwon do. The center

also has a jogging track, racquetball and basket-

ball courts, a swimming pool, a sauna and a

whirlpool, and a general fitness area.

"The recreation center gives me a place to go
when I'm tired of all the homework and video

games that are rampant in the dorms. It's a

needed release and also a great way to meet new
people, " says Matt O'Donnell '01.

One of the most noticeable features of the

center this year is the recent renovations that have
finally been completed. A new entrance by
Swanson Hall has been built, more classrooms

and meeting rooms have gone up, and the weight

center has been expanded and new cardiovascu-

lar machines have been added.

"I like working out in the fitness center a lot

better this year just because they have added a

bigger variety of machines for everyone to work
out on, and you can get a better workout," states

Angela Boehmke '00.

Even with this new 1 8,000 square foot addi-

tion, the KFC renovation is still not complete

—

according to the center directors, more changes

are yet to come.

Working up a sweat, Jen Kreher '99 participates in

a step aerobics class in the Kiewit Fitness Center. One
of the new additions to the Fitness Center was the

aerobics room, also used for Tae Kwon Do and

various other activities. Photo by FrankAleman
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Tourguide extraordinaire Aaron Evans '99 shows

off the new Human Performance Lab, where the

Underwater Weighing tank is located. "The exercise

science department is very happy because they got the

Underwater Weighing tanl< for free. It's a long needed

improvement," said Aaron Evans. Photo by FrankAleman

Celebrating the

grand opening to

the new additions of

the Kiewit Fitness

Center, CU President

Fr. Michael

Morrison S.J.,

SBG President Jim

Esch, and V.P. for

Student Services

John Cernech
help cut the ribbon,

enveiling the new
and improved KFC.

Photo by FrankAleman

Strong man Tyler

Kawamura '00 pumps iron

in the new weight room as

spotter Al Ramos '00 helps

him. The new weight room
is one of the most popular

additions to the Fitness Center.

"Physical fitness is very important to

our health and stress. Our new
weight room offers a wide range of

exercise possibilities." Al Ramos.
Photo by Sarah Olsasky

What do you like best at KFC?
"My favorite thing in KFC would be the swim-

ming pool because swimming is a good way for

me to cool off and relax after a long week of

classes."

Abby Goettsch '01

"It is better than last year because it is not as

hot and the new equipment in the weight room

is a big improvement."

-Carlo Zampogna '00

"I like the walkway above the track because

you can watch all the girls running.""

-Matt Martin '00

Student Life 1
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Even though Omaha isn't

one of the biggest cities it

offers a ft-iendly atmosphere

and a great time. Photo by

Creightonian

Where is your
favorite place to
hang out in
Omaha?

"I like the Old Market area,"Mr.

Toad's", the "Dubliner" and "18th

Amendment."

-Garland Jarmon '98

"My favorite place to hang out in

Omaha would be "Borders." It's a

great place to drink a cappucino and

study in a place besides the Creighton

library."

-Michelle Gerken '98

"I like the "Ranch Bowl" for music

events, the Kiewit Fitness Center

weight room and just hanging out in

my room with friends."

-Christian Dobrack '01

"I like "Ted and Wally's" ice

cream because homemade ice

cream is the best."

-Sarah Bradford '01

"My favorite place to hang out? I

didn't Know there were places to

hang out in Omaha."

-Melissa McKinley 01'
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One of the most recognizable sights in

Omaha, the Woodman Building, can be seen

out from a distance. Even though the city

seems small it portrays the good qualities of a

city without the usual congestion. Photo by

FrankAleman
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A Different

Settin
by Sarah Hogan

Some people think that Omaha can be Orpheum and the Omaha Community

fun only once a person tums 21 . This doesn't Playhouse offer some of the finest available

always have to be the

case, though. "Every-

one knows you should

never judge a book by

its cover. Just look

around for awhile and

you'll find what you're

looking for in Omaha.

You'll be surprised." said

Tom Binner '99. There

are some great places ^m^^^i^^
to go that don't have age requirements, and

Creighton students have found these "hang-

outs" all over Omaha.

Crossroads, Westroads, and

Oakview Malls give us places to spend

money on the latest fashions and styles.

"Guitars and Cadillacs" seems to be the

place to show off our latest dance steps.

The "Bluejay" bar sometimes opens its

doors to all ages, creating another popular

place for us to get together. When we're in

the mood for serious culture, the Joslyn Art

Museum is right down the street. If you are

interested in theater productions, the

"Everyone knows you

should never judge a book by

its cover. Just look around for

awhile and you'll find what

you're looking for in Omaha.

You'll be surprised."

-Tom Binner '99

shows. Of course

I there's always the Old

Market. The few blocks

it occupies are perhaps

the most quaint and fun

blocks in Omaha for

shopping, eating, or just

chatting in a coffee

shop. There are the old

entertainment standbys:

^^^^mm^m bowling alleys, parks,

and movie theaters. Some theaters even

reach out to us poor college students and

offer us student discounts on tickets. When

the weather starts turning warm, look for

the boys of summer. Every spring,

Omaha's Rosenblatt Stadium hosts the

College World Series. Omaha's Triple AAA
team, the Royals, offer an exciting game at

a cheap price throughout the summer and

into the fall. Or else transform the

mundanity of your biology textbook into a

live, interactive learning experience at the

Henry Doorly Zoo. So you see, Omaha can

be much more exciting than people think!

Waiting for their food, sophomores and
eshmen from the 4th floor of Swanson sit at

le Garden Cafe. This is one of the favorite

sstaurants in town because it offers good
3od and is close to campus.

Student Life 13



Dancing the
By Greg Kubieck

Night Away
Everyone needs a method to let out steam and have a great time, and a school dance is

one of the best possible ways to relax and have fun. Creighton sponsors several dances

over the school year, including the Snowball dance. Degleman Crush dance. Welcome

Week dance, Galllagher Semi-Formal, Jamaican Jam, Homecoming dance, and Hallow-

een dance. Students really enjoy the dances, and everyone has a rockin' great time.

At Creighton, dances are not just dances. Every dance has an overall theme or

setting. This makes the dances unique and more special. The Deglman Crush dance

has a very unique theme: Deglman females have the option of buying a ticket for their

"crushes" and having them mailed as an anonymous dance invitation. It is then up to the

lucky male to they chose to go to the dance and try to find out who sent them a crush

letter. Everyone else is also welcome to attend, but the secret admirer aspect really puts

a special spin on the dance. The Halloween dance was also a fun event, as dancers

came dressed in their funniest or scariest costumes, with a prize going to the best

costume. The Welcome Week dance was a great way for the freshman to get to know

one another and get ready for an awesome year. Held outside on the mall, a multitude

of students danced away to a DJ on a warm summer night. The night climaxed when

the Freshman Seminar Group Leaders requested "My Ding-a-Ling." Gallagher Semi-

Formal was a very special event; the Gallagher dorm put in long hours to assure the

dance room looked just perfect. Students in suits and dresses danced under the stars to

a professional DJ. Jamaican Jam is a Creighton tradition that was once again a crowd

hit. At Jamaican Jam an authentic Reggae band came and set the tone for an evening of

dancing and crowd surfing. The Snowball dance was put on by the Arts and Science

Senate. This was the first year for the dance, but judging by this year's success, it will

probably not be the last. Students dressed in semi-formal attire were picked up at

Degleman circle by Olley the Trolly and driven to the Holiday Inn. In a beautifully

decorated ballroom, students jammed to a DJ, and in something different from all of the

other dances, students over 2 1 were able to purchase drinks from the bar. This made
the event seem more adult-like and grown-up. The Homecoming dance featured a live

local band who played covers from well-known artists ranging from Smashing Pumpkins

to Violent Femmes. The Homecoming dance was also held outside, making it even

more special. Some of the more popular dances this year at Creighton are the country

line dances, old eighties dances such as the Electric Slide, and favorites from a couple

years ago, such as the Macarena.

With their dancing clothes on,

Kristin Meiser '01, Ginny
Huguelet '01, Amber
Weiland '01 and Barb
Smith '01 are ready to go to

the Gallagher Semi-Formal. "It

was fun to get dressed up and

do something different for a

change. I thought it was cool

that it was at the Holiday Inn

instead of being on campus,"

said Meiser.
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Attempting to do a Congo

line, some students boogie

down at the Arts and

Science Senate Semi-

Formal, which was held in

the Scholar Ballroom. With

over 400 people there,

students were able to party

with many of their friends.

"I thought the dance was awesome
because it brought together all

different types of Creighton

students. I think it's what we
needed for a better sense of

community." Larry Peters '99

Photo by Nader Deik

Resting their

tired feet, some
of the girls from

third floor

Gallagher take

a break from

dancing to smile

for the camera

at the Gallagher

Semi-Formal.

The dance,

which was held

at a local Holiday

Inn, is an annual

event put on by

Gallagher RHC.

Don't stop till

you drop
"The Deglman Crush Dance gave us

Deglman girls a chance to get together m
and sociahze and party in a relaxed

atmosphere."

-Monica Kapoor '00

"The Arts and Science Semi-Formal was a

good experience because it gave the student

body a chance to come together, which

normally does not happen."

-Sam Fox '00

"I had a sood time at the Gallagher Semi-

Fomial at the beginning of the year, but

there was too much country music.

"

-Steve Zilagen '01

"I had fun with the friends that I went with,

but the Deglman Cmsh Dance would have

been better if more people would have

shown up."

-Kathleen Lescher '01

Parties &Dances 15



At one end^ Kiewit

and Gallagher. .

.

By Nora Spencer

The pulse ot the West quad of campus centers around Kiewit and

Gallagher residence halls.

Gallagher Hall, with its non-stop energy, is home to almost

two hundred students. As the hub of JTV, Gallagher is a core of energy

and excitement, as evidenced by each of the four floors. Always active,

Gallagher schmoozed with Father Morrison over grape juice and cheese

during first semester, and went out to a local park for an all-hall

barbecue. The height of the year, however, stayed true to the tradition

of the Gallagher semi-formal, celebrating the stunning "Aurora Borealis"

(the Northern lights) as its theme.

Kiewit Hall faces Gallagher and reflects much of the same energy

and activity that Gallagher exudes. Over Halloween, Kiewit Residence

Hall Council sponsored a Haunted House in the lobby and breezeway of the

residence hall, and it sent bags full of "love" to each resident on

Valentine's Day. Kiewit has also made a special effort to celebrate

service, hosting both Random Acts of Kindness Day, which benefited the

Salvation Army, and Shut-in Sunday, a project of the resident advisors.

Despite being a larger hatl with approximately six-hundred students living there,

Kiewit still remains a tight-knit community, often regarding as having

that "small-hall feel."

According to Charissa

King '01, "Kiewit Hall is

fantastic because of our

close-knit community. I

feel that I have grown
through my experiences

here." Melissa Kempke
'00 guides Charissa to her

seat at the "In Your Eyes"

dinner. The girls from third

floor Kiewft had dinner

blindfolded to see what life

is like without vision. Photo

by FrankAleman
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"I enjoyed working the late night breaicfast.

It gives the RA's a chance to get together

and have fun with it, and residents enjoy

the chance to see their RA's serve them for a

change." Joan Parato '98 Photo by Frank

Aleman

r

The Good and the Bad
"I have a great floor this semester. My brother passed

away this year and when I came back, my floor was so

helpful, so supportive. Truthfully I can't imagine not living in

Kiewit because I found so many good friends here... my life

would be totally different without them."

-Mary Mentele '00

"Due to the small number of residents in Gallagher, we have

a tight-knit community. Being an RA allows me an oppor-

tunity to get to know people on a more personal level...

I

love myjob!"

-Joanna Gniffke '99

"Everyone makes fun of Gallagher, but when you get here you

really like it.. .its not Mexico, you can drink the water."

-Molly Abein '01

Taking a much
needed study break,

Tina Phan '01,

Lisa Vigue '01,

Lori Ingram '01

and Radhika
Suryadevara '01

relax in the comfort

of their temporary

home on Gallagher

third floor.

Waiting for his clothes to dry, Mike

Pettit '01 studies in the Kiewit laundry

room. For many freshman, doing their

own laundry was costly, time consuming

and a new experience in itself. Photo by

Nader Deik
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Looking around in dismay,

Michelle Hinze '00

realizes that her room on

the sixth floor of Swanson is

a mess. Many students

find that keeping a small

dorm room clean is hard to

do. Photo by Merritt Kusak-Mcguire

The Good and

the Bad
"In Deglman, because of its size,

you really get to know people, you

really bond. Swanson, on the other

hand, is bigger, dirtier and louder, I

would definitely recommend living

in Deglman your freshman year, then

you should move into a larger dorm

to meet more people."

-Lea Pascotto '99

"Deglman is very quiet, so you can

get stuff done. If you want to have

fun, head over to Swanson. The

bathrooms of Deglman are the

cleanest of any residence hall and the

rooms are nicer. Unfortunately, you

can't get guys in!"

-Jenny Bean '01

"There is always something going

on in Swanson, it's never quiet.

The residents are really cool but the

whole place needs to be

refurbished."

-Tim Lund '00

"I spend most ofmy time in Swanson

because is really inactive and quiet.

Deglman is really clean and a great

place to study, though."

-Carrie Merciiant '01

Not getting her homework done, Kelly

Lawson '01 sits in a study carrel on the

sixth floor in Swanson while talking to a

friend. Students found that the study carrols

were convenient to use when the libraiy

seemed too far away. Photo by Memtt Kusak-Mcguire
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Uptown. . .Swanson
and

De^lman

ieading out for a night on the town, Jeanne

lestituto '01, Catherine Riley '01,

'essica Rickert '01 and Ginny Huguelet

31 leave the comfort of fourth floor

)eglman to escape the stresses of school and

lorm life.

For many of us, they came to be our

home away from home. They were the

places where memories were made and

primarily freshman and sophomores

stayed. They were the Swanson and

Deglman Residence Halls.

The residence halls not only provided a

place for the students to live, but they also

provided a great way to meet a lot of new

people.

"I liked living in Deglman Hall my

freshman year here at Creighton," said Erin

Ryan '01. "The inside was just a lot nicer

and I think it made it easier for me to

become better friends with a lot of new

people."

The halls also offered a lot of activities

for the students to partake in. For the past

couple of years, Swanson Hall has spon-

sored an annual blood drive, while Deglman

Hall has hosted the Valentine's Day Crush

Dance.

Along with these activities, parties were

also held on each floor. These parties were

just another way for more people to get to

know each other, also just a way to take a

break from school work.

"I had a lot of fun at the house parties

that we had on the fourth and fifth floors of

Swanson. We would get together a lot

during finals week and holidays and have

pizza and shakes or else just decorate the

By Carrie Hatch

halls," said Kristina Juarez '01.

Despite all of the fun times that dorm

life had to offer, there were plenty of serious

times too, most of which were spent

studying. Each of the floors had special

study carrels for the students to go to, and

some floors were even designated as "quiet

study floors."

Things managed to get a little easier for

some people this year. Certain changes

were made in some of the policies that

made things such as signing up for an

overnight guest pass a lot easier to do.

Another major change that will be taking

place over this summer is the renovation of

the north side of Swanson Hall.

According to Julie Ford, Assistant

Director of Residence Life, rooms will be

made bigger and they will have one

bathroom for every two bedrooms. What

used to be three rooms will now be two.

Probably one of the nicest dorms on

campus right now is Deglman Hall, the all

girls dorm. It was recently remodeled, with

certain things such as nicer furniture and

bathrooms being added.

Even with all of the changes that are

going on nght now with the residence halls,

there is one thing that will never change.

The halls will always be a great place to

relax, have fun and meet a lot of new

people.
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What's so great about

living here?
"I really enjoy the people and the environment at the

Creighton House. Everybody enjoys hanging out, spending

time together, and it is very clean. I don't like the home-

less people who try to come into the house, but they really

are not so bad. The food at Creighton House is awful, so

we make up for it by drinking more."

-Mike Buttry '00

"Because it is close to campus, Kenefick is extremely

convenient. You don't have to worry about finding some-

one to sublease your apartment over breaks."

-Angela Menke '99

The Creighton House is located on

Davenport, across from Central High.

Living at the Creighton House are a

variety of students who learn to live

with many housemates. Photo byAdam

Simoncic

Just hanging out, Earmon Wilcher
'98 and Adam Simoncic '98 relax in

the comfort of Adam's apartment.

Kenefick residents have the privilege of

having their own kitchen and private

bathroom, providing them with greater

privacy and more freeedom.
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showing everyone the night Hfe at

Kenefick, Joe Kim '98, Dave
Ratajczak '98 and Jacqueline

Postell '98 live it up at one of

Kenefick's famous parties.

Busily typing away, Katherine

Stangler '98 uses one of the

Creighton House communal comput-

ers. Residents are urged to participate

in activities as a house, encouraging

Jesuit ideals. Photo by Adam Simoncic

Kenefick and

Creighton House
^^ by Greg Kubicek

Where an individual resides is a very personal matter, with

every individual seeking a home that comes the closest to matching

the individual's taste and atmosphere. The Creighton student

population is very diverse, which is why many housing options are

available. Besides the dorms, students may choose to live in the

Kenefick apartments or Creighton house.

The occupants of Creighton house are all united by a

"house theme," all residents must have an interest in communica-

tion in one of its various forms. "This makes living here even

more enjoyable, because everyone has at least something in

common," said Creighton House resident Paul Butler '00. In

addition to the residence criteria, Creighton House occupants also

have floor meetings and house events to further foster the level of

togetherness. "It's a really open and united community. Everyone

pitches in during the house dinners, house cleanings and events,

and I think we have all become richer for it," said Paul. Some of

the events Creighton House has sponsored this year have been a

Halloween party, Christmas party, and a Homecoming celebration.

According to Paul Butler, "The Halloween party was a blast.

Everyone got really into their costumes and we all had an awesome,

time."

Kenefick is open to all junior or senior students. Kenefick

has many advantages to students. It has bigger, more apartment

style rooms, cooking appliances, and looser check-in procedures.

According to Kenefick ARD Jude Knipper '98, "Kenefick is a

different style of living. Many students need to drive to classes and

cook for themselves and they have more visitation freedom, but

with all these freedoms and independence come a heightened level

of responsibility." Cooking for themselves is an art that many

Kenefick residents have begun to become more aquainted with,

now that grabbing a quick meal via the cafeteria is no longer an

option. Kenefick desk-worker Michelle Lee '01 states that "my

most inventive meal was when I used ketchup with parmesan

cheese instead of spaghetti sauce."

Kenefick has several activities to make residence more fun

and educational. Every week the Kenefick students can attend a

free dance class; where they get to learn many fun dances. Many
students also particpate in. Service trips are another important

event sponsored by Kenefick. Etiquette Night and Theater Night

are two events that are meant to teach Kenefick students "the

politics of life," according toJude Knipper.

Creighton House and Kenefick are two great places to

reside. They are much more than just a place to sleep and live;

college residence is a place to grow, learn, have fun, and perhaps

most importantly, a place to truly call your own.
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Trying to sink her jump shot,

Cheryl Neesen '99 plays

3-on-3 basketball with the

girls. Students can be found

at all hours of the day playing

basketball and other sports in

numerous tournaments held

throughout the year. Photo by

FrankAleman

Favorite ways to

keep in shape

while having fun.

" I like intramural basketball be-

cause you can meet different types of

people while at the same time make

friends." -Larry Peters '99

"Army ROTC physical training

(PT)...it keeps you in shape and it lets

you avoid the 'freshman fifteen.'
"

-Shawn Chu '01

" Intramural sports are a great

opportunity to release stress, enjoy

athletics and play sports that you

like. They require intensive effort

and force you to mobilize your

bodily and mental energy. Afterall,

sports are a challenge to both the

mind and the body, and therefore

enhance one's academic perfor-

mance."

-Raed Jamil '98

"Intramural softball...it's fun and you

get to meet a lot of people. As a

freshman, it gives you something to do

on the weekend, it keeps you in shape

and it just gives you a chance to get off

campus, relax. ..it's sort of a stress

reliever."

-Nicole Stevens '01

"Weightlifting...it's simple, fun,

intense and rewarding. You get to

see results, results that truly pay

off."

-Matthew Lytle '01 _
22 Sports on Campus

Concentrating hard, Woodrie Ferguson '99 gets ready to

bump the ball so that her team can win the game. Sand volleyball

gives students the opportunity to play in the sand and catch some
rays, although not at the beach. Photo by EdwardAyoub



A Momement
of Relaxation
The renovation of the Kiewit

Fitness Center this past summer offers the

student body a place to escape the every-

day pressures of college life. Each day,

hundreds of students use the much

improved facilities to worl< off the stress

which accompanies course work here at

Creighton. Whether it's weight training,

stair stepping, racquetball or hooping it up

on the basketball court, exercise allows

some much needed fun and relaxation to

the student body.

Dozens of students come together

each evening for good old-fashioned

Intramural football is a continuously popular way that C.U.

students stay fit and have fun. Despite sub-zero temps and

dozen fields, both men and women brave the elements to

determine the champions. Photo by FrankAleman

By Jeremy Zebroski

basketball games. Although these are just

pick-up games, the competition can be

intense. Aaron Malavoiti '00 said, "Every

so often the games get pretty heated, and

that's when things get good. A little compe-

tition lets me vent some steam. Competi-

tion is at the heart of the game and it gives

every player a chance to "strut their stuff."

Krishna Venkatesh '00 said, "Playing

hoops here gives me a chance to reminisce

about the good ol' days."

Above the basketball court students

can be found on the free weights,

Stairmasters, treadmills. Nautilus equip-

ment, and rowing machines. These

machines can be a way to add muscle

tone, burn off the fatty cafeteria food, or like

basketball, they can help relieve frustration.

Melissa McKinley '01 said, "I enjoy

working out not only for the physical

rewards but also because it is one of the

only breaks in my day where I can get

away from school and do something

active." Often the fitness center can be a

nice break from studies and roommate

disputes, or it can give a couch potato a

chance to exercise.
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Spending some

quality time

together, members
of the Freshman

Leadership

Program, bond as

the mentees and

mentors get to

know each other

better over the

weekend. The

FLP escape was at

the CU retreat

center in

Griswald, Iowa.

A Short Break
From Reality

" The 24 Hour Retreat held at the

beginning of the year was a wonder-

ful experience and I met many ofmy
really good friends there."

-Julie Janssen '01

"The theme was getting rid ofour

burdens and we got to share things that

we wouldn't normally talk about in

everyday conversation. The Fresh-

man Leadership Program retreat was

a good experience. We really hadn't

had a chance to interact before and

this provided us with that chance."

-Becky Adams '01

"The retreat I just attended was really

relaxing and we had some great

speakers- Fr. Flecky, who talked

about intimate friendships with God,

Ann Marie Aita, a converted athiest,

and Fr. Rob Bufton, who talked about

meditation. ..it was great time!"

-Renee Gard '98

"The FLP Escape was a wonderful

experience because it gave all of us

the opportunity to<get away and get to

know each other, which made us a

closer-knit group when we returned."

Melissa McKinley '01

Together in their "Circle of Friends",

students at the 24 Hour Retreat take time to

relax. The 24 Hour Retreat gave freshman

the opportunity to make new friends and

strengthen old friendships.
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jathering with their new friends, students

yho attended the 24 Hour Retreat sponsored

)y Campus Ministry enjoyed meeting many
lew people. The retreat was held at the

)eginning of the year for freshman wanting

o get to know more people.

Getting^Away
FromT^t All

By Greg Kubieck

Considering exams and midterms and papers and meetings and the million of other stress-

causing events in a sudent's liffe, students need some time away from campus, a change of

scenery and pace and just time to sit back and enjoy oneself. School-sponsored retreats offer

all of these and more. Throughout the year various clubs and associations will host a retreat.

Some of this year's retreats were the Spring Break Service trip, the physics department

retreat, and several campus ministry retreats such as 24 Hours and the Encounter Retreat.

This year, as in the past three years, the physics department held a one day retreat at

the Creighton retreat center in order for the faculty and students to get to know one another

and make the department stronger and more unified. "The physics retreat was a blast," says

Amy Hummel '00, "The best parts were hearing Quinn's theory of the ants and tromping

through the woods." It is much easier to socialize with another student or faculty member in a

relaxed setting, during the normal school routine everyone is simply too busy just to sit around

and sincerely talk.

Campus ministry is very involved in student retreats. This year they sponsored the

following retreats; 24 Hours, search. Encounter, Silent-directed, Social-justice, Prayer, and

Senior. Each retreat has its own special focus, but according to Maureen Booker '99, the

general theme for retreats is to "offer the opportunity for students to reflect and share their

expehences with other Creighton students." Out of all the retreats, the 24-Hour Retreat is the

most popular. 24 Hours is a freshman retreat that stresses community building. 24 Hours is a

chance for freshman to get to know each other and get away from campus for a weekend.

Booker says, "the timing for 24 Hours is perfect because it is right when classes start, so

students can share what they are feeling with each other in a level different than the class-

room."

Spring break service trips are indeed a retreat of a larger magnitude. Students this

year visited one of about 12 different sites, all needing some sort of community assistance.

On a service trip, the work is exciting and rewarding, and the scenen/ is anything but ordinary.

Trips this year ranged from Colorado to Texas to an Indian reservation in Nebraska. According

to Lynn Samuelson '00, "I had an excellent time and I would highly suggest that everyone

go on a service trip."

Retreats are a vital part of college experience. They help students meet new friends,

have awesome experiences, and take a deserved hiatus from a hectic college life. Whether

you go all the way to Texas or just the lower part of St. John's, retreats are a chance to get

away, take a deep breath and have fun.
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That s Entertainment
r^E"

"You are getting

sleepy..." Shan-

non Anand '01

and Corey

Sweeney '00 flex

their muscles for a

crowd while being

hypnotized. Jim

Wand, a hypnotist

who comes

annually, is one of

the most highly

anticipated and

popular entertain-

ers for Creighton

students. Photo by

Jebarson Kirubakaran

Ventriloquist Taylor

Mason and his

"dummy" magically

converse with each

other in the Student

Center for many
students' entertain-

ment. Mason's act was
one of many exciting

events that were

sponsored by the

Program Board during

fall semester. Photo by

EdwardAyoub

V kk i I

Aaron Kuehl '00 performs in the student center. Live

musical perfromances remain one of the students favorite

forms of entertainment and provide a fun way to pass free

time. Photo by EdwardAyoub
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James Earl Jones, forever

located in the memories of

many students as "the voice of

Darth Vadar," visited the C.U.

campus this spring as part of a

college circuit. His speech

included advice and anecdotes

on topics such as advancing

technology in the academic

classroom, perseverence and

life in general. His voice held

students spellbound, and the

sharing of his experiences

throughout his career ade the

evening more than worth-

while. Photo by FrankAleman

What did you think of

James Earl Jones?
"I'm glad that he came to Creighton to talk to us students because he is

a very powerful speaker. I also think that he has a very cool voice."

-Mike Lim '99

"I think that he had a very powerful voice and that he is a very inspira-

tional speaker. I was disappoionted with the topics that he talked about.

I think that it could have been geared more towards a college crowd.

-Sarah Fredd '01

"
I enjoyed the fact that he didn't allow anyone to idolize him. He

reminded us that he was human, too."

-Ileana Ruelas '99
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Where do you work
and why?

"I like working in the Law Library because I get along with

all of my co-workers."

-Damien Mapel '01

"
I work in the physics department to help out with pay-

ments and dues. I really enjoy it. Right not my job doesn't

entail too much, which is a plus since it allows me ample

time to study.

-Jen Tamaye '00

Working in the Atmospheric sciences department is a

good way to use up my free time ...however, at times it's

boring.

-Peter Strzyz '99

"I like working as a tour guide because I don't have to

drive anywhere and they work around my schedule."

-Hannah Sewczak '01

Showing everyone that work can be

fun, Amy Buckley '98 and Cynthia

Chapman '98 cut out letters in the

Student Activities Office. Many
students find that on-campus jobs were

the most flexible with their school

schedule and that working with friends

can be enjoyable. Photo byAdam Simoncic

Having fun on the job,

Jodi Bitting '00

spends her free time

working at Jack and

Ed's in the Skutt

Student Center.
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Guardian of the night,

Sharee Eggleston
'99 sits watch at the

Kiewit front desk. Desk

working is one of the

most preferred jobs on

campus because it is a

relatively easy job that

has flexible hours.

Photo by FrankAleman

Working from

9 to 5

"Let me see

your ID,"

Cheryl

Fakler '00

checks

students'

id's before

they can

enter the

Kiewit

Fitness

Center.

Photo byAdam

Stmoncic

Jennifer Meister '00 works at the student center,

which is a popular place to work because it allows

students to interact with others. Yet many have

difficulties maintaining the vigorous life of studying

and working. "
I have a hard time managing my time

because I play soccer 12 hours a week and I still have

to have money for pay gas and other costs of life,"

said Jennifer.
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Working together in

Kenefick's lounge, Summer
Watanabe '99 and Alan

Chock '99 studiously

prepare for class. Kenefick's

lounge offers large confer-

ence tables and a community

atmosphere.

Favorite places

to study
"I like to study in the basement of the

library because the atmosphere is very

conducive and it allows me to accom-

plish my academic goals."

-Mario Malicay '00

"I like to study at Village Inn because

the library doesn't serve coffee. Since I

don't know anyone there andFm not

distracted, I get a lot of work done."

-Amanda McQueen '99

"I like to study in my room in my
Kenefick apartment. Why you may

ask? Because it allows easy access to

food and drink, relaxation and stress

relief, which are my guitar and bed,

and my computer and telephone. I

also don't mind studying in the library

because there are no distractions as

listed above."

-Adam Simoncic '99

"Studying at home is the best because

I can stop at any time and watch TV
I don't like studying at the library

because I "people watch."

-Kelly Kaul '99

"My favorite place to study, weather

permitting, is outside in the sun. It is

peaceful and relaxing so I can

concentrate solely on studying."

-Christine Gerken '01

The library commons is one of the most popular places to

study on Creighton's campus because it allows students to

study and socialize. What fun is studying without talking to

friends. Photo by Nader Deik
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Bookworms
By Greg Kubieck

Biology test on Wednesday. . . organic

chemistry this IVIonday... Physics on

Friday... and some papers you don't even

know the topics for yet due Thursday...

Now, while the order of homeworl< opera-

tions is important there is one more imme-

diate concern. Where exactly do you slave

over this work? The location is of prime

importance, because hours upon hours will

have to be spent there toiling away.

Fortunately, there are just about as many

places to do homework as there are

subjects.

The main homework location is the

Reinert or Health Sciences library. On any

given night there are at least several

students trying to learn somewhere within

the library. These are prime locations for

several reasons. The first reason is that the

library is specially designed for study

purposes. In the Reinert is every study tool

available, from desks with lights, study

rooms with write-on walls, and, if serious

study is needed, the lower level of the

library (more commonly known as the

'dungeon'). According to Nicole Percel

'99
, "The dungeon is a great place if you

like silence and don't have time to deal with

distractions." The library also has a nice

quiet atmosphere and the Cliff's notes are

just a short walk away.

If a place to live and study sounds

like fun, then ninth floor Swanson's Study

Community is the place to be. The Study

Community is a special grouping of under-

graduates who choose to live there be-

cause of a commitment by the other

students and by themselves to keep the

noise volume down so that it is easier to

study. Dorm neutral zones are another

place to study. They are especially valuable

for larger study sessions when being quiet

isn't an option.

While some people require com-

plete silence to study, others like more

noise when they learn. For some students,

Jebbies After Dark is the ultimate study

location, even a student is more likely to

socialize with friends then with the books.

"At Jebbies there are just too many of my

friends. After awhile I just end up talking to

them," says Kevin Donahoe '99. While it

is not possible through much of the year,

studying outside under the sun is definitely

an option when the weather permits. On

the first nice spring day it is easy to see

groupings of sun studiers trying to make the

most out of their homework.

Wherever one chooses to study it

will constitute a large proportion of college

careers, so it is best to be comfortable in

your study location.

Jicentrating hard to memorize his notes for a test, Chris

^Jcerson '99, studies in the library, where he can get all

I work accomplished. Many students find the library one

he best places to do homework. Since there are places of

dute silence and places to talk, all students are accom-

dated.
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Eric Bode '98 and Eric Wauson '98 struggle with an extremely stubborn subject

during Tuesday morning physiology lab. "Animal physiology labs were enjoy-

able because we worked in small groups and used live animals for our experi-

ments," said Bode. "Frogs were particularly interesting to work with because

they weren't always dead when you thought you'd successfully sacrificed them.

So they'd usually surprise you by hopping off when you weren't looking."

inita Patel & Pinky Pralapad
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''We call those studies lib-

eral which are worthy of a

free man: those studies by
which we attain and prac-

tice virtue and wisdom; that

education which calls forth^

trains and develoDS those
highest gifts of body and of

mind which ennoble menj
and which are rightly

judged to rank next in dig-

nity to virtue only."

Peter Paul Vergeno
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IN
THE

MIDWEST.

Buildinga

Future...

I

As Creighton continues to grow and expand,

construction on a new residence hall carries on.

The new dormitory, next to the Lied Center for the

Arts, will open next school year. The flow of new
students has increased in part due to the renown
of Creighton's quality education. Newsweek
Magazine ranked Creighton as the number one

university in the Midwest. Photo by FrankAleman

Ranked "Best in the Midwest," Creighton proudly displays its academic

excellence. Creighton is a highly recognized university in which studen

gain a well-rounded education to carry with them throughout their lives

Photo by Frank Aleman

U.S. News Top 5 in the

Midwest

1. Creighton University
2. Valparaiso University

3. Butler University

4. Drake University

5. Univerity ofDayton

I
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...SHINING

IN THE

SPOTLIGHT

Creighton's high quality education and

academic reputation have again landed Creighton

among the top schools of the nation. After ranking

high for the past few years, Creighton has finally

been recognized as the best overall college in its

region. US News and World Report has ranked

Creighton number one in the Midwest under Re-

gional Universities. The magazine publishes a

special issue each year rating colleges across the

country under different categories such as "Regional

Universities", "Liberal Arts Colleges" and "Best

Medical Schools." This special issue is well in-

formed and is used by students nationwide in decid-

ing which colleges to attend.

Money magazine also ranks colleges, but it

focuses on schools that offer an education most

worth the tuiton. It ranked Creighton 66th in the

nation overall, while it rated us 17th in the Midwest.

Both magazines assess many criteria in

choosing the best universities. They consider en-

trance examination results, class rankings and grade-

point averages of incoming freshmen. They analyze

the faculties, focusing on faculty-student ratios,

faculty resources and faculty quality. Other factors

include library resources, instructional budget,

freshman retention rates, graduation rates and

student services

Not only does Creighton meet these stan-

dards, it sets them. We students of Creighton Uni-

versity are proud of our school and its reputation as

one of the best schools in the nation. It is a promis-

ing institution that will continue its excellence in

preparing its students for their futures, for their

careers, for their lives.

Why did you choose

Creighton?

I was initially interested in Creighton's PT pro-

gram, so I visited the campus. It looked fun, and

everyone I talked to was really friendly.

--Brian Walsh '98

"I am honored to be a student attending such a

great school. I know the opportunities that it will

provide me with will guide me to a successful

future."

— Kristine Wong '01

"Knowing that Creighton is so prestigious only

adds to the benefits that I have found at this

unique school."

— Roopa Dandamudi '01

"It makes me proud to know that I'm going to a

distinguished school. It will be helpful to me later

on in life when I want to get a job."

— Nikki Koerner '01

Creighton has been rated as Best m the

Midwest for two consecutive years. Its out-

standing reputation draws hundreds of

students every year to its picturesque campus.

Photo By Frank Aleman
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A Guide to
Graduate

The Guaranteed Admissions Program began at Creighton

University in 1996 for the Medical, Dental, and Law schools. Since its

inception, the concept has already undergone several changes, most

of them applying to the Medical School. For the class of 2000, the

first class to be offered the program, the required minimum GPA was

3.5 and the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT) was not

needed. The class of 2001, however, must maintain a minimum GPA
of 3.6 in all required science and math courses.

Basically, the same rules apply for the Dental School. Pro-

spective students must obtain a GPA of 3.6 and complete the Dental

Admissions Test (DAT) with scores of at least 16. Students seeking to

enter the Creighton University School ofLaw must maintain a 3.5 GPA
and submit LSAT scores in the top 30% of all candidates.

There has been enough interest in the program to increase,

for example, the required general biology course by nearly 100%. The

purpose of Guaranteed Admissions is to grant positions in the

professional schools to those who would be most successful. The

hope of the program is to provide the best doctors, dentists and

lawyers, not just the best students.

Furthermore, it was initially thought that the program would

decrease the competition and anxiety so associated with entrance into

professional schools. Not all students think that this goal has been

met, however. As Maulik Bhalani '00 and Deepesh Shah '00

maintain, "Alot of times. Guaranteed Admissions actually increases

competition, and now you're competing against your friends. The

requirements are a little more than people bargained for."

Despite some uncertainties about the program, officials

continually strive to make it beneficial for as many students as

possible. The Guaranteed Admissions Program is reviewed after every

school year to assess what might need to be altered.

Impressions...

What do you think about the

Gurantee Programs?

"A great program because it encourages students to

concentreate on their studies and learnibg and not worry

about one big test like the MCAT or LSAT."

-Mike Keller '01

"For the short-term the Guarantee Admissions Programs allows

students to excel in their area of intreset, but for the long-term

I believe it will be a problem for the future classes because

competion will make it difficult to limit the number of people

for the places available in the grauduate schools."

--Sara Kunciatis '00

Phil Postal '00 gives high school juniors and seniors their first tours

on Creighton's campus. Prospective students undergo an initial taste of

Creighton's campus, hfe style, and, most importantly, its academic

programs. They receive their first glimpse of the new Guarantee

Admission Programs for the School of Medicine, Denisitry, and Law.

Creighton has gained a popular reputation for these new programs and

attracts a new, diverse student population. Photo by Frank Aleman
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THE Guaranteed
Admissions
Programs

Incoming freshman and seasoned sophmores attend a

lecture given by Dr. Charles Austerberry, a pre-medical

advisor, about the Guranteed Medical Program. As

requirements change from year to year students must

maintain a GPA of 3.5 (for the class of 2000) and 3.6 (for

the class of 2001). The maintenance of this grade point

average will guarantee students at the end of their junior

year a seat at Creighton's medical school. Dr. Austerberry

describes the Guaranteed Admissions program as "a

double-edged sword, creating a stronger and more
diverse class, but a program that changes procedures for

applying to medical school." Photo by Kumar Desai

Cemisty allows students to reconsider their choice of

e;ering into the medical field: Prospective pre-health

st'dents must complete a core requirement of

b logy, and physics and 16 credits in chemistry in

aditon to the requirements of the College of Arts and
Siences in order to qualify for the Gurantee Admis-

sins Program. Andrew Abraham '01 describes

misty as "a class that makes me work harder to

p my GPA and prepares me to enter the Guranteed
Tiissions Program." Photo by FrankAleman

What a difference a year makes...

an increase in student enrollement...

1995-1996

Business (584)

A rts and Science (2246)

1996-1997

Business (547)

Arts and Sciences (2316;

1 997-1 998

Business (612

Arts and Sciences (2340)
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Study
SESSION..
...A HIGHWAY TO

ACADEMIA

Impressions..

Wheredoyoustudy?

"On the second floor of the Hbrary by the window,

because it makes me feel like I am on top of all of the

knowledge."

- Sameer Dang '01

"Up on the stage in Walsh Lecture Hall with only the stage

lights on, where I pull all-nighters before a big exam. It is

as if I was the teacher, instead of the student."

-Devin Wiler '00

"I like to curl up in a ball, snuggled up under my very

warm blankets with pillows around me like a throne before

I begin to study."

-Ileana Ruelas '99

Students use the CAP
center as a resource to

guide them to opportu-

nities for the future. The

CAP center offers

assistance in career

planning and summer
programs. Counselors

help students find

information about fields

that interest them. Kim
Dobson '01 describes

the CAP center as "a

place that gives me a

sense of direction

towards the choices of

my future career." Photo by

EdwardAyoub
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Students take a

break outside the

library, known as

one of the best

pick-up spots on

Creighton's

campus. During

midterms and

finals the library

serves as one of

the most popular

study places.

Rowena Deles

Santos '01 calls

the library "a

second home for

students, a place

where we spend

countless days

and nights

cramming for

exams." Photo by

Frank Aleman

AWorld of

Words ...

Writing'Center

"The writing center is a place I go to get a critical analysis

of my writing. Sometimes my friends cannot proofread my
papers and judge my work because they feel they might

hurt my feelings. At the writing center, however, I know I

will get a real analysis of my writing."

-Jay Roby '01

"The writing center is an excellent opportunity for me to

enchance my writing skills. It is especially helpful to get

hands-on experience with my papers from real English

professors. Most of the time I use for my English papers, but

you can go there for any class."

-Nirav Amin '01

"The writing center may be the most important place on

campus for students. Since writing is fundamental to

communicating a thought across the disciplines, we take

our job very seriously."

- Professor David Gallon

The writing center is a good place for students to gain experi-

ence in polishing, improving and mending their papers, essays

and compostions. Above, Mohamed Hagona '01, sits with a

writing center tutor and edits his paper to better improve his

writing skills. Photo by Frank Merman

,1 •
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LEAP Into
LATIN

America...
In Latin America students

volunteer at medical clinics

to gain experience and help

the people of the commu-
nity in which they live.

Chris Celio '98 describes

ILAC as "a life defining

experience. Throughout the

two months there, I learned

about what it means to

really live, to really feel

emotion, and to really love.

In fact, I learned that life is

not about money or power

but is instead about trust,

humility, perseverance, and

relationship with God and

others."

Impressions...

Whatdoesithave to offer?

"What a beautiful country and wonderful people!

Although the thought of living in a third world country may
not sound like paradise, my semester in the Dominican

Republic was an incredible experience. It provided the

context in which I was able to apply what I have learned at

Creighton and from my professors there. It allowed me to

experience life in a third world country and gave me a

better idea of the way a large portion of the world's

population live. The service component of the program

and the many excursions allowed me to get to know the

Dominican people and let me be a part of a beautiful

culture, which showed a degree of welcoming and accep-

tance I have never experienced in our culture. The

distance allowed me to see the United States in a whole

new way. I learned about the world and even more about

myself and my place in it."

-Maureen Looker '99
This is the ILAC center in which the students lived for four

months in the D.R. The students' daily activites took place in

this small community. They lived, ate, studied and attended

school in this place, which became their home away from home.
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Megann Walker '98 sits in the living area of her house with Dominican

parents Vitalina (left) and Dario (right). They adopted her as part of their

family for 4 weeks of her stay in the ILAC program. As Megann recalls her

experience she "learned about the incredible gift of generosity and the

importance of caring for other people. I learned about another culture and

made incredible friendships."

Students of ILAC not only

provide resources to the

community but also explore

the terrain of the Domini-

can Republic. Students

here hike Mt. Jimenero and

stand above a waterfall,

Vanessa Weiland '99,

describes this as "one of the

most uplifting natural

experiences."
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A
Major

Choice.

Popular
Majors
1996-1997

Major Students

Nursing 319

Biology 232

Psychology 160

Occuaptional Therapy 140

1997-1998

Major Students

Nursing 395

Biology 210

Psychology 178

Occupational Therapy 142

Chemistry 60

In the fall, students are given the opportunity to

explore their options for their majors.This

picture is taken at the Major Fair which is

sponsored by Creighton for students to visit and

talk to others about the myriad of majors

offered at Creighton. Shelby Joseph '01

descibes the fair as, "an oppurtunity to explore

the variety of majors available at Creighton."

Students must declare their major by the end of

their sophmore year. The Major Fair allows

students to seek out new interest and take

classes related to their major to discover if the

choice is right for them. Photo by Nader Deik
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Impressions...
What is your major??

Biology...

"I choose biology as my major because, as a pre-med

student, I believe it will provide me with a good

doorway to into the medical profession."

--Cioran Murphy 01'

Nursing...

"Nursing is my major because I have a lot of nurses in

my family and I have always looked up to them, and it

is a professional career that has always interested me."

"Diane Wasko 00'

i*-^'

Dr. Lewis and a first year chemsitry student perform a

laboratory experiment. As students test their choices for

a major, many undecided students take basic classes such

as general chemistry to search for options. General chem-

istry students are not only required to take a lecture, but

also as a supplement to the laboratory. The labs give stu-

dents hands-on experience in the field of research and

experiments. The students are able to see real world ap-

plications of theories and equations they learn from the

textbooks. Not only are labs an essential part of the sci-

ence curriculum, but they also provide supplementary ma-

terial for the student to understand chemistry compre-

hensively. Photo by KeolaAki

The Melodious Musichemical Manifestation, what is this?

Every fall at Creighton the chemisty department puts on a

demo show. Due to the shows increasing popularity the this

year's audience filled to crowd capacity. Each part of the

show demonstates a different chemical reaction. The dem-

onstrations are loud, fun, and interactive with the crowd.

The motif of each demonstation is incorporated into a popu-

lar theme, for example the demostrations were named A
Whole New World and Pop Goes the Weaseal. Ashish

Auora '98, a participant in the show describes his

experince as, "definately a great time, and a learning expe-

rience. It was a way to show how Chemistry can be fun and

not so boring and difficult!"
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Hands
ON...

In Stagecraft 153, a required class for theater majors, students make
set pieces and backdrops, and work the hghting for plays. Theater

major, Brent Tierney '00 recommends this class. He says, "If you

like theater then it's a fun class because it gets into the technical

aspect of theater instead of just being onstage."

Point, shoot, done? It's not quite that simple.

Michael Wong '00 reflects on his Intro to

Photography course. "I have always wanted to

learn how to make my own photographs, and

Father Flecky has taught me that it is much more

than just pointing and shooting." Photo by KeolaAki.
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... Fine Arts Diversify

Creighton

i

i
I

Creighton University has a proud tradition of having

an excellent fine and performing arts department. Accord-

ing to Dr. Roger Aikin, chair of the department of fine and

performing arts, the fine arts department has two main

goals. The first goal is to serve the overall education aims

of Creighton University. By putting a fine arts require-

ment in the core curriculum, Creighton is committing it-

self to graduating more well-rounded students. Art is im-

portant to everyone because it allows students to have a

deeper understanding of the vast world of fine art to and

learn to appreciate it more.

The second goal of the fine and performing arts de-

partment is geared towards fine arts majors, the few who

choose to make a profession out of the fine arts. Very

few people choose to make a living off their art, but for

those with a love for their profession, professional artistry

can be incredibly rewarding. The fine and performing arts

department has a very good record of sending art majors

to graduate school and preparing them for a professional

career. While the chemistry teachers can teach chemical

reactions and the history professors can retell the events

of 1 877, teaching a student creativity is not so easy a task.

The main purpose of the teachings, says Dr. Aikin, "is to

teach the mechanical and technical fundamentals, expose

the student to the possibilities and to help bring out un-

tapped talent." Perhaps the most important tool in pre-

paring students for the next level of their education are

their exhibitions. Similar to a senior thesis, art majors are

required to do an exhibition "one of the best things we

do," according to Dr. Aikin. Exhibitions can be either a

play, art fair, or gallery put on by the student. The exhibi-

tions are a very big deal and are public events with many

By Greg Kubicek

students selling their work to interested attendants.

Students typically spend up to an entire year on

their exhibition.

The fine and performing arts department

has several resources which can help it achieve

its goals. The first resource is the newly built

Lied Education center for the Arts. Erected two

years ago, the Lied center has a full-size theater

and many rooms for art instruction and develop-

ment. The second resource of the fine and per-

forming arts department is a top-notch faculty and

an ever-evolving list of majors. According to

Dr.Aikin, the department has a "terrific, terrific

faculty." Several of the instructors are even rec-

ognized on a national level. Creighton's fine arts

department is also impressive with its ability to

remain on the cutting edge of the newer majors.

One of the newest majors is the degree of Bach-

elor of Arts in Graphic Design, a degree specifi-

cally aimed for students interested in careers in

computer software and advertising. With today's

continued emphasis on the internet, a new pro-

fession of people capable of designing quality home

pages is quickly emerging, and Creighton is proud

to be able to graduate successfully art majors pro-

ficient in this area. With such innovations to lighten

the future and solid foundations like faculty and

new buildings to carry the present, it is obvious

that Creighton's fine and performing arts depart-

ment will continue to be a strength to the Univer-

sity and its students.

Impressions...
What do you think about Creighton's fine arts requirement?

"It can give you a repect for the arts. Many people aren't exposed to it as children, so it gives them an

opportunity to explore new things. One of the Jesuit values is unity of the heart and mind: it makes you a

more well-rounded person."

-Stephanie Whitney '00

"I took the ballet class to fulfill my requirement and I dont think I'm ever going to use the skills that I

learned. If there is going to be a requirement, it should be for a speech class because everyone needs to

learn how to speak comfortably in front of other people. It will not only help them with the requirement,

but also in the future."

-Frances Christiansen '00
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Gree^s
"Fraternity is under-
standingj it is recogni-
tiorij it IS a joining with
inen (and woinen) in

common enterprises, it

IS a willingness to share
and to participate, it is

discipline. It is selfless-

ness. It IS these things
and many inore* It is

above all an attitude."

-Jack Anson, Fraternity

Leader

ijieeks



Rompm' around at the annual Phi Psi

go to the fight against cystic fibrosis

Allison Hacker & Michael Urn
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EOE
igma Phi Epsilon prides itself on leadership and

creating a "Balanced Man." The "Balanced Men"

of Sig Ep are dedicated to scholarship, commu-

nity service, philanthropy, athletics and social

activities.

The Nebraska Delta Chapter of Sigma Phi

Epsilon makes a difference in the surrounding

community through its three major philanthropy

events. The "Wheel Chair Race," "Hoops for

Hope," and "The Run With a Heart" all raise

money for area organizations such as The Ma-

donna School for Exceptional Children, The

North Omaha Boys and Girls Club and the Ronald

McDonald House, respectively.

The men of Sig Ep are also involved on

Creighton's campus as leaders, scholars, athletes

and gentlemen. The Nebraska Delta Chapter of

Sigma Phi Epsilon is a chapter for others and has

a proud history of calling many of the male

leaders on campus "Brother."

Brothers pose for a picture at a Greek
social function. "Being a member of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity has left me
with nothing less than memtiries that will

last a lifetime," says Michael Czyz '98.
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Chris Stevens '98 and Frank Serio '99 get ready for Sigma
Phi Epsilon's "Wheelchair Race." "Being a Sig Ep
here at Nebraska Delta is about being a man for others and
about welcoming others to share their burdens with you,"

said Frank Serio. Photo by Denise Lawse

Brothers Marc Hunley '98, Jeff Sebree '99

and Ryan Bailey '98 have a great time at semi-
formal. Jeff Sebree says, "I like being a Sig Ep
because it is all about good times!"

yvfiut do you enjoy
aSout 6eirtg a
memBeT ofSigma
Tfii TpsiCon?

*'Sig Ep has given me
friends now who will be
friends after I've gradu-

ated, best-men at my
wedding and pall bearers

at my funeral."

-B.J. Henkenius *98

"Sig Ep has introduce<

me to a lot of new
people and has opened
up a lot of doors."
-Ryan Tyner '99

ZOE
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OKA
ilfappa Alpha has been one of Creighton's top

fraternities since its estabhshment in 1 977. Since that

time, they have excelled in every level ofcollege life

and campus involvement.

The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha pride them-

selves on being scholars, leaders, athletes and

gentlemen at all times. The backbone of the

fraternity is their strong bond of brotherhood that

brings together nearly 100 men. The core of this

brotherhood is centered around the Pikehouse,

currently the only Greek house recognized by the

University.

This year, the Pikes held their annual Haunted

House and Easter Egg Hunt for the children of the

Gifford Park area and improved the quality of the

B.A.D.D. program (Brothers Against Drunk

Driving). In addition to this, they continued their

excellent social calender.

^\Vficit cCo yoxi enjoy
ciBoxLt Being a
ntem6er of "Pi

"Being a member of Pi

Kappa Alpha has helped
me grow in every aspect
of my life"

-Mike Bresnahan'99

"I like being a member
because I get the

chance to live with 35 of
my best friends."

-Chris Kriegler '99

Corey Engesser '99, Chris Kriegler
'99 and other brothers pose in the
formal room of Pikehouse.
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The brothers of Pi Kappa pose in

front of the Pikehouse.
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Dave Case '98 and Tom Volberg '00 pose next to an ice

sculpture at formal.Tom Vollberg said, "I love Pi Kappa Alpha
because of the friendships that I've made and the experiences
that I've had."

Brothers Aaron LacKamp '98,

Dave Wear '98 and Chris
Knauf '99 at formal.

TWA
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he men of Phi DeUa Theta are champions of

leadership. The quahties they look for in brothers

are individuals who are motivated, who enjoy a

challenge, and who see the benefits of belonging

to a fraternity.

The Phi Delts offer many opportunities to

enhance scholarship, gain practical leadership

experience, interact with other students and form

lifelong friendships. The Phi Delta Theta Chapter

at Creighton University has the support of one of

the most respected fraternities internationally.

Even though Phi Delta Theta is the newest

fraternity on campus, they have started leaving

their mark. This year, the Phi Delts celebrated its

largest pledge class in the chapter's history.

Mike Fitzgerald '99, Tony Zabawa '00, Phil Postell '00,

and Jake Mueller '00 v^elcome two of its newest members.
"Phi Delta Theta is a great chance at leadership," says Phil.
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The brothers of Phi Delta Theta take time out to take
a picture during one of their philanthropic events, the
"Adopt-a-Highway"program. "The Phi Delta Theta
Chapter at Creighton University is the essence of
Brotherhood," said Joe Kohout '98.

Dan Wientzen '99 and Mike
Fitzgerald *99 take time out during
formal to smile. Mike said, "Phi Delt
prepares Creighton's student leaders for

the challenges of
tommorrow."

Gerry
Stanley
'00 enjoys
himself at

one of Phi
Delta
Theta's
many
Rush
events.

What do you enjoy
about being a member
of Phi Delta Theta?

"Phi Delts are friends

now. Brothers for-

ever"

-Matthew Ord '99

"Phi Delta Theta has

helped me make great

friends and has also

enriched my college

life"

-Joe Kim '99

"Phi Delta Theta is a

strong brotherhood,

and a tremendous
opportunity for lead-

ership and personal

growth."

-Phil Jones '00

I enjoy the frienship

and brotherhood
that's present

among the mem-
bers,"

-Kurt Norris '99

OA0
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igma Alpha Epsilon at Creighton University

offers its members a unique and memorable

Greek experience. This tight-knit, yet individually

diverse fraternity, has grown into an active and

enthusiastic band of leaders both on campus and

in the greater Omaha community.

During the past year, the SAE's have made

tremendous strides in strengthening many aspects

of this already outstanding chapter. The fraternity

increased its philanthropy activities this year and

worked to strengthen its alumni support.

The culmination of the chapter's hard work

occurred last summer, when the members were

presented with the Most Improved Chapter Award

at the International Leadership School in Phoenix,

Arizona. This award marks only the beginning of

many future years ofcontinued excellence for Sigma

Alpha Epsilon.

^\Vficit cCo you
enjoy uBozit Be-
ing a mem6eT
oj Sigma ^CpficL
XpsiCon?

"It's created a network
of thousands of men
with whom I have a

common bond."
-Matt Shalhoob *98

I "SAE has helped me
build life-long friend-

I
ships."

'-Kent Bruck'98

Brothers pose with students at the

Noithside Community Lutheran Church.

The SAE '97 Pledge Class.
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Kappa Psi is a loyal band of honorable men

held together by brotherhood. Led by integrity,

honesty, and gentlemanly conduct, the brothers of

Phi Kappa Psi pride themselves on "the joy of

serving others."

This year, the brothers raised over $750 for

cystic fibrosis in their annual Phi Psi 500. Phi Psi

also reclaimed the Greek Week traveling trophy

this year, along with the "Zeus" Competition for

an unprecedented sixth year in a row. Phi Psi

have been Greek Week Champions four times in

the last five years.

Phi Psi offers a number of social events

throughout the year. Hosting a number of mixers

and date parties. Phi Psi's never miss an opportu-

nity to show their pride for their beloved frater-

nity. Phi Psi gives its brothers a bond to last them

a lifetime.

I

^yvfiut cCo yovi
enjoy ciBoxit 6e-
ing ci meyn6eT
of Tfii JCapjyci
Tsi?

"Phi Psi has given me
ten fold what I have put
into it."

-Patrick Cooper'99

"The thing that I like

best about Phi Psi is the

fact that the friends I

have now will be the

friends I will have for

the rest of my life."

-Ben Doran'OO

The brothers celebrate after raising $750 for cystic fibrosis.

Corey Henderson '99 says, "Phi Psi 500 was a really

great event because it was a blast and it was for a great

cause."

Mark Dobblestein makes a special

"Phi Psi" appearance.
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Dta Zeta was founded in 1902 at Miami Univer-

sity in Oxford, Ohio. Since the chapter's inception

in 1962, Creighton's Theta Eta Chapter has

carried on Delta Zeta's rich traditions. Their

colors are rose and green, its mascot is the turtle,

and its national philanthropy is the speech and

hearing impaired.

The women of Delta Zeta have had an ex-

tremely busy and successful year. In the fall. Delta

Zeta held their annual "Turtle Tug-of-War."

The sisters of Delta Zeta always look forward to

their mixers, date parties and formals. The soror-

ity continues their strong leadership through

campus activities, including intramuals, Greek

Week and other organizations. Delta Zeta mem-

bers share a lifelong friendship that builds a book

of memories.

The sisters of Delta Zeta get together during Greek
Week's "Skit Night." Jen Bruggeman '99 enthusias-
tically says, "I grow to love Delta Zeta more and more
every day because Amanda and Mario are kooky."
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A couple of Delta Zeta members pose for pictures in

front of the fitness center. Delta Zeta offers many
women an exprience of a lifetime. "Delta Zeta
teaches me the true meaning of friendship and
I have made friendships that will be sure to last

a lifetime." Jodi Bitting '00

Katie Sutko '99, Angela Boehmke '00,

Kim Schultz '00 and Erica Shonsey '00

take time to smile during "Mom Night." "I like

being a Delta Zeta because it means being
able to be yourself. My best friends are Delta
Zetas and they are the most crazy, exciting

and loving girls I know. I always know they
will be there for me," said Katie.

Amanda McQueen '99,

Mario Malicay '99,

Robbie Buchanan '99,

Bethany Kruse '99 and
Jen Bruggeman '99

relax after the "Turtle
Tug." "Delta Zeta has
given me many opportuni-
ties to experience college

life to its fullest," said

Amanda.

I^\Vfiat cCo you enjo^
uBout 6eing a
vmemBer- ojJDeCta
rZeta?

"I love Delta Zeta be-

cause the of the sister-

hood, bonding and the

great friends that I've

made."
-Mario Malicay *99

"All the girls in the

sorority were so friendly

and were easy to talk to,

unlike many of the other
sororities."

-Kathryn Greene '00

"I love how I'm able to

act crazy without step-

ping on anyone's toes."

-Heather Brown '00
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ebraska Gamma chapter of Pi Beta Phi was

founded at Creighton on April 9, 1 994. As the

newest sorority on campus. Pi Phi has excelled in

leadership, academics and philanthropy. Pi Beta

Phi proudly claimed the 1997 Greek Week Cham-

pionship and the 1997 Highest Scholarship

Award. Pi Beta Phi was founded as the first

national fraternity for women in 1867, at

Monmouth College, TN.

Commitments to service and philanthropy

include an annual "Paddle for Pi Phi" Rubber

Ducky Race for Reading, with proceeds that

support the Omaha Public Libraries. Other philan-

thropic interests include writing to pen pals,

making books for local schools, the "Bring a

Book-Get on the Bus" book drive (in return for

transportation to social events), and the new

spring break service trip to Gatlinburg, TN, to

Arrowmont School.

Pi Phi prides itself on its energy and high

scholarship. Pi Phi's encourage campus involve-

ment in all activities and organizations, other

Greek events and philanthropies, and individual-

ism.

Members of the

Nebraska Gamma
Chapter of Pi Beta
Phi hold an annual

"Rubber Ducky
Race for Reading"
on the mall.

Michelle
Morlock '00,

Cheryl Sabey
'01, Jenni
Kimmel '01,

Carrie
Armbrust,
Erin Kouri '99

and Kristen
Hermann '00

celebrate Bid
Night at Chuck-
E-Cheese's.

The proud winners of Greek
Week 1 997 display their pride

in Pi Phi at Creighton on the

Mall.
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^Wfiut cCo yoxi enjoy uBovit Be-
ing ci menx6eT of "Pi "Beta
Thi?

"Pi Phi is unique because of its diversity and
its uniqueness in every member. Each girl

has her own, individual personality, and each
contributes to Pi Phi in her own way. "

-Trish Ammons '99

"Pi Phi is a place where you can reveal your
deepest, wierdest quirks and you'll find

someone to love you for it."

-Lizzy Sather '98

"I like being a Pi Phi because they love me
for who I am."

-Julie Lighthipe'OO

The sisters of Pi Beta Pho take a moment out of their

formal to pose for a memorable photo.

riB*
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'nded in 1 874. Gamma Phi Beta is an international

sorority rooted in "promoting the highest standard

of sisterhood."The Epsilon Delta chapter at

Creighton was installed in 1986. Since then, the

Gamma Phi's have contributed to our community

through service, leadership, scholastic achieve-

ments and campus ministry.

This year, they were awarded for having the

highest Greek GPA. Over fall break, 14 sisters

traveled to Grand Cocteau, Louisiana for their

annual service trip of tutoring children and

helping out in the community. They also held their

first annual "Get Your Kicks With Gamma Phi"

kickball tournament, which benefited the Gene

Eppley Camp for Abused and Battered Children.

Gamma Phi Beta's grow together and form

friendships that last beyond their years at

Creighton.

Mary Dellenbach '99, Julie Ortman
'99,and Carey Christianen '99 hanging
out at Gamma Phi Beta's "Bell Bottom
Bash."
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Gama Phi Beta's all gather and watch the Creighton
Bluejay Soccer game at Tranquility Park.

April Setje and Cheryl Neesen '99 proudly pose
next to their chalk drawing during Greek Week.
"Gamma Phi Beta, besides just friendship, has
offered me many avenues in leadership opportuni-
ties community service, and has given me the chance
to give back to the Creighton community," said

Cheryl.

Jackie Roitstein '00, Serena
Sanker '99, Lindsay Kearns '99

and Katie Sullivan '00 get to-

gether to take time out and smile.

["What ao you enjoy
about being a member
ot Gamma Phi Beta?

'I enjoy the sorority

; atmosphere, sisterhood,

land close bonding be-

tween the sisters

-Stephanie Johnson
'01

"Gamma Phi promotes
the highest type ofwom
anhood and provides a

friendly encouraging

atmosphere where
women can achieve their

highest potential"

-Paula Klump '98 J
"The girls in Gamma Phi

are awesome because
they have created a ,

friendly diverse atmo-
sphere"

-Katie Robertson '01
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A Ipha Phi is a strong international sorority, founded

in 1872 at Syracuse University. Today Alpha Phi

has over 140 active chapters in the United States

and Canada. The Theta Delta Chapter here at

Creighton University was installed in 1990.

Alpha Phi is a sisterhood based on a strong

tradition and life-long friendships. They pride

themselves on its philanthropic activities, strong

academic success and strong social and leader-

ship involvement. Throughout the year. Alpha

Phi's participate in many philanthropic activities,

including raising money to benefit the American

Heart Association through the Alpha Phi Founda-

tion at their Annual Bachelor/Bachelorette Auc-

tion.

Alpha Phi's social calender is also filled with

many events such as date parties and formals. The

members always enjoy themselves wherever they

go-

^\Vfiut cCo you
enjoy uBoxit Be-
ing ci memBeT
ofJACpfici {Bi?

"I enjoy being able to

walk into a roomful of
women who are both
my sister and friends"

-Nicole Ward *98

"Living off-campus, it's

hard to meet new
people. Alpha Phi helps

me meet new and inter-

esting people"
-Kim Tennissen '98

I

r

I
Alpha Phi's enjoying a night out at an Omaha Flames soccer

game. Jacqueline Postell '98 says, "I have so much fun

with my sisters wherever we go."

Nicole Ward '98 and Stacy Phelps
'98 enjoying a short break during Rush.
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T beta Phi Alpha, founded at Creighton in 1952, is

the oldest Greek organization on campus. Theta

Phi's are known for the unbreakable bonds that

are created among its sisters.

Theta Phi's are proud of their successful

annual Sand Volleyball Tournament held each fall.

This year, over $1,500 was raised for the

Creighton Cancer Center and the Nebraska AIDS

Project. Other philanthropic projects include

adopting a family, serving dinner at the St.

Francis House and selling popcorn benefitting the

Boy Scouts of America.

Besides philanthropy and social events, Theta

Phi's can be found participating in many other

activities on campus, such as varsity sports and

various Honor and Leadership Societies

Above all, Theta Phi Alpha represents many

different aspects of Creighton University, and

prides itself on its unique, lifelong friendships.

^\Vfiut cCo yovi ^*
enjoy u6ovLt 6e-
irtg ci memBeT
of'TftetcL Tfii JAC-

J}flCl?

"Theta Phi Alpha is my
life, man!"
-Eileen Heaston '98

"My sorority has
given me an opportunity

to build lifelong friend-

ships"

-Christine Hammonds
'99

Theta Phi's get together to smile during a mixer. Katie
Hervert '99 says, "What can I say? It leaves me
speechless."

The sisters dress to thrill during Halloween. "The
closeness of all of us is the best thing, and of
course the friends," said Maggie Thorn '00.
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"To associate with other
like-minded people in

smallj purposeful groups
IS for the great majority
of men and women a

source of profound psy-

chological satisfaction."

—Aldous Huxley
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Many Creighton students participate in community service activities not only

to further enrich their learning but for fun. "You get involved with service

because someone else wants you to, you continue to do it because of the

great feeling that you get inside," said Patrick Chee '00.

Maneesh Bansal &
John Clatanoff
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Gerorge Smolinski '00 and other APO
volunteer, not only share their faith in

church or by prayer, but by giving up their

time to help others. Here students are

seen hauling tree limbs out of the yards of

some needy people who otherwise could

not move them. After the huge snow-

storm that hit immediately after fall break

this year, the call for help came out to

Creighton students from countless

organizations, and the calls were quickly

answered. These opportunities are co-

ordinated through both the Center for

Peace and Justice and Campus Ministry.

Pho\o by FrankAleman

Andrew Bate '00,

Patrick Chee '00, Dan
Richter '00, Chris Clark
'98 and Maureen Looker
'99, gather together in

Chaplain Fr. Burt Thelen's

Kiewit Hall room for ice

cream and conversation.

This was coordinated by

Campus Ministry, which

strives to keep Creighton

students in touch with their

faith, as well as strengthen

it. "Campus ministry is a

great aspect because it lets

everyone experience the

religious activities other than

the required theology

classes," said Andrew. Photo

by FrankAleman
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...SPREADING THEWORD
BY GREG KUBIECK

Since its origin, Creighton University has been a breeding ground for

religion and philanthropy, and this tradition continues today even stronger than

before. A diverse number of ministry and justice organizations populate

Creighton, ranging from Creighton Campus Ministry to the Hindu Student Asso-

ciation. Creighton Campus ministry is a very involved group, in charge of re-

treats, faith development, liturgy readings, spring break service trips, ILAC, and

campus ministry student advisors. Peace and Justice Cooperative is a service-

oriented organization dedicated to raising worldwide hunger awareness.

Creighton also supports many non-Catholic religious organizations, including the

Hindu student association, Muslim Student Association, and the Lutheran Fellow-

ship. Umang Talati '00 states that the goal of the newly formed Hindu Student

Association is to "educate others about what the Hindu faith really is and dis-

solve the stereotypes associated with our religion."

There are many groups at Creighton aimed at helping others and just as

many reasons to join one. Maureen Looker '99 enjoys being a part of campus

ministry because "the acts they sponsor really complete my Jesuit education."

And the reason Patrick Chee '00 is a part of Peace and Justice Cooperative?

"It's just something you feel." Whatever the denomination or the cause, belonging

to a campus ministry or justice organization is a great way to share faith, fun, and

philanthropy.

After a long night of studying, a break comes in very

handy, and these students take advantage of the root

beer floats provided by Campus Ministry Student Advisor

Maureen Looker '99, who resides in Kiewit Hall. Like

Maureen, many students work very closely with Campus
Ministry to coordinate events much like this, as well as

plan liturgies and special events. One of the most

memorable events sponsored is the retreats throughout

the year, which allow students to interact with others

closely. The "24 Hours" retreat is held for Frosh and

helps them get better acquainted. "It was a good

experience for me, and I enjoyed getting away for a bit. 1

met a lot of my closest friends there." Andrew Cleary
' 1 Photo by Frank Aleman
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RHC.it is one of those terms that you often hear, but do you

really know what it stands for or what its main purpose is?

RHC stands for "Residence Hall Council," and its members'

goal is to represent the students. They do this is in a number of ways,

including planning social activities, dealing with room assignments,

offering counseling and advice, working with student conduct and

supervising the dining facilities.

"The RHC basically act as a voice between the students and the

school," said Corday Goddard, Assistant Director of Residence Life.

Some of the current issues that the RHC are handling deal with

the living arrangements that should be made for the new dorm under

construction. They are also trying to get feedback on the food service

that the school provides.

The council consists of one resident advisor (RA) representing

each hall wing, one Assistant Resident Director for each of the five

dorms, and a head Resident Director for each hall. Individual councils

meet regularly with other hall councils to discuss pertinent issues—this

arrangement forms the IRHG, or Inter-Residence Hall Government.

The IRHG is responsible for such things as placing candles on

the campus during Homecoming, hall decorating events, the "Yell Like

Hell" contest and the Bluepalooza concert.

Each year the RHC plans different social activities for each hall.

Gallagher Hall sponsors an annual semi-formal dance for all Creighton

students, Deglman Hall hosts the Valentine's Day "Crush Dance,"

Swanson Hall offers a blood drive, and Kiewit Hall puts on a haunted

house each year during Halloween.

According to Goddard, the activities vary according to each

dorm. "In February, Swanson Hall will be putting on Casino Mardi

Gras for all students to attend."

If you're at Creighton and you want your voice heard concerning

any event that's happening, then RHC is the best place to start.

Kiewit Hall RHC members put the

finishing touches on some spiderwebs

for their annual haunted house. "The

Haunted House was a real fun time.

I think everyone enjoyed it, both the

people going through it as well us

who set it up," said Chad Nelson

'01 Phoio by Frank Aleman
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Deglman Hall RHC members gather for

their weekly meeting along with hall

Resident Director Susan Rogers. The

meetings allow the members, who are also

residents of the hall, to contribute ideas for

activities as well as improvements for their

dorm. Photo by FrankAleman

Parag Tolat '00 and friends

finalize decorations in Kiewit

hall for the annual Haunted

House. The house functions

not only as entertainment for

students and other children,

but it also brings in non-

perishable food items. Photo by

FrankAleman

Kiewit RHC executive

members Kristen Leuschner

and Sarah Groom get down
on their hands and knees to

decorate the hall for

homecoming week. Photo by

FrankAleman
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By Betsy Zadina

You see them every Monday walking around in their

army fatigues. No, it's not the latest fashion craze, it is the

members ofROTC (Reserve Officers' Training Corps).

The ROTC program is growing more and more popular

on Creighton's Campus. The members ofROTC spend

hours of time and effort every week for a variety of

reasons.

The time spent training includes class time and

physical training. In class they study several subjects,

including customs and traditions of the army, marksman-

ship and organization of the US Army. They must attend

Physical Training (PT) every Monday at 6:30 a.m. and 2

other days of the week at 6:30 a.m. Friday is leadership

laboratory, in which a couple of hours are spent marching

and giving awards. In all, they spend about 6 hours a

week in training.

Why do they go through all this work? One

reason is the promise of a future career in the army.

Members ofROTC graduate as second lieutenants in

the US Army.

ROTC also grants scholarships to students.

Qualified cadets can receive up to $80,000 plus a

monthly stipend. Some people join just for the experi-

ence. Freshman Heather Kerr states, "ROTC is a

good way to acquire leadership skills and to stay in

shape."

Every well-trained and

prepared solidier should be very

familiar with and in full

control of his or her weapon.

These cadets practice assem-

bling their M-16 rifles in the

barracks before embarking on

their field training exercises, a

required weekend retreat for

all ROTC members.
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Cadets gain discipline and knowledge

Cadets Hall '98 and Cahill display their military

expertise in the field as they present their weapons

and battle gear. The two cadets have both served

active duty and, along with their officers, they are

able to share a wealth of knowledge. "The Field

Training Exercise was very challenging for me,

mostly because I did not know what to expect. I felt

it was a good experience because I feel it gave us a

taste of what real combat is like." Heather Kerr

'01.

S.

Cadets in the field listen and

learn from their commanding
officers in the field. During these

field experiences, cadets learn

weaponry and combat tactics,

and also get to practice firing

their weapons. This gives them

an opportunity to perfect these

tactics before stepping onto the

real battlefield. "PT keeps us in

shape and gives us motivation to

prove ourselves. It used to take

a lot of effon to work this hard,

but now we see what it does for

us and we actually enjoy seeing

the progress we are making."

said Nicole Osterberg '00

Erica Fellers '00 guides her

partner while they increase

their strength by doing

various exercises daily

physical training. The

training helps the cadets to

strengthen themselves as well

as increase their stamina. In

addition, they learn to follow

and respect the orders of their

fellow superior cadets to help

them increase their self-

confidence and leadership

skills. Photo by Heather Kerr
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Service to others is one of the highest Jesuit ideals. Service is some-

thing many people take for granted, but Creighton students regularly give

their time and efforts to make life a little easier for someone else.

There are many opportunities for service at Creighton. Many students,

especially those wanting to pursue a career in medicine, spend time

volunteering at St. Joseph Hospital and the University of Nebraska Medi-

cal Center. Some of their jobs include feeding the patients, running

errands for doctors and just visiting the patients. Fraternities at

Creighton, such as Alpha Phi Omega, greatly participate in volunteer

services.

Creighton Center for Service and Justice give the Creighton students

many opportunities to volunteer by coordinating events around the city

and country. Among the projects they organize are Spring Break Service

Trips, informational meetings and the post-graduate volunteer fair. Volun-

teer opportunities are available weekly or as needs appear.

This year, October saw a snow storm that was one of the most destruc-

tive in years. Thousands of lives were put on hold while the damage was

assessed. Trees were destroyed and many people were left without

power and warmth for over a week. Creighton students showed their

warmth of heart by helping clean up the trees and volunteering at the

shelters set up by organizations such as the Red Cross.

Students also volunteer each week at Girls, Inc., which is a place

where girls ages 6-18 can go after school. Creighton students help serve

dinner, help kids with creative arts projects or computers. They also aid

the staff in tutoring the kids.

There are many reasons why people volunteer—not the least of which

is the gratification they receive. "It is a feeling you get from them that you

are making a difference," says Jordy Waller '00.

Creighton students truly show a concern for others and symbolize one

of the most important Jesuit values—service to others.

Members of the Alpha Phi

Omega service fraternity

pick up fallen sticks and

leaves in a city park. The

organization does many
of these activities, which

are at the heart of its

mission. Photo by Frank

Aleman

Ankit Shah '00 trys to

recruit students to

donate blood for the

American Red Cross

blood drive. Many
students do in fact

donate, and are able to

pull through it w^ith the

knowledge that cookies

and juice will be served

when they are finished.

Photo by FrankAleman
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...Lending a Helping Hand
Students sign in

for the Homecom-
ing Blitz Build, an

event sponsored by

the local Habitat

for Humanity

Chapter. Students

participating built

several sheds for

the organization

that will then be

placed on proper-

ties. Photo by Frank

Aleman

The finishing touches are put on one of the sheds here that w?as being built by students from various

campus organizations for Habitat for Humanity. Students took advantage of the warm October

breeze and made good use of themselves. Habitat is a very popular organization that students choose

to do volunteer work for, mainly because they can actually see their contributions come to life. Photo

by FrankAieman
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By Greg Kubieck

The Student Board of Governors fulfills a very

vital role on the Creighton campus. SBG is the

voice of the students, and its main goals are to lobby

for student concerns and allocate funds to student

organizations. This year SBG is handling several

issues, including academic computing, student park-

ing, expanding JTV (the campus television channel),

overcoming student apathy, and forming a better line

of communication between students and administra-

tion. Matt Barker '98, Student Board of Gover-

nors President, states that he is very pleased with

SBG's "continuation of organization of campus

groups and schools." In the future SBG would like

to carry this goal even further—to have a truly uni-

fied Creighton that is better able to communicate all

concerns.

Such an admirable goal is possible in large

part because of SBG's body of qualified and dedi-

cated members. SBG members must be elected into

office, ensuring that they have the capability to

fulfill the requirements of their important positions.

According to SBG member Phil Jones '00, "We are

excited about the issues that concern Creighton

students and eagerly work to make Creighton an

even better institution."

>>Cf M^ tfjiXA ^l>WJi if% t^ CU OMyAh^^h^A^-^X^^,..

- Provides funding for student organizations

- Represents the students about campus issues

- Publishes annual Student Directory and Freshman Record

- Runs Jack & Ed's
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THE STUDENT BOARD BENEFITS US

Student Board of Governors President Matt

Barker '98 signals the close of another meeting.

Many of the decions pertinent to the lives of

Creighton students are discussed at these gather-

ings. When asked about his thoughts on the

organization, he felt the following quote sumined it

up: "'in unity there is strength." Photo by FrankAleman.

Jeff Barzyk '99 makes his voice heard at an informa-

tional meeting for this year's spring break service retreat.

Photo by FrankAleman.

The .SBG is hard at work at another meeting,

making many important decisions. The Board

very accurately represents the student body,

with a mix of students from different schools,

grades and cultures. Photo by FrankAleman.
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By Greg Kubieck

Although the name may be sHghtly misleading, academic clubs have nothing

to do with research groups or students locked away in some windowless room

solving complex science problems for fun. Rather, academic clubs are a fun way

to relax and get to gather with students who all share similar interests and also to

fulfill some vital purposes within the department and college.

Academic clubs exist for every major, including physics, biology, environmen-

tal science, chemistry, history, philosophy, business. Alpha Kappa Psi, physics,

English, psychology, and others. Several of the academic clubs are not associ-

ated with any major, such as the Creighton Chess club. Besides simply an

excuse to see friends from class in a more relaxed setting, academic clubs fulfill

some very important functions. One of these is to make the major the club

represents stronger or more organized. Rigge Science is under possible remodel-

ing in the near future. To ensure that possible changes are what will be best for

the students, faculty, and department as a whole, the students of many of the

science academic clubs such as biology, chemistry, and physics collaborated

together to poll members for their valuable input. Another duty academic clubs

frequently undertake is to teach other students more about the major and possi-

bly to recruit new students into the academic program. Biology Club president

Enrique Via-Reque described the major role of biology club is to "provide

opportunity and ideas to what biology majors do in the real world." This is

important not only to the department, but also to the general student population,

some of whom may not know which major is for them or even what a particular

major does.

Academic clubs recognize that they have a commitment to the college and

community they reside in. The physics Club sponsors the "Physics Field Day," a

science fair in which many local high schools compete in physics-related games

such as bridge building, egg catapults, and oracle presentation. Jenny Sebby

'99, Physics Club vice-president said, "Physics Field Day is just a great way for

young high school students with an interest in physics to become better

aquatinted with the area and with Creighton." The Biology Club improved the

campus by painting Billy bluejay on the third story window of Rigge Science

building to prevent birds from continually kamikazing into the window. The

Biology Club also sold raffle tickets to raise money for trees to replace some that

had been killed in this year's early snow.

Last but certainly not least, academic clubs are a source of fun. As one of the

weirder experiments ever performed, the physics club mixed liquid nitrogen

together with the liquid component of ice cream. "Talk about a cool (-200 Celsius

cool, that is) experiment" says Jenny Sebby. Physics club also had chips and a

big screen TV to celebrate a Creighton graduate student, Mike Anderson, voyage

into space. Biology Club has planned some very interesting events such as a

hayrack ride and a zoo trip. The newly formed Chess club held a number of

chess tournaments, an excellent way for novice and expert chess players to have

fun and win prizes.

No matter what the exact academic club is. they all have some very

similar traits. Enrique Via-Reque states that academic clubs provide "great

opportunity for students to get involved in; they can open eyes to new majors

and possibilities, unlock doors of opportunity, and supply lots of free food."

# •
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Learning outsidethe classroom

Walter Street '00 works hard on a clay sculpture for

the Student Art League, which gives students the

opportunity to express their creativity in many different

ways. I have a high regard and appreciation for the Arts.

"I enjoy pottery, Drawing, photography, painting, and

design. I currently serve as president of the

Student Art League(SAL) and am a member of the Skutt

Center Art Committee. I feel that there are great

opportunities opening-up to students, Fine Art majors &
non-Fine Art majors, at Creighton and the demand for

people talented within the Arts are ever present," said

Walter. Photo by Nader Deik

Chess Club members Mr.

Weber and Steve Gronstal
'00, concentrate intently on
their next move. Chess takes

a great deal of time, as well

as good critical thinking

skills, to process the next

move. Photo by Frank Aleman.

Chemistry Club students

participated in many fairs

during the year to try to

teach others about the

fascinating world of

chemistry. Photo by Frank

Aleman.
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By Greg Kubicek

Being in college and therefore now old enough, many students

are endowed with the special privilege of voting in elections. With

this power comes responsibility. At Creighton University there are

several groups who are attempting to live up to this responsibility by

becoming politically active and lobbying for their respective causes.

College Republicans, Amnesty International, Creighton students for

life, and Students for Democratic change are four student groups

attempting to help educate others on their political view.

The goal of College Republicans is to create a training

ground for future Republican leaders, through which successful and

responsible young people will be able to demonstrate their leader-

ship potential by political activism. According to Charissa King '01

the highlights for college Republicans included "co-hosting the

National College Republican Ronvention at UNO this year and being

very active in the last year's campaigns by stuffing envelopes, work-

ing twelve hours on election night, and going to election parties."

The political newcomer to the campus is Students for Demo-

cratic Change. Formed in 1997, SDC is a group of devoted students

whose motto is "To raise awareness of social, economic and politi-

cal injustices through any possible means of media in the hopes of

progressive change" (Cullen Walsh '00, president). Students for

Democratic Change has held several debates based on the talk show

"Politically Incorrect." According to secretary and treasurer Nicole

Percel '00, "The debates are a fun way to let Creighton students hear

both sides of controversial issues."

Amnesty international focuses more on worldwide politics.

Their main goal is to free international political prisoners. To pursue

this end. Amnesty International endlessly writes letters to foreign

governments in order for democracy to prevail.

The CU Students for Life are "challenged to be collected and

focused on God's greatest gift— the prize of life"(Andrew Lancia

'99, vice president). To further this end, the pro-life organization

hosts various speakers on the topic of life and will send students to

Washington this year to protest the 25th anniversary of the Roe vs.

Wade Supreme Court decision on abortion.

These groups realize that it is impossible to convince every-

one, but according to Andrew Lancia "we are mostly concerned with

informing and educating others to let them make up their own minds."

k

Ecology Now member Patrick Chee '00

walks in the annual Homecoming parade,

"Our goal is to educate the Creighton commu-
nity about how to live ecologically. We must

realize that we are of the world, and the trees,

plants, and sky are the most vital parts of it,

not just the machines that rule our lives."

said Patrick. Photo by Frank Aleman,
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LOOKING ATTHEWORLD OUTSIDE C.U
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- Two-thirds of Americans recycle the waste from our homes, schools, or

offices.

- 70% of Americans also said that they would be willing to pay higher

taxes to make air and water cleaner.

Source: Ecology Communications web site

The Peer Educators group put on a mock trial at the beginning of

the year entitled ""The Trial of the Century, " in which students

actually interacted with the trial itself while it was occurring. The

goal of the event was to make students aware of rape crimes and

how very much they can influence lives. Photo by FrankAleman.

Recent Creighton graduate Kevin Chu "()
1 stops in at the AIDS Awareness table during this

years Involvement fair.
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"The formation of STAGE this year was great this year. It is a good

place to meet people who have similar theatrical interests."

-DanFix'Ol

"I really come alive when I get onstage, I feel like I am a totally

different person"

-Andrew Brooks '01

"It is a great feeling to hear the applause and cheers of the audience

after a great performance"

-Betsy Zadina '01

"I have a blast with the STAGE organization, even though I don't

perform I have a really great time with these people and what the have

to share"

-Nick Flattery '01

Members of the Creighton Chamber Choir

perform in front of a large crowd, singing

Christmas carols. The group sings at many
different functions, both on and off campus.
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SHOWING TALENTS IN FINE ARTS

The performances of the Fall play "The

Importance of Bein f> Earnest" filled the

Lied Center with laughs each night it was

performed. Andrew Brooks '01, who

played one of the main characters, said,

"The show was a really great experience

for me, especially as a freshman. It was a

good way to meet a lot of people and at the

same time I was doing soimething that I

love." Photo by FrankAleman.

r'^'"^^.^
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By Steve Koch

Outside the student center Hes a structure affectionately known

as "The Bean." This wood platform becomes an ampitheater on a

warm summer day, hosting the tricks of a popular new sport footbag.

Along with a stereo, members of the Footbag Club often put on a

display of coordination and skill for passersby. Occasionally,

Creighton gets an opportunity to view the world champion skills

ofSean Wingert '00, who won the amateur division of the World

Championships in 1 997. Sean is also the president and founder of

the Footbag Club here at Creighton.

The club attracts a diverse group to its weekly jam sessions.

Among the regulars are a local high school senior and a high school

social studies teacher. These events are as much a break from

studies and chance to socialize as they are an opportunity to learn

new techniques and improve. The group members represent a

range of skill. However, they all take the sport very seriously.

Ben Heinz'99 contrasts the group from "hacky slackers, who kick

only occasionally. "There is actually some skill involved in what

we do!"

The Taekwondo Club is also very much alive and kicking

here on campus. Don Slyvester '01 became interested in

Taekwondo for various reasons. "Initially I joined so I could

obtain a focused mental state to match this great physical speci-

men." Charity Boilesen '01 is one of the success stories of the

club. She metaled in sparring at a Wichita Kansas, competition.

"There were several handsome men there, but somehow I kept my
focus." Don also metaled at this event, winning the forms compe-

tition.

Maybe you're not flexible, but you miss the organized athletics

of high school. Perhaps the competition of sports is one of your

favorite pastimes, but you just didn't get the nod for a scholarship

from all those scouts in high school. If so, intramural athletics is

your answer. You're guaranteed to find your sport, from racquet-

ball to basketball to bowling. "Intramural are a great time, no

matter what season it is. I love going down to the court with my
friends and proving that we're still the chosen ones," said Joe

Stilwill '98.
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DISCOVERING NEWTALENTS
More than just the liuditional "All-American" sports are open to

Crcighton students. Sean Wingert '00 shows how much fun and

entertaining playing I'ootbag can be. About the club, Wingert says: "It is

committed to developing the talents of its members, promoting a

growingalternative sport, and encouraging community envoivement."

Photo by FrankAleman
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Taekwondo Club members Azalia Khousnoutdinova '01 and Don Sylvester '01 spar with one another while

being critiqued by the black belt. The club gives students a chance to loosen up after a long day of school or

work and lets them take out their aggression on something other than their teachers. "1 like this club. Not only

does it maintain physicial fitness, but it teaches self-control and mental fitness." says w hite belt Raman Kumar
'01. Photo by Heather Kerr

Dance Team - Karate Club

Strength & Fitness

FencinsClub

Judo &JuJitsu Club

Rowing Association
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If you ever have a moment of boredom at Creighton, you prob-

ably are not involved in any extracurricular activities. You may

also sit there during that same bored moment and say to your-

self, "Nothing here interests me, I would rather sit here and do

something I enjoy, like stare at the ceiling." If this kind of

attitude describes you then you should make sure you attend the

annual Organization Involvement Fair held in the Skutt Student

Center.

At this year's fair, representatives from almost every

organization on campus had a booth set up to attempt to recruit

new members. These included service clubs, sports clubs,

academic clubs, religious clubs, and honor societies. With the

variety of different types of clubs that were set up, there should

be no excuses for not joining an organization. Maybe you'd

enjoy passing your free hours facing a worthy opponent in the

Chess Club. Chess is too slow for you? Join one of the several

martial arts classes offered on campus. Perhaps politics is

more your area. Focus your energy on freeing political prison-

ers with Amnesty International. Make your voice heard in the

Student Board of Governors. The list is nearly endless, and

never again will students have such an opportunity in involve-

ment free of charge! There truly is something for everyone.

These clubs give us the opportunity not only to have a good

time doing the things that interest us, but we also get a chance to

meet new people who will remain close throughout your days

at Creighton. By doing this, there should never be another

reason that the words "I am bored!" will ever leave your mouth

again. Involvement is the key to success!

History Club president David Kosalka '98 hands out

pamphlets encouraging new members at this year's

Involvement Fair. "We have striven this year to create a

bond between memebers of the faculty and students and

to expand the study of history beyond the classroom and

instead part of the lives of students. The history club has

been a fun group this year. With afternoon tea times, i

movie nights and other events we have had a blast I

celebrating the historical experience and witnessing

its power in our eve:yday lives," said David. Photo by Frank

Aleman
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Joining new organizations

Kelly Finnicum '99

decided to look for possible

activites for the school year.

The Organizations Fair gave

students the opportunity to

learn everything they

v^anted to know about the

organization by looking at

brochures and by meeting

group leaders one-on-one.

"There were so many tables

and opportunities there, I

couldn't help but get

involved!" said Rob Haake
'01 of the fair. Photo by Frank

Aleman.

Student Art League member Ervin Graves '00

displays some of his work to try to draw other

talented artists to the organizations. He says that

"It is a good way for people who are not even art

majors to express their creativity." Photo by Nader

Deik.
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Student publications are extremely powerful representations of a school.

Publications such as newspapers, yearbooks and various periodicals are very

important in giving students a chance to express themselves and show outsiders

unfamiliar with the school what its students are capable of. Creighton University

has a long tradition of quality publications—for example "The Creightonian,"

"Shadows," and the "Blue Jay" yearbook are three prime examples.

The weekly newspaper, "the Creightonian," is instrumental in informing the

school body about new issues in the university and world, how the school sports

teams are performing, and editorial accounts ranging from the hysterical to the

deep and meaningful. Jennifer Glaser '00 is this year's features editor for "the

Creightonian." Jennifer says that she likes to keep the student body informed on

important topics that they may otherwise not hear about or hear incorrectly.

Jennifer recalls that "the hours are almost heroic. Production for the paper begins

on Wednesday. It starts in the afternoon and the editors in chief (this year Patrick

Garmoe and Hedi Jueririch) are sometimes up until 4 to 6 AM Thursday morn-

ing." Jenny describes it as hard work, but she "wouldn't have missed it for the

world. Besides doing some good for the campus I love the comradery of the

staff. When you spend that much time with people you really get to know them

better then your roommate."

"Shadows" has a long history at Creighton. "Shadows" is put out once a

semester and it includes student artwork, poetry, and short stories. It is very

important to Creighton because it allows novice authors an introduction into the

world of publishing and can also serve as a basis for a professional career.

Editor-in-chief Chris Clark '98 has been on the "Shadows" staff since his

freshman year. Chris comments that the goal of "Shadows" is to "publish the

best literature and art on campus." According to Chris this goal has also helped

mature and strengthen the ability of those who contribute to "Shadows." "In

class people tend to be overly nice, but the deadlines with Shadows forces

people to be honest with your work, which is a difficult experience but also a

great learning experience."

Last but definitely not least is the Creighton yearbook the "Bluejay". Once

again extending beyond the lofty requirements for excellence set in the past, this

year's "Bluejay" will be one to remember. Headed by a new editor, the yearbook

took off under the quality leadership of Kumar Desai '00. In a noble effort to

ensure quality and timeliness of the articles, Kumar and the other editors volun-

tarily took a pay cut to allow for the yearbook writers to be paid for each story

they submitted. While the pay is definitely nice, most writers still write for the

fun and privilege of doing so. Similar to other publications, the "Bluejay" requires

tremendous amounts of time and effort. Kumar reports putting in "twenty to

twenty-five hours a week, and that's when its not very busy. On a bad week-

end I easily put in forty hours a week." Despite all the work, the effort is worth it.

"Writing the yearbook gives me a chance to write a piece of history, the year-

book allows us to re-live all the experiences that we've had at Creighton. People

can look back at the yearbook 10 or 15 years from now and recall how they

spent a major part of their lives," asserts Desai.

In all of the Creighton publications, there is one commonality: all of them

produce a great end-product that makes the university a richer place to be.

Kumar Desai says, "It is a great experience to see the final product at the end of

the year. Seeing everyone's hard work in something tangible makes all the time

worthwhile and reminds me that I would do it all over again."

I

The Creif^hioniun publications adviser talks to the

staff about the strengths and weaknesses of the

newspaper. It is heavily scrutinized and edited

before being sent to the presses by the talented

staff. Pholo by Denise Lawse
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PUBLICATIONS SHARE OUR NEWS
The 0£'(^'/!/f;«/«n journalists work hard before yet another dcadUnc to get a newspaper

ready for the student body for Friday. Says Editor-in-Chief Patrick Garmoe '98, "The goal

of The Creightonian is to put together a weekly paper with subject matter that is not only

informative and colorfully written, but that also touches our readers and makes them think

about issues affecting Creighton and the larger world around them." Photo by Denise Lawse

Heather Kerr '01 and John Clatanoff 01 talk to

Bhicjay Editor-in-Chief Kumar Desai *00 about

getting involved with the production of the yearbook.

"I think that the yearbook is an important part of

college because it enables us to look back years from

now and remember the fun we had in college," said

Kumar. Photo by FrankAleman.
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This year Diversity Week at Creighton extended from November 16th

to the 23rd. The theme of Diversity Week this year was "Common

Threads" and its purpose was "to give an opportunity to the Creighton

community to celebrate our commonalties and our uniqueness." Many

different clubs from Creighton were involved in putting together Diversity

Week, like ISA (The International Students Association), ICS (The Indian

Cultural Society), ASA (Asian Students Association), and Campus

Ministry.

The week was filled with activities celebrating different cultures and

giving the students a chance to experience different things. Navratri, an

Indian Harvest Festival, headed off Diversity Week on the 16th. It was

an Indian dance celebration complete with Indian music,dancing,clothing

and food. The Indians at Creighton and many other inquisitive people

participated by dressing up in traditional Indian clothing and dancing and

eating traditional Indian food. On the 17th, Creighton held a Multi-Faith

Service where students from different religions read a passage from

different scriptures, including the Bible, Koran and the Gita. Vanisha

Patel '00, read a passage from the Bhagavad Gita for this event and

she stated that, "This event was a great chance to see the wonderful

diversity within our own Creighton community."

The rest of the week included events such as The Occupational

Therapy Fair, Hunger and Homelessness Week Sleep Out, and Alumni

Multicultural Panel, with Mexican Pictorial Exhibit and World Jam finishing

it all off. World Jam was a dance party to end Diversity Week, a feature

in which all of Creighton could get together and just have a great time.

Neha Sanghvi '00, the chairperson from ICS, summed up the essence

of Diversity Week: "The real focus of Diversity Week was not only for the

students to learn about themselves, but appreciate the differences

between their fellow students on campus." She continued by explaining

that Diversity Week was not only about learning about different cultures

and religions but about different groups of people, such as Creighton

alumni, homeless people and homosexuals. Overall, Diversity Week was

a success, fulfilling its main goal of drawing the Creighton community

together.

International Student

Association president

Jebarson Kirubakaran
'98 leads one of the group's

meetings and listens to

suggestions for future events

and activities. Photo by Frank

Aleman
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Rob Li '01, Wyman
Louie '00, Ileana Ruelas
'99, and Ryan Tamori
'98 got together to play

music for onlooidng

students at the Hawaiian

concert in the Student

Center. "We were attempt-

ing to share our culture and

to let everyone know what

our music is all about," said

Louie . Photo by FrankAleman

Rupal Patel '01, dressed

in traditional Indian

clothing, participates in

Navrathi, a Hindu harvest

festival held by the Indian

Cultural Society. Cultural

societies such as these help

display the many different

features that Creighton

students bring to the

campus. "School isn't only

a place to learn math and

science, we are surrounded

by different cultures and

cultural organizations.

This enables us to experi-

ence them." said Rupal.

Photo by FrankAleman
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HiAOtiff^ >UaM4^ h44^0ci^X^^{yh'

Mission:

To promote unity among the Muslim students

on campus and to present Islam to the

Creighton community through informative

question-and-answer sessions, social, and

open dialogues.

f4^^Afvt^ [uMa/iJI^ P^ic&i/i^f^

Mission:

To provide special programs for outstanding

freshmen at Creighton University.

Dt^tfhAt^ ^tvMi^ct \]Ji CloiA/hcJi

Mission:

To promote programs and activities in Deglman

Hall that will enhance the quality of life, promote

community and provide leadership opportunities

for residents.

3iJ^ClU
Mission:

To serve as a social, educational and service

organization for students intrested in the biological

sciences.
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\i^^i^ut^Ai^^{yh^ Sti^M4^ n44'CiC^^iX^^ai^

Mission:

To promote friendship, understanding, unity and

support among the international students at CU
through social and academic activities.

Bcota^ N'CtM/!

Mission:

To promote campus involvement in environmental

issues, and to broaden recycling efforts on campus

and throughout the world.

Siwte^^ f\tuns4^ f\44^)ci^iXi<yh'

Mission:

To foster a sense of pride and tradition in Creighton

University by encouraging student involvement in

campus and alumni activities.

Sti^Jjti^ (/<n Utffs^fc^/itic Cm4^
Mission:

To raise awareness of social, economic and political

injustices in hopes of progressive change.
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\i^XtVh/iti{yh^ Kcl^itityh4 QJuJ^

Mission:

To promote interest in global affairs and to

teach students about various cultures and the

United Nations through role playing and

discussion.

ftffi^CM^-ft'^f^J^^'I^CM^ Sii^Mi^ fl^m^.

Mission:

To create a greater awareness of and commitment

to the University's minority community, and to

promote aesthetics on campus and within the

community.

CMt^t Kif^uUi\-C'^4^^

Mission

To foster and encourage the activities of the

Republican Party, and to serve as a quasilobby

in an effort to influence governmental affairs.
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\^^\>A'i^ C"(AcTi*'i,^c ^'OC'^^T-ti'

Mission:

To give Indian students opportunities for

fellowship with one another, and to share the

Indian culture and heritage with others.

Clcff^ut^ GtU

Mission:

To unite students with an interest in chemistry

on the collegiate and professional levels in

cooperation with the American Chemical Society.
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^^y^V^Vj^.^^^C-|^,^^''^C-^y'^^^^4

f'iX'CZif^C C"ti*ii

Mission:

To promote the sport of footbag in all disciplines

and to all interested.

(yul^^t^H^ >ti*M4^ tox Uh
Mission:

To promote awareness of the rights of the unborn

and the disadvantaged, and to help other pro-life

organizations through monetary and material aid.

1m ^MO^i^ D^ dtiA^i

Mission:

To provide training in the sport of Tae Kwon Do
and to supplement the lessons of those who are

enrolled in the Tae Kwon Do class.
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C^tiC^t'Ci^ Ptjf< pA4^^

Mission:

To promote school spirit by performing at home

basketball games.

Ut^v^vtf Sti^Myht n^lU>CA.^^A4>/^

Mission:

To promote Latino culture on Creighton's

campus, to serve as a support group for

Latino students and to help members

achieve their goals through education.
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sports
"•..teams are composed
of huinan beings. It is a

common practice to de-

humanize athletes and
see them only as objects

whose sole purpose is to

entertain...dispe1 this

myth, as athletes have
the same emotions and
problems that others
have."

—Toin Osborne
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orward, Johnny Torres '98 blasts the ball into the black night sky on a comer
dck. Bluejay soccer fans will miss the familar sight of Torres taking charge. Not

)nly has Torres been a great athelete at Creighton but a role model. "Johnny repre-

ents the best ideals of what a student athlete should be at Creighton University. He
;oes beyond the classroom and playing field to represent our school as a concerned

nember of the community and the world at large." said Bret Simon. Photo by Nader Deik

Stacy Cain & Earmon Wilcher
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A four year starter, Johnny

Torres '98 has acquired many accolades

throughout his Creighton career. These

honors include: 1996 Soccer America's

National Player of the Year; First-Team

All-American in 1996; First-Team All-

Midwest in 1995 and 1996; First-Team All

Missouri Valley Conference (MVC) in 1995

and 1996; All MVC Tournament in 1994

and 1996; 1994 Soccer America Freshman

All-American; Second-Team All-Midwest

Region in 1994; and Second-Team All

MVC in 1994. In the Creighton record

books Torres ranks 3rd in career points,

career goals, and career assists. Photo

Courtesy of Creightonian

Richard Mulrooney '99, skillfully maneuvers the ball between two Western defenders to

set up the offense downfield during a game against Western Kentucky University. "The

Western Kentucky game was great, we won 3-0, but the most memorable game of the season

was against University of South Carolina. We were able to avenge our loss last year by

beating them 4-3 in overtime this year. It was sort of like sweet revenge." said Mulrooney.

Photo Courtesy of Creightonian

Coach Bret Simon reviews the game plan during a brief time-out "The guys are very

self-motivated and have a great work ethic, " Simon said. "Every now and then I'll give

them a little pep talk, but for the most part they are pretty much self-motivated." Motiva-

tion is a must if the players are to endure their daily two hour practices. Photo by Nader Deil<
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Zion Kenl'urm '98 scans the

field to find the open man to

complete a successful throw-

in. Like Renfurm, six other

seniors will be saying their

good-byes to Bluejay soccer

after this season. Even with

the losses, Renfurm is

confident that the remaining

players will perpetuate the

competitive edge. " The

freshmen this year are really

cool and the older players

have tried to keep them

involved as much as pos-

sible. The team is pretty

much like a family. When
the seniors leave, it will

affect the team, but prob-

ably in a good way. The

freshmen see what we are

doing and will be ready to

step up and take leadership

positions." Photo by Nader Deik

Midfielder Steve Bernal

'00 deftly dribbles the

ball downfield, trying to

avoid his Western

Kentucky challenger. In

his second year with the

Jays, Bernal can

remember the difficulties

transferring from high

school to collegiate

soccer. "Going to college

soccer was a huge jump.

It took me a little while

to make the adjustment

because there is a bigger

commitment and the

game moves at a much
faster pace, " Bernal

said. "I'll occasionally

watch a high school

game and it's kind of

weird to imagine that I

was there just two years

ago." Photo Courtesy of

Creightonian

Scorecard 1

(18-5-1) -
Date Cppcnent $< tie*

8/22 University of Memphis W 5.,)

8/23 University of Alabama W 3.()

8/29 St. Louis University T 1-1 OT 1
8/31 St. Louis University W 1 .() 1
9/05 San Francisco W 2-0 1
9/07 New Mexico W 3.0 J
9/12 University of South Carolina VV 4-.^ OT '/::M

9/14 SMU L 3-1 7
.1

9/19 UNC-Greensboro L 0-4
19/21 UNC-Chapel Hill L 1-2

9/26 Vanderbilt W 7-0

1

9/28 Wfestem Kentucky W ^-0

10/11 Furman W 1-0

10/12 College of Charleston W 8-1 .^^
10/17 Bradley W 4-0

10/19 Eastern Illinois W 2-1

10/26 Tulsa w ;-()

10/31 Evansville W 2-0

11/02 Southwest Missouri Slate Univ. L 1-2

11/6 Drake W 2-1

11/15 Drake W 3.0

11/16 Southwest Missouri State Univ. W 4.1

NCAA Tournament

11/23 Air Force W 3.2

11/30 St. Louis L n-i 1
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SOCCER
"By just being part

of the soccer team, I

have formed great

friendships and built

a lot of character. It

has been incredible

to play with such

caliber players and

to travel to all the

different places." -

Matt Mendlick
'98 Photo by Nader Deik.

Zion Renfrum '98, a four year starter, fights to keep possession of

the ball. Renfrum knows that the team can always pull together when
the going gets tough. "Even if we are down in a game, we can come
back and get the job done." Photo by FrankAleman

*«''^,«st

Brian Mullan '01 faces off against his opponei

Mullan admits that soccer takes up a lot of time.

"During the season we spend at least 15 to 20

hours a week with soccer activities. College socc

definitely takes up more time than high school. 1

is a pretty big commitment." Photo by Frank Aleman
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Matt Mendlick '98 concentrates on getting the ball down the field. As Mendlick reflects on his

soccer career, he realizes what an impact soccer has had on his life. "I came to Creighton as a walk-

on and I have absolutely no regrets. This year, I starteu most of the games, which was my main goal.

I was very content with the season and especially with the last game against St. Louis. I played for

Richard Mulrooney, and that was the highest reponsibility I've ever had on the soccer field. In fact,

it's the best I've played all year." Photo by FrankAleman

Keeping the ball under

control, David Wright '00,

quickly decides what to do

next. Wright began his soccer

career early in his life. "I

started playing when I was

about four years old. All of

my older brothers played and

so it just seemed like the

natural thing to do. I guess I

continued to play in college

because I'm not quite ready to

give it up." Photo by FrankAleman

Stein Garda '00 skillfully maneuvers his way past a Western Kentucky defender. Although the

team plays over 20 different games in a season, Garcia remembers one in particular. "The game
that sticks out in my mind the most is the Air Force game in Colorado. We were one player down
and the crowd there was pretty rough. The game went into overtime, but we ended up beating

them despite the tough crowd. I think the team really played off the crowd and we had what it

took to win in our hearts." Photo by FrankAteman
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WOMEN'SSOCCER
Katie Clifford '98,

dribbles the ball, making

a new way across the

field. The soccer field has

been like a second home
to Clifford. "I've been

playing soccer for 15

years. I started when I

was six years old because

my whole family plays

soccer." In fact, soccer

was a major factor on

Clifford's decision to

come to Creighton. "I

knew that Creighton was

great academically, but

soccer was probably just

as important. The team

here is so close and

unified with one another.

We all hang out on and

off the field and that is

what makes it

worthwhile," said

Clifford. PhotobySean

McGuffee

Scoreboard
(10-8-2)

Date Cppcnent Sccrtk

08/22 WesUnar W 5-0

08/24 Rockhurst L 1-2 ^H
08/29 Wyoming W 3-0 ^M
08/31 Air Force Academy W 2-1

09/02 Colorado College T 2-2

09/06 Univ. of Wisconsin-Green Bay W 4-0

09/19 Arkansas W 3-2

09/26 Arizona State University L 0-5

i09/28 University of Arizona L 1-3

10/03 Western Illinois University W 11-0

10«5 Evansville L 0-3

10/10 Southwest Missouri State L 0-3

10/12 Oral Roberts T 1-1

10/24 Illinois States L 0-1

10/19 Valparaiso W 4-0

10/24 East Illinois L 0-3

10/31 Louisiana State University W 2-1

11/02 Tulane W 1-0

11/6-9 MVC Tournament

Illinois State (First Round) W 1-0

Evansville (Semi-finals) L 0-4

With great speed and

agility sophomore

Kristie Schoeck '00

skillfully surpasses her

opponent. Schoeck's

hard work and

determination was

apparent during the

Lady Jay's win over

the /\ir Force

Academy. "That was
a very emotional game
for me because my
sister plays on the Air

Force team, and a win

meant a lot," Schoeck

said. "Coach Fry's

daughter also plays on

that team, so it was a

great game and and I

think we really played

to our potential." Photo

by Chiang YuChing
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Heather Haus '01 dribbles through her defender.

Heather is one of the many freshmen who
experienced a new type of feehng. "College soccer

has more spirit and because of it we always want to

play our best. During the first conference game our

team came together, every person was working as

hard as they could, giving it all. We could have done

better this season but we are learning and this

experience will make us a better team in the future,"

said Heather. Photo by Chiang YuChing

Rising Star

Angle Lang '98, from

Roseville, Minnesota,

has played and started

most of her collegiate

games. She has received

many alccolades during

her carreer here....this

all will change when we
get a hold of her. Photo by

Chiang YuChing

Molly Malone '98 pushes

the ball forward in an

attempt to score another

goal for the Lady Jays.

Malone, a senior, has played

for Creighton for four years.

During that time, she has

participated in her share of

team "traditions", which

play a crucial part in

unifying the team. "Every

year there is always a

freshman initiation. We just

make them slide through the

mud during practice or

something like that,"

Malone said. "On game day,

we meet about four hours

before the game to hang out

talk, have team meetings

and scouting reports. We
also eat after every home
game together." Photo by

Chiang YuChing
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CROSS-COUNTRY

Zane Nielsen '99 and Andy
O'Hara '00 team up and focus their

siglits on tlie finisli line. O'Hara

didn't find it too difficult to adjust to

the running practices and meets, but

rather the people he was runnung

with. "Cross Country was a wake-up

call, because in high school I ran

with the best people in the state, but

now we are running with the best

people in the world!" Photo by

Creightonian

The team bundles

up for another

rigorous practice.

These athletes run

six days a week and

lift weights three

times a week.

However, Lance

Biel '98 is no

stranger to hard

work and practice.

"My freshman year,

I was a walk-on for

the team. It took a

lot of practice and

dedication, but I

made my way into

the top seven and I

got to go to

Regionals." Photo by

Frank Aleman

Matt Mosman '00 paces himself as he runs in

the only home meet this season. Mosman was

very satisfied with his performance this fall. "I

achieved most of my goals for this year. I broke

the school record, which I set last year. Both

individually, and as a team, we have improved

a lot from last year. Everyone is more serious

and focused about running." Photo by Creightonian
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Finishing up the last

stretch of the race,

Shiela Webb '98

always strives to do

her best. Webb, a

senior, has run in

several races through-

out her four years at

Creighton. However,

one of the most

memorable races took

place this year at the

Loyola Invitational in

Chicago, IL. "My
parents flew into

watch me run in the

Chicago race. We are

from Wyoming, and it

is extremely difficult

for them to see me
v^^hen I run. The

Chicago race was the

second time they have

ever seen me run in

college, so it was a

very special race to

me." Photo by Frank Aleman

Katie Wisniew '00, Sheila Webb '98, and Julia Meimann '01 get off to

a good start at the home meet sponsored by Lucent Technologies. Meimann,

a freshman, had a different experience with cross-country this year. "First

semester, I had classes that conflicted with practice times four days a week.

So, I had to run in the mornings with another girl from the team. It was a

little hard to get used to, but it wasn't that bad." Photo by Crelghtonian
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Melissa Weisensee
"98 serves the ball in

hope of scoring another

point for the team.

Weisensee must always

be alert and ready on the

court. "I'm a setter for

the team and it is a

position comparable to a

quarterback. The setter

usually calls the plays

and acts as an on-court

coach." However,

Weisensee has been a

setter all of her career, so

she is used to the

position. "I started

playing volleyball when I

was in third grade and

my mom was my coach.

I guess I got really

serious about it in

seventh grade when I

started traveling to

tournaments with my
club team." Photo by Frank

Aleman.

Rachel Von '01, JoDe
Cieloha '98, and Erica

Shonsey are ready and

anticipating the next serve.

Shonsey remembers how
excited the team was to be

so successful in the Missouri

Valley Conference. "Doing so

well in the conference had

been one of the big goals for

the last couple of years,"said

Shonsey. "The team this year

has been the most fun for

me. We all worked hard,

made great strides, and

accomplished more than we
thought possible." Photo by

Franl<Aleman

Shelly Roder '98 gives her blockers something to worry abc

everytime she goes to spike the ball. Roder, a senior, admits tl

it was a little hard adjusting to her new coach, Howard Wallai,

"At first it was a bit of a struggle with a new coach because '

brought a new style and a new philosophy. We had to chang(

lot of our old habits, but it was definitely a change for the bette

Roder said . Photo by FrankAlei<
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vou FYBALL
Rachelle Von '01 jumps and aims to spike the ball between the

two opposing blockers. Von, a freshman, continued her volleyball

career into college for a variety of reasons. "I love playing so much
and I definitely wanted to play in college. I wanted the competitive

edge, the team unity, the discipline, and all the other social aspects

that volleyball had to offer." Photo by FrankAleman

Scoreboard
(11-12)

Date
Aug 29

Aug 30

Aug 30

Sept 5

Sept 6

Sept 13

Sept 19

Sept 26

Sept 26

Sept 28

Oct 3

Oct 4

Oct 10

Oct 11

Oct 17

Oct 18

Oct 24

Oct 31

Nov 8

Nov 14

Nov 15

Nov 20

Nov 21

Cpponent
U. of Missouri at Kansas City

Iowa State

Arkansas State

Cal-State at Northridge

University of Nevada- Las Vegas

Drake

Bradley

Northern Iowa

Indiana State

Illinois State

U. of Missouri at Kansas City

Wichita State

Southwest Missouri State

Evansville

Southern Illinois

Northern Iowa

Bradley

Indiana State

Southwest Missouri State

Drake

Western Illinois

Indiana State

Northern Iowa

^^^^^^H 1

$ctre
W 3-0

L 2-3

L 2-3

L 0-3

L 0-3

W 3-1

W 3-2

L 0-3

W 3-0

L 1-3

W 3-0

L 2-3

W 3-0

W 3-1

W 3-2

L 2-3

W 3-1

L 0-3

L 2-3

L 0-3

W 3-1

W 3-0

1. 1-3
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Coach Howard Wallace talks to his team about strategy and positions during a brief

time-out. Coach Wallace was new to Creighton this year and brought a new style to

the game. "We had four seniors this year and everyone had to adjust to a different

system and v^ay of playing." This year the team did better than expected and placed

third in the conference. Photo by FrankAleman
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DANCr
The members of the

dance team preform

during a game. In order

to perform to perfection,

the team must move
together as a single unit.

Part of the reason this is

accomplished is because

of the friendship the girls

have off the dance floor.

Co-Captain Lisa Millard

'98 believes that because

of being friends the girls

can better entertain the

crowd. " The squad has

done a 360 degree turn

from my freshman year.

As we have become closer

friends we have more fun

dancing together. The

people can tell how much
fun we are having and

will get to enjoy

themselves even more.

Kirsten Kluver '01 is the only freshman on the team, but

feels that it did not affect the unity of the team. The
closeness of the squad was apparent to her, even being the

new-comer. "There was not that much time needed for

transition. I clicked real easy with the other girls and they

accepted me right away."

lOX Dance

The dance team again returned to the National Cheerleader Association

tournament this year. They came away with a 9th place ranking out of the

seventy schools that made it to the tournament. "The majority of the girls that

went down to the tournament worked two years together. It was the goal as a

team to make the finals, which we achieved. All of our hard work paid off. It

was expecially nice when other people noticed and commented how good the

team performed," said Dershaun Lark '00.



Erin Snyser '98 says that the

dance team is different than

dancing in high school. Not

only do you have the increased

intensity in school work, but

also within the dancing itself.

All of the dancers must go

through clinics and tryouts to

make the team. "The collegiate

dance teams are smaller and

more elite. They focus on

finding dancers that have

strength and agility." There is

also a greater time

commitment. The dance team

has to learn and memorize

about twenty routines every

year. They also have

opportunities to compete in

competitions. They compete in

the MVC Competition and

national competitions. This

year's national competition is in

Daytona Beach, Florida. The

Creighton Dance Team was pre-

ranked 6 out of the 85 other

national universities.

Being a member of the

dance team involves a

lot of time

management. The

girls work out four to

five times a week,

which includes three

days of weight

training. They also

practice their routines

four times a week.

Although it does take a

lot of time, it is well

worth it. Christine

Hammond '98 says

that dancing is a way
to unwind and vent

feelings. It is also a

way to display their

love for the teams.

"When we watch the

team, we really get

into the game. We feel

that they are our team.

We are as happy as

them when they win,

and as upset when
they lose."
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^OMEN^CKEV/
Holding the oars,

Heather Leitner is

ready to start the

meet. Leitner

doesn't hold just one

particular position

on the boat, she goes

where she is needed.

"This year I have

rowed almost every

position, but now
I'm pretty used to it,"

Leitner said. "Last

year I coxed, which

is a mental job, but I

really like being

more physically

involved. I'd much
rather sweat it out."

Photo by FrankAleman.

The team prepares to start the meet by placing the

boat in the water. Crew is a sport that takes a lot of

hard work and dedication, but those are just what

Lalii Chin '01, is looking for. "I decided I wanted

to row because I wanted to keep busy so time

would go by faster. I paddle canoed in Hawaii, so I

wanted to do something on the water again

because I love being on the water." Photo by Frank

Aleman

Practices on Carter Lake can prove to be tough, yet fun. "Practice i

veiy demanding," Jermifer Barnes '01 said. "The early mornin;

practices are probably the toughest. We also lift weights and have

study hall. It really gives you a regimented and structured scheduli

Ptioto by FrankAleman
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Bundled up in their warmest clothing, Jennifer Laughlin, Sara Kroiss '99,

Jessica Bracken '99 are out on the water every morning as early as

6:00am. "The early morning practices take a lot of getting used to, but now my
body is used to it,

" Laughlin said. "The lake is so calm and picturesque in the

morning and it is beautiful to see the sun coming up over the water." Photo by

FrankAleman.

With everyone helping out,

the team carries the boat

to the water. "The girls on

the team are all very

close," Coach Steve Knapp

said. "It is very interesting

because many of the girls

haven't ever really rowed

before, so they are

learning together.

Rowing is really unique to

colleges because there is a

variety of things- to do and

there is alway a place for

everyone." Photo by Frank

Aleman

Schedule

jiwing, especially in an eight-man boat, takes a lot of concentration,

operation and communication. Sarah Zenti '01 has learned all of those

d many other aspects of crew. "Even though I'm a sophomore, this is my
!st year of rowing. I realized to get the whole college experience I needed to

t more involved. I went into crew sort of blind and everyone was really

tient and did a good job of explaining everything." Photo by FrankAleman

)ate Cppcnent

Sept. 27 Head of Des Moines

Oct. 26 Head of Iowa

Nov 15 Drake University

March 7 Northwest Louisiana State

March 14 Northwest Louisiana State

March 15 University of Tulsa

March 28 University of Iowa

April 4 Drake University

April 1

1

University of Kansas

University of Tulsa

Unitversity of Texas

Kansas Stale University

April 18 University of Nebraska

April 25 Mid-West Rowing Champion.ship

May 2 University of Iowa

University of Tennessee

May 16 National Championship

NCAA National Championship(TBA)

\

1
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BASKFrBALL

Justin Haynes
'00 takes a

driving shot in

the lane for the

score.Haynes is

especially

pumped and

ready to go

when the crowd

is cheering loud.

"It really helps

when the crowd

gets into it. If

we're on a big

run and the

crowd is behind

us, it really

keeps us going

and we make a

lot of progress,"

said Justin.

.«^

Scoreboard

(19-11)

W81-59Nov 14 Missouri-Kansas City

Nov 22 OI<lahoma State L 86-70

Nov 29 Oral Roberts L 66-69

Dec 3 Grambling State W 67-65

Dec 6 Wyoming W81-70

Dec 10 Nebraska W 84-73

Dec 13 Illinois State L 62-71

Dec 20 Southern W 100-78

Dec 22 Towson W 79-70

Dec 30 Northern Iowa W 83-75

Jan 4 Drake W 86-54

Jan 10 Indiana State L 70-75

Jan 1 2 Southwest Missouri State L 54-72

Jan 15 Indiana State W 80-67

Jan 17 Bradley L 58-61

Jan 21 SWMissour State W 94-80

Jan 27 Wichita State W 75-72(01)

Jan 31 Southern Illinois W 63-61

Feb 2 Evansville W 85-76

Feb 5 Southern Illinois W91-73

Feb 8 Evansville W 80-66

Feb 14 Wichita State W 79-69

Feb 16 Northern Iowa W 74-62

Feb 21 Illinois State L 67-80

Feb 23 Bradley L 63-76

MVCToumaannent

Feb 28 Bradley L 68-76

The home crowd really gets into the games, in order to cheer

their Bluejays on to victory. Due to the recent success of

Creighton Blue jay basketball, more fans have made
appearences to show school spirt.

1 2 Men's Basketball



Corie Brandon '99

displays his skills as he

drives to the lane on his way
to two more points. Junior

Corie Brandon is no

stranger to basketball, but

he is new to Creighton.

Brandon, like many of his

teammates was a transfer

student. "He has made the

move from junior college to

Division I very easily. I am
very pleased with the

adjustments he has made to

the team," Coach Dana

Altman said.

Rodney Buford '99 is one of

the team's most prominent

stars. Here he fires a shot from

beyond the arc despite the

opponents' attempts to defend

him. "Rodney Buford is a one of

the many gifted basketball

players on the team

this year. "Rodney has done a

great job for us this year, he

made first team all conference

and is very offensively gifted,"

said Dana Altman.
Men's Basketball 113



Corie Brandon '99 prepares

to shake a defender and score

for the Bluejays. Brandon, along

with the rest of the team, has

had an exceptional year. "At the

beginning of the season, there

were a lot of unknowns for

us," Coach Dana Altman
said. "However, once the season

started, we were very solid and

our athleticism improved. The

freshman and transfer students

really stepped up to the Division

I challenge and the whole team

did a great job."

Rodney Bufurd '99

shoot a tough shot

over a University of

Nebraska defender.

Only a junior this year,

Rodney Buford is

expected to come back

for one more year of

playing with the Jays.

"Rodney will be one of

the many seniors next

year, and I hope he

will work hard and

practice this summer
and fall and come
back to us ready for

another year of great

playing," Coach
Dana Altman said.

14



BASKHBAU

Joel Templeman '98

stands with his parents as he

bids farewell to the Bluejay

home crowd at his last home
game. Templeman was the

only senior on the team this

year for the Creighton Jays

basketball team. Templeman
was a great asset to the

team. "Not only is Joel a

solid defense player, he also

has a great work ethic and

he has been a real team

leader this year," Coach

Dana Altman said. Photo by

Creightonian.

Cliff Bates '99

dunks with authority

as the seconds tick off

in the last home
game of the Bluejays.

Bates is fairly new to

the Creighton team.

Bates, a forward,

transferred to

Creighton from Iowa

West. However, being

new on the team

didn't even phase

Bates. "The transition

to Division I play was

pretty smooth. The

transition was also

easier because I knew
Ben Walker, Rodney

Buford, and Donnie

Johnson," said Bates.

Photo by Creightonian
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LADYJAY
BASKHBALI

Carrie Welle '98 watches

closely to make sure the

referee has blown his whistle

for the right reason. Being

captain of a team holds many
responsibilities. This years

captains had an extra task of

guiding a team of many
freshman. They worked hard

and achieved the goal of

bringing them together for a

successfull season. " It was

very important that we all

became focused and together,

on the court and off. The

freshman came in well and

ready to play, which helped

us guide them," said Carrie.

Photo by FrankAleman.

Scoreboard 1
(16-12) 1

Nov 16 Kansas L 59-63

Nov 20 Iowa State L 53-55

Nov 24 Nebraska L 59-80

Nov 28 St. John's W 72-66

Nov 30 Toledo W 72-56

Dec 9 Missouri-Kansas City L 58-70

Deal 2 Montana State W 63-55

Dec 19 Wyoming W 66-49

Dec 28 Northern Iowa W 82-66

Dec 30 Bradley W 85-58

Jan 4 Drake L 57-79

Jan 8 Southwest Missouri State L 52-71

Jan 10 Wichita State W 65-62

Jan 17 Illinois State W 65-62

Jan 19 Indiana State W 73-68

Jan 22 Southern Illinois W 64-61

Jan 24 Evansville W 79-77 (OT)

Feb 1 Drake L 61-64 (OT)

Feb 7 SW Missouri State W 78-75 (OT)

Feb 9 Wchte State L 70-73

Feb 14 Illinois State L 64-78

Feb 16 Indiana State L 50-63

Feb 1 9 Southern Illinois W 78-61

Feb 21 Evansville WB1-64

Feb 26 Northern Iowa L 72-78

Feb 28 Bradley W 79-76

Missouri Valley Conference Tournament

March 5 Wichita State W 83-60

March 6 SW Missouri State L 69-83

The team gathers before the tip off a

game to display their unity. Photo by

Creightonian
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Angela Timmons '01 pushes the ball up the floor to start the LadyJay offense. "The

transition from high school is a big step for a college basketball player. One difference

is the competition and the style of play. It is a new game, the game is 500 times more

intense. We came from high school were it was easy to be good, a star of the team,

now we all must learn to play on a team of stars," said Angela. Photo by Frank Aleman

Transfer student Nikki Keller '98 has been a great asset to tne

Lady Jays' basketball team. "Nikki has been entirely a pleasure to

work with. We were so fortunate that she came to Creighton. She

came here for academic reasons, yet she took a great chance

athletically to walk on the team," Coach Connie Yori said. "She

made a huge commitment and has made a great impact on the

program. Nikki is a great example of how strong will and

perserverence can pay off." Photo by FrankMeman.

Krissie Spanheimer '01 stares her opponent down, anticipating her

next move. The Creighton team had 9 freshman come to the team this year.

This put a lot of stress on the leadership of the upper classmen. " The
seniors were awsome this year. They brought us together and pushed and
lead us into working hard," said Krissie. Photo by Creightonian

Mellisa Sames '01 shoots over two opponents. "There is a big

difference in the work load in college. Between the practices and

workouts with the team, and the studying time is limited. Time is

a precious commodity. We all have definantly learned how to

manage time here. Basketball can take four plus hours a day,"

said Mellisa. Photo by Creightonian
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TBSNIS
Holly Bluml '98

concentrates on her

opponent and is ready for

wherever the ball may go.

Bluml, the only senior on

the Lady Jays' team, feels

that this year has been a

great year for her. "This

year I have been playing

the best I have ever played

before. My best

performance was at the

Drake tournament

because I had a tough

match and I did more than

I expected to do." Bluml

knows that tennis has

played a major role in her

life. "Through tennis, I

have met my best friends

and had the best times of

my life. I can't imagine my
life without it."

Scoreboard
m (LadyJays)

Sep

Oct

Oct

Oct

Feb

Feb

Feb

Feb

Feb

Feb

Feb

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

Mar

Apr

^,, Apr

t19 Graceland

i Missouri-Kansas City

Missouri-Kansas City

10-12 MVC Individuals SL Louis, Mo.

29-Nov 2 Rolex Regional Hanscom Park

6 Nebraska Lincoln, Neb.

7 Colorado State Lincoln, Neb.

Iowa State Lincoln, Neb.

13 Saint Louis St. Louis, Mo.

14 Oral Roberts St. Louis, Mo.

Southern lllinos St. Louis, Mo.

20 Denver Colo. Springs, Colo.

21 Air Force Colo. Springs, Colo.

28 Bradley Springfield, Mo.

SW Missouri St. Springfield, Mo.

I Porlland Lincoln, Neb.

9 Tennessee State Daytona, Fla.

Bethune-Cookman Daytona, Fla.

1 Valparaiso DeLand, Fla.

Stetson DeLand, Fla.

12 Mercer Jacksonville, Fl

1 3 Illinois St. Jacksonville, Fla.

21 Wichita State Wictiita, Kan.

1 Drake Des Moines, Iowa

I I Indiana State Des Moines, Iowa

24-26 MVC Champ. Terre Haute, Ind.

W,9-0

W,9-0

W,6-0

For Jeanne Daker, tennis has been a family affair. Daker, began her

tennis career with her dad. "My dad was a tennis coach at a local high

school and he taught me and my sister to play. Jeanne's twin sister,

Jenny, also plays with the Lady Jays. It's really fun to play together. In

fact, in high school, we were doubles partners! It's great because my
parents still play tennis in their spare time, and Jenny and I play

together here at Creighton."

1 1 8 Tennis



Haakon Nygaard '00 works hard to keep his number one spot on the

men's team. Being from Norway, Nygaard never really played tennis in high

school. "Back in Norway, I only played in tournaments. I played

professionally for one year in Europe before I came to Creighton. The
competitiveness is the same, but the biggest adjustment was the culture

shock."

Scoreboard

3epn9 Graceland College W,4-3

Sept 26 Augustana(S.D.) W,7-0

Sept 26 Northern Iowa W,7-0

Sept 27 Missouri-Kansas City

Oct 23-26 Rolex Regionals Wichita, Kan.

Jan 23-25 MVC Individuals Des Moines, lA

Feb 12 Nebraska Linclon, Neb.

Feb 20 Denver Colo. Springs, Colo.

Feb 2 Air Force Colo. Springs, Colo.

Feb 25 Rockhurst Kansas City, Mo.

Mar 4 Northern Iowa Des Moines, Iowa

Drake Des Moines, Iowa

Mar 9 Tennessee State Daytona, Fla.

Bethune-Cookman Daytona, Fla.

Mar 10 Valparaiso DeLand, Fla.

Stetson DeLand, Fla.

Marl 2 Mercer Jacksonville, Fla.

Mar31 Missouri-K.C. Kansas City, Mo.

Apr 4 Indiana State Terre Haute, Ind.

Apr 4 Bradley Peoria, III.

Apr 5 Illinois State Nornial, III.

AprlO SW Missouri St

April Wichita State

Apr 18 Evansville

Apr 19 Southern Illinois

Api24-26 MVC Championships Normal, III.

7
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Kevin Plank '99, a junior on the Bluejays' tennis team, returns the ball

with strength and grace. Plank feels that the team this year is playing

very well together. "This year, the players are more team oriented. We are

all playing very well together. At first, we weren't sure as to how the

freshmen were going to adjust, but they did a great job with the college

transition, and now we all work together and play our best."
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SEBALL
Adam
Christiansen
'98 receives

numerous high

fives from

teammates after he

scores another run

for the Jays.

Christiansen, a

senior, has played

all four years at

Creighton and has

an enormous

amount of

confidence in this

year's team.

"Overall, we have a

pretty young team,

but the players are

extremely

experienced. This

is the youngest and

hardest working

team I've

played with," said

Adam.

Scoreboard

Feb 13

I Feb 15

Feb 21

Feb 21

Feb 22

Feb 25

[. Feb 27
'

Feb 28

Feb 28

Mar 03

Mar 07

Mar 08

Mar 09

Mar 10

Mar 12

Mar 13

.
Mar 14

Mar 15

Mar 21

Mar 21

Mar 22

Mar 22

Mar 28

Mar 28

Mar 29

r Mar 29

; Apr 01

',~ Aor 0:5

Rockhukrst Hawks W,9-1

Iowa State Cyclones L,2-10

Air Force Falcons L,3-4

Air Force Falcons W,11-3

Air Force Falconss W,10-4

Kansas State L^8-9

NM State Aggies W,18-9

NM State Aggies L,8-21

NM State Aggies L. 12-18

Kansas Jayhawks W.7-4

Xavier W,9-5

Central Michigan W,9-6

Delaware State W,26-3

N. Florida Ospreys W,6-4

Mercer Bears W,15-2

Stetson Hatters L,0-9

Stetson Hatters W,7-6

Stetson Hatters T,9-9

Southern lllinoiss L,5-9

Southern Illinois L,9-11

Southern Illinois L,3-4

Southern Illinois L,3-8

Bradley L,6-14

Bradley W,10-6

Bradley L,2-3

Bradley L,0-3

Iowa W,14-6

Illinois State W,4-3

:''ino!S State W.11-2

Apr 04 Illinois State

Apr 05 Illinois State

Apr 08 Northern Iowa

Apr 10 Wichita St.

April Wichita St

April Wichita St

Apr 12 Wichita St

Apr 14 Nebraska-Omaha

Apr 17 SW Missouh State

Apr 18 SW Missouri State

Apr 18 SW Missouri State

Apr 19 SW Missouri State

Apr 22 Norhern Iowa

Apr 22 Northern Iowa

Apr 25 Wayne State (Neb.)

Apr 26 WAYNE STATE

Apr 28 Nebraska

Apr 29 NEBRASKA

May 1 INDIANA STATE

May 2 INDIANA STATE

May 3 INDIANA STATE

May 8 EVANSVILLE

May 9 EVANSVILLE

May 10 EVANSVILLE

May 13-16 MVC Tournament

May 20-23 NCAA Regionals

May 29-Jun 6 NCAA College World

Series(hosted by Creighton)

W.I 5-3

L,3-5

L,2-3

L.12-13

L,5-13

L,8-18

L,5-19

W.4-2

L,0-1

L,1-3

W,6-3

W,8-6

W,9-0

W,10-4

W,13-2

Everardo Plata

'98 runs his

hardest to make it

to the base before

the ball

does. Baseball has

impacted Plata's

life in all aspects.

"Playing baseball

has made college

life better. I've

made more friends

and we have more

in common
because of

baseball. Gener-

ally, I feel that

baseball prepares

you

for life because

you must be

organized and you

get that sense of

accomplishing

goals in both."

Photo by FrankAleman
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Throwing a fastball, Christian Steriing '98 attempts to

strike out another batter. As a senior, Sterling reflects on how
baseball has affected his college experience. "It definitely has

made me prioritize everything. First school, second baseball,

and then social life if there is time. I also think it's more

difficult academically because the teachers have higher

expectations for you. Playing baseball in college forced me to

grow up a little faster, but I definitely enjoyed it." Photo by Frank

Aleman

Catcher Adam Christensen '98 anxiously awaits the next pitch, as

he remembersthe game the Jays played against Mercer earlier in

the season. "The Mercer game has been our best game so far this

year. The pitching and hitting were together, the team was

complete, and we played solid." Photo by FrankAleman.

I

Everado Plata '98 takes

a good swing at the ball.

Plata, a senior, transferred

to Creighton his junior year

from a junior college in

California. Plata feels that

the Jays' baseball program is

a small step higher than the

junior college level.

However, according to Plata,

the difference in competition

is no big deal compared to

the difference in weather.

"I'm from California and am
used to playing in nice

sunny weather, but I got

here and all of a sudden

we're playing with snow on

the field. It's a little tougher

and weird." Photo by

Creightonian.
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TeopCe
"If a man does not make
new acquaintances as he i

advances through lifej %
he \A/i11 soon find himself
left alone. A man^ Sir,

should keep his friend-

ship in constant repair."

—Samuel Johnson
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ana smaenrs watcn tJiuejay soccer ar iranquiury farK aunng me soccer seasc

to show their spirit and help cheer their team to victory. Creighton Bluejay soccer

games are a place to relax and enjoy the outdoors with friends while watching a

perennial winner. Photo by Nader Deik

Tom Nemitz & Benidicta Osai
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Molly Abeln

Andrew Abraham

Danica Adams

Rebecca Adams

Dion Adanich

Brandon Aden

Elizabeth Adolo

Stephanie Aduloju

Jaraid Ahmed
Jacinth All

Aman Ali

Eric Allen

Abigail Allen

Jason Allen

Shane Allen

Gretchen Alley

Sharon Allgaier

Amy Altergott

Trisha Amnions

Nicholas Andersen

Robin Anderson

John Araas, Jr

Gwenn Archer

Phillip Armendari?

Michael Arora

Sonia Arora

Jason Ash

Elizabeth Asher

Tessa Atkins

Ramiz Audi

Michele Aust

Kevin Avakaki

Edward Ayoub

Andrea Baalman

Pankaj Bahl

Creighton
j^ University
^ Underclassmen

124 Underclassmen



BAII.EY - BOWEN

Ryan Bailey

Maureen Baker

Juan Bala

Alav Balarum

I iin Bambenek

Jonathan Bargen

Elizabeth Barlow

Paul Barnard

Lnnifer Barnes

Michael Bamidge

Joaquin Barrios

Todd Bartholet

Jeffrey Barzyk

Tammy Bathke

Rakhi Batra

Holly Baugher

Rebecca Bayless

Crystal Baylon

Jennifer Bean

Matt Beckman

Carrie Beddersen

Shannon Beecham

Debbie Behlman

Brian Bell

Ami Belyea

Kristi Bendykowski

Julianna Beneken

Beau Bennion

Joseph Benson

Amy Bergman

Lisa Berner

Lisa Berryman

Robert Bertellotti

Joe Bezousek

Maulik Bhalani

AnnaBiava

Tomas Billoau

Jerry Bills

Uarton Bishop

lami Blake

Melissa Blum

Brenda Bobolz

Angela Boehmke

Charity Boilesen

Lea Boldt

Jeremy Bordon

Susie Botos

Christopher Bowen

Claire Bowen
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BOWLES-CHIN

Colleen Bowles

Kanyon Boyd

Amy Bradsby

Heather Brady

Michael Brandon

Christi Braun

Katherine Bravo

Brian Brennan

Michael Brenner

Andrew Brooks

Nathan Brummel

Jennifer Bruner

Paula Brunnert

Phil Brutsche

Robbie Buchanan

Pat Burchfiel

Sara Burda

Lindsey Burke

Michael Burke

Susan Burke

Jamie Busby

Alyssa Bushey

Courtney Bussey

Paul Butler

Cordt Byrne

Veronica Calderon

Rebecca Cammers

Kara Campbell

Tracy Campbell!

Paul Caraccio

Susan Carbora

Jason Carlisle

Erik Carlson

Taryn Can-

Mary Carstensen

Tara Castiglioni

Erin Cavanaugh

Anna Marie Cervantes

Brandy Chambers

Saniantha Chambers

Vickie Chaney

Terrel Chang

Andrew Chapean

Denise Chapman

Allison Cheetsos

Peggy Cheng

Rob Chesire

YuChing Chiang

Lalil Chin

»#l^'l

mMM iPS^
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CHINO-DeFURIO

f

Chelsea Ching

Derek Ching

Stephanie Chiu

Kenneth Choi

MubangoChongo

Dong Soon Choz

Frances Christiansen

Carey Christiansen

Shawn Chu

Helen Chukwu
Stephanie Church

Michael Class

John Clatanoff

Andrew Clearv

Stephan Coffey

Michael Coffey

Davey Cohan

Clare Cole

Andrew Colmane

Corey Comer

Elizabeth Comstock

Elizabeth Conradson

David Corben

Anthony Cordero

Kevin Cornwell

Sheryl Costelo

Courtney Coughlin

Collen Crowley

Mary Culhane

Amanda Cundhi

Emily Cyr

Elisa Czarnick

Laura Czyz

Anjana Dalai

Michael Danamay

Jacqueline Daneff

Sameer Dang

John D"Angelo

Louis D'Angelo

Stephanie Danks

Amy Danner

Jenny Datoo

Lisa Davis

Lindsay Davis

Jennifer Dean

Reyanna Deberry

Kristen Decker

Nader Deeik

Gina DeFurio
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DeGROOT-FAUCONIER

Heath DeGroot

Mariah Delmont

Regina Dendinger

Angle Desbien

Edward DeSimore III

Guyatri Detanubuii

Calvin Deutsch

Deepak Dev

Kelly DeVies

Jane Diamond
^B V "f^

Vanessa Dobles \^^_l^
Christian Dobrane B^B^^^H
Thomas Doddy I^^^^^B
Jason Domina l^^^^l
Andrea Domit

Kevin Donahue

Joy Donlan

Jennifer Donlin

Patrick Donohue

Daniel Doran

Benjamin Doran

Valerie Downen
Shiloh Doyle

Christine Dreis

Kathleen Driscoll

Michael Driscoll

Nicole Dubas

Alicia Dwyer

Jennifer Dwyer

Andrea Earp

Matthew Eck

Steve Eck

Melinda Eckert

Jeffrey Eikanger

Elizabeth Elliott

Helen Ellison

Eileen Ennis

Gerald Enriques

Carol Erhardt

James Esch

Rachel Espenhover

Allison Esquibel

Alex Estell

Aaron Evans

Melinda Ewing

Micheal Ezyz
Todd Fagot

Phillip Farias

Corrintha Fauconier

128 Underclassmen



FAULKNER-FRANKO

rorfRUffti.

f^

Jennifer

Faulkner

Tiffany Fauss

Victoria Faust

Faith Faust

Mark Ferry

Suzette Fink

Jennifer Finken

Julie Finken

Katherine Finley

Ryan Finley

Nicole Finnen

Derek Fiores

Michael Fitzgerald

Nick Flattery

Tiffany Flippen

Nathan Fong

Jessica Fontana

Aaron Ford

Monique Forman

Andrew Forman

Rebekha

Formwalt

ChristopherFowler

Sam Fox

Amy Fox

, MalindaFoxhoven

Jennifer Foy

Vanessa Franko

Creighton offers a Diversified Campus...

Native Americans African Americans

(0.6 %)-^ (3-2 %)

Asian/Pacific Islanders

(9.4 %)

Hispanic

(3.5 %)

/

White/Caucasian

(79.8 %)

International Students

3.5 %)

SOURCE: Creighton

University Registrar

Underclassmen



FRANZEN-DAHIR--HACKER

Amy Franzen-Dahir

Mai-Linh Frascarelli

Sarah Fredd

Sara Frey

Sarah Friedl

AHson Full

Kristin Furfari

Danielle Gagnon

Dayana Galicia

Juan Gallegos

Sean Gamble

Belinda Garcia

Bellanira Garcia

Rohit Garg

Shannon Gartner

Heidi Geier

Metta Geis

Amy Geloauer

Christina Gerken

Katherine Gerweck

Lynn Gillespie

Jennifer Glaser

David Gleason

Penny Gold

Bridget Goler

Lisa Golsong

Carlos Gonzalez

Kelly Goodall

Catrina Granados

Ervin Graves

Jennie Gray

Paul Greco

Zach Green

Catherine Griffin

William Griffith

Greg Grimaldi

Rosslyn Grosely

Kathryn Gross

Sheila Gross

Deanna Gruber

Melanie Gubbels

Stefan Guerra

Tracy Gunia

Marcia Gunnn

Eric Gutierrez

Kristine Gutschewski

Maria Haag

Robert Haake

Allison Hacker

i 30 Underclassmen



HADDAD-HOTTMAN

^^^E-e^*^.

*iP^
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Farid-Rami Haddad

Dana Haddad

Nathan Haecker

Scott Hahn

Hardi Halim

Leonard Hall III

Joshua Hamilton

Jill Hamilton

Robert Hammett

Michelle Hansen

Helen Hardy

Cindy Halley

Richard Harringtoi

Becky Harris

Sheri Harris

Carrie Hatch

John Haxton

Kevin Heath

Micheal Hebert

Teresa Heimas

Carl Heine

Staci Heine

Ben Heinz

Sara Helget

Amy Heller

Dustin Heng

Karisa Henke

Bradley Henkenius

Joe Henry

Miguel Hernandez

Kristen Herrmann

Carly Heupel

Chris Hickerson

Otisha Hickey

Robert Hill

Dustin Hilman

Carrye Hinsey

Michelle Hinze

Aspen Hochhalter

^ Nicholle Hoeft

Jessica Hoffman

Jamie Hogan

Sarah Hogan

Roxane Holland

( iermaine Holland

Charles Hollman

Angela Horst

Megan Hottman
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KAWAMURA

Don Howard

Erin Howard

Carolyn Huang

Roger Hubbard

Mackenzie Hobson

Teresa Hughes

Mary Huguelet

Chris Hulscher

Nikki Hutchinson

Kerry Hyland

Casey Indra

Jamie Ingram

Carohne Ischise

Christine Ishikawa

Christopher Italesinski

Erica Iverson

Katherine Iwan

Mark Jacobs

Allison Janda

Emily Janda

Rebecca Jansen

Julie Janssen

Maren Jensen

Suras Jirana

CarissaJohnson

Mandi Johnson

Kelly Johnson

Lisa Johnson

StephanieJohnson

MichelleJohason

Aaron Jones

Bryan Jones

Douglas Jones

January Jones

Philip Jones

Joseph Jordahl

Kevin Jordan

Phil Jorgensen

Thomas Joseph

Leah Joseph

Tiffany Judice

Soowon Jung

Kristin Kadlech

Emily Kaihol

Aulii Kam
KaraKappanian

Amy Kamer

MeghaKau4ia]

TvlaKawamura

?2 Underclassmen



KEEFNER-KUNIMOTO

Peter Kecfner

Anna Kehm
Michael Keller

Jim Kelly

David Kelly

Maureen Kelly

John Kelly

Andrea Kendall

Theresa Kennedy

Lucky Kenny

Yvonne Kepfhauer

Suzanne Keppers

Heather Kerr

Beth Kersigo

Paras Khandhar

Stacy King

James Kinney

Marl Kjorstad

Stephanie Klassen

Rhonda Kliment

Joe Klingele

Sara Kloucek

Kristin Kluver

Wayne Knauf

Kristen Knodei

Heather Koehn

Adela Koentjoro

Almira Koentjoro

Nichole Koerner

Kimberly Kohlscheen

Elizabeth Kohout

Elizabeth Kolbusz

Kristina Konrady

Katie Kopelman

Erin Kovri

Jennifer Kreher

Lorriane Krenc

Catherine Kreutzer

Megan Kriegler

Emily Krovance

Jennifer Krueger

Neil Kruglet

Travis Kruse

Greg Kublcek

John Kuhl

Sarah Kukuk

Lisa Kulhavy

Raman Kumar

Blake Kunimoto
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RTZ-MAJORS

Kathryn Kurtz

/lerritt Kusak-McGuire

Wael Kutayli

Phillip Lamb
Timothy Lamberton

Scott Lancaster

Angela Lang

Rebecca Lang

Mark LaPuzza

Ryan Larson

Sharon Laskey

Ginny Lawless

Denise Lawse

Lisa Lawton

Jung-Suk Lee

Michelle Lee

Jennifer Lee

Keri Leemkuil

Kathleen Lescher

LeAnn Lewis

Brent L'Heurenx

Julie Lighthipe

Brian Lim

Marianne Lintzman

Pamela Liuttrell

Brandy Lively

Amy Loffredo

Susan Lofgren

Jennifer Longton

Sophia Loo

Crystal Lopez

Kathy Louie

Jason Lowry

Jelyn Lu

Julie Luehr

Theresa Luna

Esther Lwanga

Kaylyn Lyon

James Lyons

Cesile Lamberti

Brian Macall

David Macke

Vlichael Mackintosh

Matt MacVey

Lisa Mader

Melissa Maerz

Faisal Mahmooduddin

Annabel Major

Kelsey Majors

3^ Underclassmen



MAJORS-MILOTA

Theresa Majors

Colleen Maley

Kathrjn Malin

Kathleen Malloy

Johanna Mannine

Steph Maoer

Damien Mapel

Margaret Martin

Antonio Martinez

Jacob Mason

Joni Masumura

Jeff Mathew

Drew Mathews

Gina Matsumoto

Yuri Matsuyama

Jessica Mattia

MaryBeth McAlevy

John McCarroll

Kirstin McCarville

Victoria McClain

Bernard McCarthy

Ann McCulloh

Michael McDevitt

Kelly McGarry

Erin McGarry

Sean McGuffee

Maura McHugh
Crystal McKenny

Julia McLaughlin

Dawn McMillen

Stuart McNally

Melanie McQuade
Amanda McQueen
Cathy Meathe

Julia Meimann

Kristin Meiser

Danielle Mendick

Tim Menghini

Angela Menke

Beth Menousek

Mary Mentele

Angela Merksick

Sara Meyer

Melissa Meyer

Katherine Miller

Keisha Miller

Heather Miller

Kristin Miller

Kristin Milota
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. i ir^.-vi<O-ORTMAN

Tara Minard

Jolene Minear

LeAnne Mistysyn

Kae Miyake

Christina Moore

Michelle Morlok

Robbyn Morris

Jeremy Morris

Maria Moser

Michelle Motley

Nick Mouw
Jullianne Muller

Tania Muller

Kathryn Murati

Catherine Nabong

Laura Nahas

Joy Nakasuji

Colleen Naughton

Cheryl Neesen

Jennifer Nelson

Jill Nelson

Nicole Nelson

Tom Nemitz

Rigobert Nghoumen

Chi Ngo
Elizabeth Nguyen

Joseph Nguyen

Paul Nguyen-Ba

Elizabeth Nickerson

Kami Nishimura

Lane Nogawa

Colleen Nothern

Haakon Nygaard

Krys Obrzvt

Thomas O'Donnell

Philip O'Donnell

Patrick O'Hare

Jeremy O'Keefe

Venus Olaes

Sarah Olsasky

Ryan Olson

Elizabeth Oleson

Masayuki Omura
Summer O'Neal

Matt O'Neil

Adam Orand

Lisa Orlando

Nicole Ortman

Julie Ortman

'^^^^^^^^7^^^ 1^
iifl UK;
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ORTMAN-RAK
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SabrinaOrtman

l^)Cnedicta Osei

Julie Oswald

Eric Oxiey

Denise Padilla

Zaheer Pajnigar

Marty Palmer

Nic Pape

Sharidan Pan-

Chad Parsons

Lea Pascotto

Lynnette Pascua

Mital Patel

Vanisha Patel

Tanvi Patel

Anita Patel

Trey Patterson

Scott Paulsen

Luke Pella

Rochund Pelmore

Nicole Percel

Anthony Petelin

Kristin Petersen

Zachary Peterson

Kelli Peterson

Allison Pfaff

Anne Phillips

Matt Phillips

J.C. Piazza

Jennifer Pick

Vince Pietro

Alison Pike

Nicole Pilakowshi

Lisa Pivli

Heather Placke

Gueorgue Platchkov

Mikala Plumb

Travis Pond

Leslie Pope

Philip Postell

Kayla Pound

Michael Pourtre

f^arul Prajapati

Jennifer Pratt

Crystal Price

Patrick Pucelik

Traci Quam

Mehreen Qureshi

Keri Rak
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i^/v.vir^S-SCHNEIDER

Al Ramos

Heather Reed

Eric Reed

Connie Reichelt

Creighton Reinhard

Jessica Rickert

Joy Rickman

Daniel Ricmier

John Ritterbush

Katrina Robertson

Richard Robinson

Tara Robinson

Jay Roby

Clint Roenfeldt

Jeremy Roose

Katie Ross

Jessica Rose

David Rotajezak

Pat Rusca

Tim Rush

Kimberly Ryan

Halle Ryan

John Ryan

Phoebe Ryckman

Carolyn Ryder

Cheryl Sabey

Christine Sabodes

hristian Saccamento

Brian Sadowski

Karen Sadowski

Eric Sagehorn

Emmie Saigusa

Lani Saiki

Pete Salamu

Jean-ChristopherSales

Melissa Sames

Shelly Sangalang

Serena Sanker

Barbie Santos

Maria Sarcone

Kimberly Schawang

Janelle Samuelson

Jenae Schlipman

Lynn Schmitt

Amanda Schmitz

Travis Schmitz

Erin Schmitz

Nathan Schmutz

Peter Schneider

^Hf^ '^Wm
i^^B -^ £fl ^^1

P
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Adriane Schnitzler

Andi Schons

Paul Schrick

Kathryn Schroeder

Matt Schroeder

Emily Schuler

Thomas Schulte

Kimberly Schultz

Amber Schurman

Tracy Scott

Jeff Sebree

Frank Serio

Alicia Seymour

Catherine Shanahan

Heather Shannon

Erica Shansey

Laura Sheran

Reshma Sheth

Trisha Shinsato

Christine Shonsey

Ashley Silvey

Jenny Simkins

Bradley Singer

Vinay Singh

Sean Skaggs

Jill Skorupa

Kamille Skrdla

Amy Slater

Ryan Smith

Summer Smith

Barbara Smith

Denae Smith

Deyna Smitherman

Adam Snyder

Thomas Soma

Debbie Sousa

Jenny Spanheimer

Debbie Speer

Nora Spencer

Jennifer Spicer

Lindsay Spilinek

Kathleen St. Peters

Tara Stahlecker

Gerard Stanley

Katy Stanley

Kylie Stannard

Megan Stapleton

Howard Starks

Shelley Steinwand
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VENS-WAETZIG

Christian Stevens

Becky Stiverson

Benjamin Sun

Kyle Sunada

Kathryn Sutro

Amy Svinarich

Julie Swanson

Corey Sweeney

Richard Szeto

Jerod Tabor

Kimberly Tadsen

Heidi Taggart

Umang Talati

Joanna Tang

Tammy Thies

Mac Thompson

Kristine Thompson

MelissaThompson

Paul Thompson

Rachel Thompson

Jennifer Thurmond

Rebecca Tibbits

Trisha Togikawa

Laura Tokarz

Parag Tolat

Elizabeth Tometich

Kristin Townes

Emily Townsend

Sonya Tran

Robert Treon

Long Trinh

Jennifer Troester

Lisa Tucker

Jon Ukishima

Kyle Ulveling

W. Robert Valenta

Jordan Van Beever

Julie Vander Mark

Anthony Vencenso

Sean Vencenzo

Amanda Vescio

David Vogel

Melissa Volgts

Katti Volkmann

Cara Vomhof

Sarah Waetzig

i-iO Underclassmen



WALKER-ZANOWSKI
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Connie Walker

Danisha Walker

Janet Walker

Elizabeth Walker

Aimee Wall

Jennifer Wallau

Suzanne Walsh

Kinte Walton

Thomas Ward

Diane Wasko

Jeffrey Weber

Becky Wegener

Michelle Weigand

Vanessa Weiland

Amber Weiland

Christopher Weithers

Rachel Weller

Kerri Wempe

Dave Wenthold

Brian Wermers

Rebecca Whisler

Amber White

Allison Whitt

Robbie Wilkins

Clancy Williams

Tracy Wilson

Lisa Wilson

Deborah Winarski

Tracy Winkelmann

Cara Wiser

David Witek

Gregory Wittman

Kara Witulski

Susan Woltman

Kristine Wong

Michael Wong
Dan Wood
Kristina Woods

Eugene Yang

1 Fen Yao

Jimmy Yeh

Danielle Young

Kevin Young

Dallas Yuhas

Betsy Zadina

Sadiq Zaman

Allison Zanowski
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ttfte By Jeremy Zebroski

1

.

Tiger Woods wins the Masters.

2. Air Force B54 Pilot Kelly Finn is court-martialed

on charges of sexual misconduct

3. The Detroit Red Wings win their first Stanley Cup

in 50 yrs. Just days later two players Konstantinov

and Fetisov are injured in a limousine accident.

4. Timothy McVeigh is sentenced to death for his

involvement in the Oklahoma City bombing.

The first component of the Mir space station was launched in 1986.

It has made more than 60,000 trips around the Earth. The Mir

experienced technical difficulties, which caused concern for its

crew members. Russians and Americans teamed together to fix the

problems and maintain space exploration.

Tiger Woods broke

records as well as the race

barrier with his win at the

Masters. Not only did he

become the youngest

Master's champion ever,

he did so with a record

breaking 12-stroke lead

over of the field. Tiger

finished the year as the

top money winner with

just over three million in

tournament earnings, not

to mention endorsements.

Sports Illustrated

uly
By Jeremy Zebroski

1

.

The control of Hong Kong is given to China

from Great Britain on July 1st.

2. Boxer Mike Tyson takes a bite out of Evander

Holyfield's ear in a rematch. Tyson is later ban-

ished from boxing for one year.

3. Designer Gianni Versace is murdered in

Miami by Andrew Cunanan.

4. UPS goes on strike, delaying mail for a week.

5. A sheep named Polly is cloned, the sequel to

Dolly.

6. Actor James Stewart dies at age 89.

lAflOkJe.B

Time magazine

With the NBA Finals MVP Michael Jordan, the

Chicago Bulls won their fifth NBA champion-

ship, this time against the Utah Jazz.

rssi^

On July 4th the Mars Pathfinder relayed photographs of Mars"

surface to NASA scientists. This was the first mobile explorer

to land on another planet and move around to collect data and

transfer them back to earth.
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Time magazine

Gianni Versace, world famous fashion designer, was

murdred at his Miami residence by Andrew Cunanan.

Those present at the funeral included friends Elton

John and Princess Diana.

4^ y By Jeremy Zebro!

Mike Tyson took a

bite out of Evander

Holyfield in rematch

and was disqualified.

Consequently,

Holyfield successfully

defended his title and

Tyson was banned

from boxing by the

Nevada Gaming

Commission.

Zebroski

1. India celebrates its 50th anniversary of indepen-

dence from Great Britian.

2. Actor Bill Cosby is sued by Autumn Jackson.

Jackson alleges that Cosby is her biological father.

Cosby, although admitted having an affair with

Jackson's mother, denies that he is her father. The

court rules in favor of Cosby.

3. Princess Diana was tradgicly killed on August 31

in an auto accident.

Princess Diana and

Dodi Fayed died in an

auto accident in a Paris

suburb. The paparazzi

were blamed for the

accidnet and many are

arrested and later tried.

The following week

more than 5 million

people tuned in to see it

on television.

Sports Illustrated

Princess

Diana's son,

William and

Harry stood

in attendance,

joined by

their father.

Prince

Charles, their

uncle. Earl

Spencer, as

her body was

taken into

Westminseter

Abbey.
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September
By Jeremy Zebroski

1

.

Mother Teresa dies September 5th at age 87.

2. Marv Albert accepts pled bargain in an assalt and

battery case.

3. Andy Greene breaks the sound barrier on land.

4. Billionaire Ted Turner, owner of Turner Broadcast-

ing, gives $ 1 billion to the United Nations charity fund.

Afterwards, Turner challenges the rest of wealthy

society to match his donation.

5. Diet drug Phenphen is pulled from shelves because

of suspect damage to heart valves.

After long waited hype and expectations the

National Basketball Association began the WNBA,,
the first women's professional basketball associa-

tion. At first attendance was weak but fans flocked

to select games as the season progressed.

I October
By Jeremy Zebroski

1

.

North Carolina college basketball coach Dean

Smith calls it quits.

2. Au Pari Louise Woodward is dismissed from

murder charges.

3. Stock market dropps 524 points the most since

1983.

4. Hooter's restaurant chain is sued for sexual

discrimination.

Mother Teresa was

among the most

well-known and

highly respected

women in the world

in the later half of

the twentieth

century. She

dedicated her life to

helping the poor, the

sick and the dying

around the world,

particularly those in

India. Her selflesss

work with the needy

brought her much

acclaim and many

awards, including

Nobel Peace Prize

in 1979. She died at

the age of 87.

Top FiveMTVMusicVideos of1997

5. One Headlight-Wallflowers

4. MIB-Will Smith

3. You Were Meant for Me-Jewel

2. More Money More Problems-Puff Daddy

1 . Every Step You Take, I'll Be Watching You-Puffy Daddy

Dean Smith, one of the

greatest college basket-

ball coaches of all time,

decided to step down.

He had an extraordinary

career through his thirty

six years of coaching.

27 straight 20-win

seasons, 27 NCAA
appearances (23 con-

secutive), 17 ACC
regular-season champi-

onships, 33 straight top-

three ACC finishes. 2

NCAA Titles. He also

had the most wins by any

college coach, 877.
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The Florida Marlins became the quickest franchise ever to win

the World Series. The Marlins defeated the Cleveland Indians

in a thrilling seven game series.

.iA/ovember
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By .Teremy Zebroski

1

.

Bobbi & Kenny McCaughey have septuplets.

2. Sienfeld calls it quits after 6 years

of great comedy.

3. Bill Gates gives 150 million dollars to Apple

computers.

4. The government begins charges against Microsoft

Corporation for antitrust violations. Attorney

General Janet Reno heads the government's charge,

alleging that Microsoft violated a 1995 contract

which restricted Microsoft from using their own
operating system monopoly to force computer

manufacturers to include other Microsoft products.

Bobbi and Kenny McCaughey, residents of

Iowa, have septuplets. The birth of the

children set a world record as the only couple

to ever have septuplets survive.

Time magazine

Time Magazine

Au Pair Louise Woodward is first convicted, and later

acquitted from murder charges involving the death of the

young child she had been caring for. Interestingly,

Woodward's only penalty was the time she remained in jail

during trial.

lime Maga/ine

"Say it ain't so..." But alas, this was Seinfeld's last season.

This comic "show about nothing" said "good-bye" to

characters Jerry, Elane, George and Kramer.
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1

.

Latrell Sprewell is banned from the NBA for one

year because of his attack on coach P.J. Carlesimo.

2. Robert Downey, Jr. & Christan Slater put in

prison on drug charges

3. The CHnton Paula Jones scandal flares up again.

This time Clinton lawyers try to file for Executive

Immunity to postpone the trial until after the end of

Clinton's second term.

4. Dallas Cowboys head football coach Barry

Switzer resigns after a very poor season.

5. Detriot Lions running back Barry Sanders becomes

the 2nd best all-time single season rushing leader.

6. Dec. 19, Titanic opens and pulls in more than $550

million dollars at the box office becoming the 4th most

lucrative movie in history. And has made over 1 .4

billion dollars worldwide.

7. Nebraska head football coach Tom Osborne

announces his retirement.

Even with the high expectations and enormously high 200

milUon dollar budget, "Titanic" did not sink at the box

office, grossing more than $550 millions dollars nation-

wide and 1.4 billion worldwide.. Making it the highest

grossing movie of all time.

Nebraska Cornhuskers head coach Tom Osborne

announced his retirement after leading the

Huskers for 25 years. During those 25 years,

Osborne's Big Red averaged more than 10 wins a

season and never dropped out of the Top 25

National Ranking. Fittingly. Osborne went out on

top, claiming his 3rd national title.

anuary
By Jeremy ZebrosK

1

.

The Denver Broncos win the Superbowl.

2. Both Michael Kennedy & Sonny Bono die in

sking accidents. This causes many people across the

the nation to question the safety of the sport.

3. Pope John Paul II visits Cuba.

4. Singer John Denver diesas his private

plane crashes.

5. The Michigan Wolverines and Nebraska

Cornhuskers share for the national college football

title.

6. Disney pays $9.2 billion for the rights to

broadcast 1 34 NFL games over the next five

years.

7. Dr. Richard Seed pushes for the legaliza-

tion of human cloning projects in the U.S.

8. Compaq buys Digital Equipment

Corporation for $9 billion.

Sports Illiisliated

The Denver Broncos won Superbowl XXXll against the Green

Bay Packers, the first victory for the Broncos organization in

four previous attempts.
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Singer

John

Denver,

a very

well

known

singer

dies in a

plane

crash.

aporls lllustratei

The Nebraska Cornhuskers won their third championship

in four years, this year in much controversy, as Nebraska

and Michigan shared the national college championship.

ebruary
By Jeremy Zebroski

1

.

The President Clinton & Monica Lewinsky

scandal begins.

2. The 1 8th Winter Olympic Games are held in

Nagano, Japan. Among the American Gold

medalists' Picabo Street, the women's national

hockey team, and Tara Lapinski (figure skating).

The biggest disapointment is the men's national

hockey team, who were defeated by the Czech

Republic in the quarterfinals.

3. Troops are sent to the Middle East to support

the United States, threat of "Operation Desert

Thunder."

4. The US send troops to the Middle East to

support the possible miltary operation "Desert

Thunder." The cause of the conflict is Iraq's

refusal to allow UN inspectors access to military

installations. On the brink of war, Iraq signs a

treaty allowing UN officals permission to search.

5. The motion picture Titanic is nominated for 14

Oscars, the most ever since Ben Hur in 1 973

6. Hall of Fame broadcaster Harry Carey dies,

after 53 years of broadcasting baseball. He will

be remembered by Cub fans and baseball fans

everywhere.

An alleged sex scandal between President Clinton and former

White House intern Monica Lewinsky raised more questions

about the ethics and morals of the nation's leader. For a time, it

looked as though an impeachment was around the corner, but

just as quickly as things tlared, they quited down.

lop Ten Movies of 1997

10. Batman & Robin

9. Face/Off

8. Tommorrow Never Dies

7. My Best Friend's Wedding

6. Star Wars: Special Edition

5. Air Force One

4. Liar Liar

3. The Lost World

2. Men in Black

1. Titanic
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CREIGHTON
UNIVERSITY
SENIORS

Matthew Aguilar

Francisco Aleman

Rachel Almony

Joel Andersen

Heather Anderson

Bethany Anderson

Ashish Arora

Heather Bachman

John Barth

Joe Belisle

Dawn Bender

Alissa Berry

Alex Bien

Holly Bluml

Eric Bode

lOliver Bonham-Carter



BRACHT-DEAN

I

M Amy Bracht

Leah Breen

Patricia Brendis

Kathleen Bryan

Brandi Buggi

Kari Carter

Resmi Chakkalakal

Thomas Chapman

Amy Charles

Olivia Chew
Jason Chong
U.B. Ciminieri

1^ Katie Clifford

- is:ii .^-i-i. IT ^ Thomas Colling

i'ili^lini PorciaCraig

iilll'iaiiniiBl& Joshua Crawley

Regina Daniels

Jennifer Davey

Matthew Davis

Amanda Dean

I
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— ; .. '^^'•j!^- DELLENBACH-GILROY

I

Mary Dellenbach

Jennifer Dieter

Anitra Doleman

Julie Doran

Fudge Fajardo

Faith Faust

Victoria Faust

Matt Garlick

Patrick Garmoe
Shalomi George

Michelle Gerken

Amy Gilroy

F^^i

B I -^^ ''^V^^^l

IHHr" '-^^ l^H

Robert Doyle '_^^^*«ii^B
David Duethmen ^^^B ^ ^M
Kristin Eickhorst H^Bm ^M

Kneale Ewing I^H^^l

ipin^mix

seniors



GIULIANI-KNAUF

I

Lisa Giuliani

Christina (iawrych

Joy Hardy

Ali Hassan

Jacy Hellman

Corey Henderson

Aubrey Hinther

Shannon Holm

Meghan Hurley

Michael Janssen

Missy Jelinek

Matthew Kelehan

Adriane Kenagy

Carissa Kethan

H\iin-Jong Kim

Jebarson Kirvbakaran
|

Monica Kissel

Paula Plump

Lawrence Knauf

I

Senior;
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IKNIPPER-MENDLICK

I

Jude Knipper

Bryan Krajicek

Angela Kranz

Amber KroU

Joseph Langer

Sean Lanigar

Jane Larson

Kerry Lavan

Nicholas Lewandowski

Dan Lighthipe

Michael Magilton

Justin Malone

Elizabeth Mangrich

Linda Manninem

Jason Mastrella

Steve McAvoy

Michael McCarthy

Heather McCowen
Patrick McWilliams

Matt Mendlick
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MORIARTY-NICOLARSON

I

I

The Administration Building at Creighton University houses

offices for many of the colleges' faculty. Photo by Frank Aleman

Erin Moriarty

Jill Mormann
Carolyn Mott

Ciaran Murphy

Molly Murphy
Meena Murusgppa

Pamela Musoke

Laura Myers

Laura Neesen

Jacqueline Ng
Margaret Nguyen

John Nicolarsen

I
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JORDQUIST-RENFRUM

Luke Nordquist

Kevin O'Connor

Ronald O'Connor

Carrie O'Donnel

Clare O'Malley

Candice O'Neil

Julie Oppliger

Terrence O'Sullivan

Sharonne Otto

Jeffrey Parker

Arti Patel

Laura Patera

Sarah Peterson

Christine Peterson

Jacqueline Postell

Amy Rasmussen

Sheryl Reagor

Jennifer Reed

Matt Barker

Zion Renfumi

seniors



ROBY-SULLIVAN

I

Todd Roby

Christopher Sabin

Elizabeth Sather

Jacquehne Schmit

Mary Schmitz

Mary Schutte

Trevor Scott

Justin Septer

Matthew Shalhoob

Ryan Shaney

Cantrelle Simmons

Adam Simoncic

Ron Skehon

Sarah Skradski

Kelly Slusarski

Jean Smith

Gregory Snyder

Becky Stepanek

Mark Sudeta

Lindsay Sullivan

I
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SULLIVAN-TITMAN

I

Rebecca Sullivan

Holly Swirczek

Carolyn Taggert

Brian Tamura

Gregory Snyder

Becky Stepanek

Joel Templeman

Timothy Thalken

Ryan Swaney

Lindsey Sullivan

Mandy Thiemer

Heather Titman

Playing pool in the

Skutt Student Center

is a popular activity at

Creighton.
Photo by: Frank Aleman
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TAYLORS-TSAHIRIDIS

St. John's Church is one of

the most recognizable

landmarks of Creighton

University.

Photo by Frank Aleman

I

I

Erin Taylors

James TVcast

Heon Chi Tan

Megan Thalker

Paul Thelen

Amy Thiele

Tammv Tliies

MatheM Thomas
Heather Titman

Heather Treat

Samson Tsahiridis
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I WILCHER-ZEHNTER

•

Earnion Wilcher

Christa Wilges

Amy Wolverton

Kimberly Wyscarver

Suzanne Zehntner

The library commons is a

nice place for students to

relax and study with a

group of people. Photo by

Nader Deik

•

•

The fountain is a famil

iar spot on campus
????????7Photo by Frank

Aleman



W^HAT STATES ARE WE FROM??
South Dakota (100)

Illinois (195)
Minnesota

Hawaii

(175)

Colorado

(235)

California (292)

Nebraska (3209)

SOURCE: Creighton

University Registrar

Jim Esch

President of the

Student Board

of Governers

gives a speech

during the

inauguration

of the Kiewit

Fitness Center.

Photo by Frank

Ateman

Billy Bluejay fires up the

crowd at Creighton

sporting events. Photo by

FrankAleman.
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Quite some time ago I took, at that time, what I thought was going to be a challenge. I became

a father. My greatest aspiration was coming into place. A child is in itself one of the greatest gifts a

parent could ask for. Chad was not only that but a blessing. Everyday a new experience in the road

of our lives has been a good one. To be a part of a baby becoming a child, a child growing into a

man, and all of the pain of letting go has only brought us closer to one another.

Unconditional love is usually associated with a mother and her child. In so many instances I

feel that the exchange of this emotion has also been shared between my son and me. In this we have

both developed and moved on to a higher level of maturity and intelligence in our reasoning of life,

thank him for this.

When Chad first left to further his education I was probably more frightened than he. I have

now come to terms with the fact that, while he has learned his independence, I have earned mine.

Together we have both been bettered from his absence from home, but not from my heart.

Pride is not always a sinful virture. If I were asked to describe in one word how Chad has

made me feel through all the facets of his life it would be, and has always been, PROUD.

I

We love you, Chad,

Dad and Mom
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Congratulations, Jeremy!

We are proud of you. We love

your sense of humor, your fun-loving

spirit and your willingness to work hard.

You have a bright and wonderful future

ahead of you.

With much pride and love,

Mom and Jason

Congratulations, Sarah!

We are so very proud of you

!

Love,

Mom, George, Matt and Margaret

Jenny,

Once again, words

can never express our pride

in you. You have given the

last four years the best

effort! We know you will

find happiness and success

because you carry it within

you on yourjourney.

We all love you,

Mom, Dad, Mike, Matt, and Jon

Enrique Via-Reque

You are someone who knows where he is

going and won't stop till he gets there. With

all your effort we know you'll find all the

success and happiness life has to offer. We
truly admire all your wonderful qualities, but

most of all your ability to meet life's chal-

lenges head on. You are special. We're proud

of you.

Love,

Mom + Dad
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Dear Resmi,

We praise and thank the Lord for the gift

of you to us and His use of you and His many

gifts to you. We love you.

Congratulations!

Love and Prayers,

Mom, Dad, and Joshua (from heaven)

Congratulations, Keeley!

Love Mom, Dad, and Bridget

Brenda,

You can accomplish whatever you

want, if you put your mind to it. Remem-
ber—whatever you do, do what you enjoy

doing. We all are very proud of you.

Love, Dad, Mom, Tracy and Katie

162 Ads

Courtny,

Words alone could never express the love

and respect that we have for you.

You have all the things that at your age we

could only dream of. This might sound strange

to you, but all of the hard work you have put into

your education was our goal for you.

You have been an excellent daughter. We
could not ask for more.

Thank you. Lord.

God Bless!



Congradulations, Bellanira,

You did it!

Our Lucky Charm , Our Bell . Our sweet Angel . We are so proud of you for what you have

accomplished, and we know that you will be the best loving, caring nurse that anyone can ask

for. Keep believing in yourself and you will do anything you set your mind to.

Thank you for being such a wonderful daughter. May God bless you always, and the best

of luck for you in the future.

Your loving parents and brother

CONGRATULATIONS

!

Tia Lisa & Suzalyn

Real success is the personal

satisfaction that comes from

knowing that you have done your

best to reach your fullest potential

in what you have chosen to do.

Success is not a matter of

chance. ..it's a matter of choices.

We love you both!

Dad & Mom
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Congratulations, Rachel, for being the only ROTC Nursing student

in the country to make Batallion Commander of her ROTC unit. Fur-

ther congratulations for your inductions into 1 ) The National Nursing

Honor Society (Sigma Theta Tau) and 2) the National Jesuit Honor

Society (Alpha Sigma Nu). And, finally, super congratulations on

your General George C. Marshall Award from the U. S. Army, the

highest award any ROTC student can achieve. We are so proud of

you and your accomplishments.

Best Wishes in all of your future endeavors, no matter what path

you choose.

We love you very much

!

Mom and Dad

(Carol and Bob Almony)
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You are the only unique

you that will ever be.

You have the power to

make a difference in

this world -

Look forward to

taking on the grand

adventure of life, living,

and always remembering

to be yourself...

Love being you!

-Catrinka

Mom and Dad

Wow, Sharonne! Just look at you

now, a graduate of Creighton Univer-

sity. Your hard work and perser-

verance have earned you the respect

of everyone who knows you. Our

hearts are full of pride and admiration

for the little girl you were and the

woman you've become. We all love

you!

Mom, Dad, Rondha, Chuck, Courtney, Brandon and Cameron. Chris,

Neil, Lisa, Colton and Reily, Leah, Joe, Logan, Jeramiah, Jonathan,

Katrina, Jeffery, Angie, Jared, Patience, Harley, Saphire, Garrett, and

April.
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Summer Lynn O'Neal

I knew you were a winner

when I named you Sum-

mer. We are so very

proud of you, for all your

hardwork. You are a very

special person. Some
people dream of success

while others wake up and

work for it. With all our

love,

Mom, Al, and Family.

God Bless

C'O'f^tlA.tutAti'O'p'.'l to 1^^9 i/lAAl^fi-til^i tt'h-lo^4 /l*-*** 0*h.lc'lO'h' XldU fC«i^^«i, Ut

f^Atict^^t ItA/i^'t^if' ici^ei tccitti*:

College ofArts and Scicences;

Matthew A. Barker

Brian R. Beeman

Sarah M. Bocken

Christi J. Braun

Mary E. Carstensen

Rosann E. Cherian

Matthew J. Cianciolo

Christopher J. Clark

Mary J. Dellenbach

Lisa M. Dispense

Julie M. Doran

Kristin M. Eickhorst

Deborah J. Fajardo

Michelle L Gerken

Sheila A. Gross

Sarah L. Gundy

Steven C. Haskett
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Sean M. Karre

Thomas 0. Kelley

Joshua P. Kollars

Bryan J. Krajicek

Joseph L. Langer

Jamie McConnell

Sean M. Mullins

Carrie A. O'Donnell

Clare K. O'Malley

JulieA. Oppliger

Lisa M. Parikh

Heather R. Peterson

Amy M. Rasmussen

Catherine E. Rush

Ann M. Schapman

Mary G. Schmitz

Joel B. Templeman

Timothy J. Thalken

James F. Tycast

Christie C. Vu

Megann Walker

Stacy M. Wehenkel

Kimberly J. Whitman

TrishA. Wieland

College of Business

Tina L. Bieganek

Lisa M. Cervantes

Jacy E. Hellman

Brenda K. Nord

Jacqueline M. Schmit

Jean A. Smith

Melissa A. Weisensee

Carrie J. Welle

School ofNursing:

Anjana D. Dalai

Elizabeth R. Kohout

School ofPharmacy and Allied Health

Roger L. Krohn

Lisa M. Ozburn

School ofDentistry:

Michelle Taylor

Paige J. Wilson

School ofMedicine:

Ann L.Anderson-Berry

Robert A. Cina

Elizabeth A. Eckhardt

Christopher T Healy

Kelly D. Kadlec

David R. Kennedy

Sean V. McGarry

Brenda L. Ourada

Troy C. Stoeber

Leslie A. Tollefson

Ann Marie Walker-Bausch



Congratulations !

!

Mary Carstensen

and

Jen Reed

Thank you for your hard

work and dedication.

Ui

The Greek Affairs Office

Matt Barker

Dawn Bender

Brandi Buggi

Mary Carstensen

Clifton Davis

Aaron Ford

Maggie Hatfield

Amy Rasmussen

Jennifer Reed

Elizabeth Rusch

Jean Smith

Carolyn Taggart

Ryan Wise

Pi Kappa Alpha

Alpha Phi

Pi Beta Phi

Theta Phi Alpha

Pi Kappa Alpha

Phi Kappa Psi

Gamma Phi Beta

Delta Zeta

Alpha Phi

Gamma Phi Beta

Alpha Phi

Delta Zeta

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Matthew Hunt

Hard work pays off! We are

very proud of you.

Love,

High level of education was and is the

only way to be free.

Congratulations for

your hard work.

College is over,

but is not the end.

Good luck on the start

of your life.

Best Wishes from:

Mom & Dad

Mom, Dad, and MeHssa
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Father Schloemer Award Finalists
The Fr. Schloemer awards are presented annually to recognize students who have displayed exceptional leadership

abilities, integrity, initiative and service. Omicron Delta Kappa places a special emphasis on honoring students who

represent "behind the scenes" leadership, contributing their time and talents unselfishly in many different settings

without desire for recognition.

Freshman
Becky Adams

Tim Royal

Elizabeth Conradson

Sophomore
Renne Mellen

Ankit Shah

Shana Van Kirk

Ryan Zebrowski

Junior
Patrick Cooper

Kelly Finnicum

Maureen Kelley

Kyle Lierk

Jennifer Troester

Senior
Rachel Almony

HeatherAnderson

Leah Breen

Jane Diamond

Jennifer Gray

Dan Lighthipe

Therese Montellano

Erin Moriarty

Graduate/Professional Students
Tim Bausch

Jim Esch

Thomas Hearty

Amanda Hubbard

Thomas McCarthy

Edie Nguyen

Fred Wong
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Leadership Student Government

g Congratulations to all ^

a graduating seniors ^
•a o
^ who have been commit- oq

5.
'o ted to excellence in ^/
o

O

o

IL

P
o

g their involvement with g

_^ Student Activities.

CD

PQ Best Wishes, ^
c5 The Student Activities Office Staff "

CD
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O^eHaCi JitencCra Modaria
May 9, ig/g - OctoBer 20, 1997

Nehali Jitendra Atodaria was born on May 9, 1979 at St. Joseph's Hospital in

Glendale, Arizona. She lived with her parents, Jitendra and Anuradha and

brother, Neil, in Arizona for all her eighteen years. She graduated from Cactus

High School ranked 5th in her class of 350, accumulating a 4.5 grade point

average. As president of NHS (National Honor Society), Nehali guided her

class with leadership skill and a caring heart.

She was only a part of our lives for a couple of months, but she left a lasting

impression in all our hearts. She was an amazing girl, with many unique quali-

ties that held her apart from the rest of the crowd. Her memesmerizing smile

won everyone's heart and her positive and happy-go-lucky nature brightened

everyone's day. She expressed her lively nature through her beautiful and

colorful artwork and the cute penguin that she loved to draw everywhere she

went. Just visiting her dorm room would show anyone her bright personality

because of the array of colors and dozens of pictures of friends in every corner

of the room. She always made an extra effort to be friendly with people, even

those she did not know. Her most endearing quality was her magnanimous

personality that naturally attracted people to her. To have Nehali's friendship is

truly a blessing in anyone's life. Her friends and family meant the world to her

and she would have done practically anything for them.

Nehali made a very signifcant impact on every life she touched, and she left a

part of herself with everyone she met. She will be remembered as a radiant girl

with a heart-warming smile that made a difference in all her friend's lives. She

will be missed tremendously, but we all wish for her eternal peace and happi-

ness wherever she may be.

'0 Tribute



/ can't heCp But tfiink,

someBodys watering me.
JA Cong drop awayfrom the dust ofscrapingfeet.

can't fieCp But wonder,
the windthat Brushes By myface,

hoCds the same air you wore,
when you whispered,

I Cove you.

you hadthepower,
to give Cife,

to give Breath,

To sweep Between treetops,

BuiCdings thatformedapictureframe
for your sunsets.

mountains that seemedto cradCe our city,

andour hearts, that cradCedyour memory.
X/oufeCt what you didwas right,

andCeft us to accept the image,

ofevery dying ceCCin your mind,
screamingfor one Cast Breath.

CCosing my eyes,

IfeeCmy hair rush through yourfingers,
puCCing the tearsfrom my eyes,

why...

Sunny CBowdhury
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Abdulla, Shams 38

Abraham, Andrew 37

Aguilar, Matthew 148

Aleman, Francisco

148

Almony, Rachel 148

Anand, Shannon 26

Andersen, Joel 148

Anderson, Bethany

148

Anderson, Heather

148

Armbrust, Carrie 58

Arora, Ashish 148

S
Bachman, Heather

148

Bailey, Ryan 49

Bansal, Maneesh 87

Barandon, Corie 1 14

Barnes, Jennifer 1 10

Barth, John 148

Bate, Andrew 66

Bates, Cliff 115

Becisle, Joe 148

Bender, Dawn 148

Bernal, Steve 99

Berry, Alissa 148

Biel, Lance 104

Bien, Alex 148

Bitting, Jodi 57

Bluml, Holly 118,148

Bode, Eric 32,148

Boehmke, Angela 57

Bonham-Carter,

Oliver 148

Bowles, Colleen 126

Boyd, Kanyon 126

Bracht, Amy 149

Bracken, Jessica 1 1

1

Bradsby, Amy 126

Brady, Heather 126

Brandon, Corie 113

Brandon, Michael 126

Braun, Christi 126

'^1 Index

Bravo, Katherine 126

Breen, Leah 149

Brendis, Patricia 149

Brennan, Brian 126

Brenner, Michael 126

Brooks, Andrew

81,126

Bruggeman, Jen 57

Bruggeman, Jen '99

56

Brummel, Nathan 126

Bruner, Jennifer 126

Brunnert, Paula 126

Brutsche, Phil 126

Bryan, Kathleen 149

Buchanan, Robbie

57,126

Buckley, Amy 28

Buford, Rodney

113,114

Buggi, Brandi 149

Burchfiel, Pat 126

Burda, Sara 126

Burke, Lindsey 126

Burke, Michael 126

Burke, Susan 126

Busby, Jamie 126

Bushey, Alyssa 126

Bussey, Courtney 126

Buder, Paul 126

Byrne, Cordt 126

c
Calderon, Veronica

126

Cammers, Rebecca

126

Campbell, Kara 126

Campbelll, Tracy 126

Caraccio, Paul 1 26

Carbora, Susan 126

Carlisle, Jason 126

Carlson, Erik 126

Carr, Taryn 1 26

Carstensen, Mary 126

Carter, Kari 149

Case, Dave 5

1

Castiglioni, Tara 126

Cavanaugh, Erin 126

Celio, Chris 40

Chakkalakal, Resmi

149

Chambers, Brandy

126

Chambers, Samantha

126

Chaney, Vickie 126

Chang, Terrel 126

Chapean, Andrew 126

Chapman, Cynthia 28

Chapman, Denise 126

Chapman, Thomas

149

Charles, Amy 149

Chee, Patrick 66

Cheetsos, Allison 126

Cheng, Peggy 1 26

Chesire, Rob 126

Chew, Olivia 149

Chi, HeonTan 157

Chiang, YuChing 126

Chin, Lalii 110

Chin, Lalil 126

Ching, Chelsea 127

Ching, Derek 127

Chiu, Stephanie 127

Chock, Alan 30

Choi, Kenneth 127

Chong, Jason 149

Creighton's campus was not exempt from the extensive

damage caused by October's blizzard,

Chongo, Mubango

127

Christensen, Adam
120,121

Christianen, Carey 6
Christiansen, Carey

i

127
!

Christiansen, Frances

127

Chu, Shawn 127

Chukwu, Helen 127

Church, Stephanie

127

Cieloha, JoDe 106

Ciminieri, U.B. 149

Clark, Chris 66

Class, Michael 127

Clatanoff, John

87,127

Cleary, Andrew 1 27

Clifford, Katie 102



i
offey, Michael 1 27

[Coffey, Stephan 127

Cohan, Davey 127

Cole, Clare 127

Colmane, Andrew 127

omer, Corey 1 27

pomstock, Elizabeth

'27

Conradson, Elizabeth

27

Corben, David 127

Cordero, Anthony 127

Cornwell, Kevin 127

Costelo, Sheryl 127

Coughlin, Courtney

[ 127

Crowley, Collen 127

Culhane, Mary 127

Cundhi, Amanda 127

Cyr, Emily 127

Czarnick, Elisa 127

Czyz, Laura 127

Czyz, Michael 48

V
Dalai, Anjana 127

Danamay, Michael

127

Daneff, Jacqueline

127

Dang, Sameer 127

D'Angelo, John 127

D'Angelo, Louis 127

Daniels, Regina 149

Danks, Stephanie 127

Danner, Amy 127

Datoo, Jenny 127

Davey, Jennifer 149

)avis, Lindsay 127

avis, Lisa 127

'avis, Matthew 149

L)ean, Amanda 149

)ean, Jennifer 127

Deberry, Reyanna 127

Decker. Kristen 127

Deeik. Nader 127

leFurio, Gina 127

leGroot, Heath 128

ellenbach, Mary

60,150

)elmont, Mariah 128

)elos, Rowena Santos

39

)endinger, Regina

128

Desai, Kumar 87

Desbien, Angle 128

DeSimore, Edward III

128

Detanubun, Guyatri

128

Deutsch, Calvin 128

Dev, Deepak 128

DeVies, Kelly 128

Diamond, Jane 128

Dieter, Jennifer 150

Dobblestein, Mark 55

Dobles, Vanessa 128

Dobrane, Christian

128

Dobson, Kim 38

Doddy, Thomas 128

Doleman, Anitra 150

Domina, Jason 128

Domit, Andrea 128

Donahough, Kevin 8

Donahue, Kevin 128

Donlan, Joy 128

Donlin, Jennifer 128

Donohue, Patrick 128

Doran, Benjamin 128

Doran, Daniel 128

Doran, Julie 150

Downen, Valerie 128

Doyle, Robert 150

Doyle, Shiloh 128

Dreis, Christine 128

Driscoll, Kathleen

128

Driscoll, Michael 128

Dubas, Nicole 128

Duethmen, David 150

Dwyer, Alicia 128

Dwyer, Jennifer 128

E

Earp, Andrea 1 28

Eck, Matthew 128

Eck, Steve 128

Eckert, Melinda 128

Eggleston, Sharee 29

Eickhorst, Kristin 150

Eikanger, Jeffrey 1 28

Elliott, Elizabeth 128

Ellison, Helen 128

Engesser, Corey 50

Ennis, Eileen 128

Enriques, Gerald 128

Erhardt, Carol 128

Esch, James 128

Esch, Jim 1

1

Espenhover, Rachel

128

Esquibel, Allison 128

Estell, Alex 128

Evans, Aaron 11,128

Ewing, Kneale 150

Ewing, Melinda 128

Ezyz, Micheal 128

The cleanup process begins to get things back to normal after the storm

J
Fagot, Todd 128

Fajardo, Fudge 150

Fakler, Cheryl 29

Farias, Phillip 128

Fauconier, Corrintha

128

Faulkner, Jennifer

Tiffany Fauss 129

Fauss, Tiffany 129

Faust, Faith 1 50

Faust, Faith

Mark Ferry

SuzetteFink 129

Faust, Victoria

129,150

Fellers, Erica 7

1

Fen, lYao 141

Ferguson, Woodrie 22

Ferry, Mark 129

Fink. Suzette 129

Finken, Jennifer 129

Finken, Julie

Katherine Finley

Ryan Finley

Nicol 129

Finley, Katherine

129

Finley, Ryan 129

Finnen, Nicole 129

Fiores, Derek 129

Fitzgerald, Michael

Nick Flattery

129

Fitzgerald, Mike

52,53

Flattery, Nick 129

Flippen, Tiffany

Nathan Fong

Jessica Fontana

Aaron 129

Fong, Nathan 1 29

Fontana, Jessica 129

Ford, Aaron 1 29

Forman, Andrew

129

Forman, Monique

129

Formwalt, Rebekha

129

Fowler, Christopher

129

Fox, Amy
Malinda

Foxhoven Jenni-

fer Foy 129

Fox. Sam 129

Foxhoven, Malinda

129

Foy. Jennifer 129

Franko. Vanessa 129

5
Garcia. Stein 101

Garlide. Matt 150

Garmoe. Patrick 87.150

Gawrych, Christina 151

George, Shalomi 150

Gerken, Michelle 150

Gilroy, Amy 150

Giuliani, Lisa 151

Graves. Ervin 85

Gronstal, Steve 77

Ĥaake, Rob 85

Hagona, Mohamed 39

Hammond, Christine

109

Hardy, Joy 151

Haskett. Steven 151

Hassan, Ali 151

Haus, Heather 103

Haynes, Justin 112

Hellman, Jacy 151

Henderson, Corey

55,151

Hermann, Kristen '00

58

Hervert, Katie 63

Hickerson, Chris 31

Hinther, Aubrey 151

Hinze, Michelle 18

\s±\ 173



. #

Father Morrison add his John Hancock.

Holm, Shannon 151

Howard, Don 132

Howard, Erin 132

Huang, Carolyn 132

Hubbard, Roger

Mackenzie

Hobson 132

Hughes, Teresa 132

Huguelet, Ginny

14,19

Huguelet, Mary 1 32

Hulscher, Chris 132

Hunley, Marc 49

Hurley, Meghan 151

Hutchinson, Nikki

132

Hyland, Kerry 132

Iwan, Katherine 132

J

I
Indra, Casey 132

Ingram, Jamie 132

Ingram, Lori 17

Ischise, Caroline 1 32

Ishikawa, Christine

132

Italesinski, Christo-

pher 132

Ivf^Non, Erica 8, 1 32

Jacobs, Mark 132

Janda, Allison 132

Janda, Emily 132

Jansen, Rebecca 132

Janssen, Julie 132

Janssen, Michael 151

Jelinek, Missy 151

Jensen, Maren 132

Jirana, Suras 132

Jitendra, Nehali

Atodaria 170

Johnson, Carissa 132

Johnson, Kelly 132

Johnson, Lisa 132

Johnson, Mandi 132

Johnson, Michelle

132

Johnson, Stephanie

132

Jones, Aaron 132

Jones, Bryan 132

Jones. Douglas 132

Jones, January 132

Jones, Philip 132

Jordahl, Joseph 132

Jordan, Kevin 132

Jorgensen, Phil 132

Joseph, Leah 132

Joseph, Thomas 132

Judice, Tiffany 1 32

Jung, Soowon 132

X
Kadlech, Kristin 132

Kaihol, Emily 132

Kam, Aulii 132

Kappemian, Kara 132

Karner, Amy 132

Kaushal, Megha 132

Kawamura, Tyler

11,132

Kearns, Lindsay 61

Keefner, Peter 133

Kehm, Anna 133

Kelehan, Matthew

151

Keller, Michael 133

Keller, Nikki 117

Kelly, David 133

Kelly, Jim 133

Kelly, John 133

Kelly, Maureen 133

Kempke, Melissa 16

Kenagy, Adriane 151

Kendall, Andrea 133

Kennedy, Theresa 133

Kenny, Lucky 133

Kepfhauer, Yvonne

133

Keppers, Suzanne 133

Kerr, Heather 87,133

Kersigo, Beth 133

Kethan, Carissa 151

Khandhar, Paras 133

Khousnoutdinova,

Azalia 83

Kim, Hyun-Jong 151

Kim, Joe 21,21

Kimmel, Jenni 58

King, Charissa 16

King, Stacy 133

Kinney, James 133

Kirubakaran, Jebarson

'98 88

Kirvbakaran, Jebarson

151

Kissel, Monica 151

Kjorstad, Marl 133

Klassen, Stephanie

133

Kliment, Rhonda 133

Klingele, Joe 133

Kloucek, Sara 133

Kluver, Kirsten 108

Kluver, Kristin 133

Knauf, Chris 51

Knauf, Wayne 133

Kneuf, Lawrence 1 5

1

Knipper, Jude 21,152

Knodei, Kristen 133

Koehn, Heather 133

Koentjoro, Adela 133

Koentjoro, Almira

133

Koerner, Nichole 133

Kohlscheen, Kimberly

133

Kohout, Elizabeth 13

Kohout, Joe 53

Kolbusz, Elizabeth

133

Konrady, Kristina 13

Kopelman, Katie 133

Kosalka, David 84

Kouri, Erin 58

Kovri, Erin 133

Krajicek, Bryan 152

Kranz, Angela 152

Kreher, Jen 10

Kreher, Jennifer 133

Krenc, Lorriane 133

Kreutzer, Catherine

133

Kriegler, Chris 50

Kriegler, Megan 133

Kroiss, Sara 1 1

1

Kroll, Amber 152

Krovance, Emily \33

Krueger, Jennifer 13^

Kruglet, Neil 133

Kruse, Bethany 57

Kruse, Travis 133

Kublcek, Greg 133

Kuehl, Aaron 26

Kuhl, John 133

Goofing off with the ever popular "fluffy bunny" game during this year's "Price of Right" show.



Kukuk, Sarah 133

Kulhavy, Lisa 133

Kumar, Raman 133

Kunimoto, Blake 133

Kurtz, Kathryn 1 34

Kusak-McGuire,

Merritt 134

Kutayli, Wael 134

L
LacKamp, Aaron 51

Lamb, Phillip 134

Lamberti, Cesile 134

Lamberton, Timothy

134

Lancaster, Scott 134

Lang, Angela 134

Lang, Angle 103

Lang, Rebecca 1 34

Langer, Joseph 152

Lanigar, Sean 152

LaPuzza, Mark 134

Lark, Dershaun 108

.arson, Jane 152

Larson, Ryan 134

Laskey, Sharon 134

aughlin, Jennifer

111

avan, Kerry 152

awless, Ginny 134

Lawse, Denise 134

.awson, Kelly 18

jawton, Lisa 134

jLee, Jennifer 134

.ee. Jung-Suk 134

Lee, Michelle 134

teemkuil, Keri 134

fxitner. Heather 1 10

.escher, Kathleen 134

.ewandowski, Nicho-

las 152

.ewis, LeAnn 134

'Heurenx, Brent 134

i, Rob '01 89

ighthipe, Dan 152

ighthipe, Julie 134

im, Brian 134

Lintzman, Marianne

134

iuttrell, Pamela 134

ively. Brandy 134

Loffredo, Amy 1 34

.ofgren, Susan 1 34

jongton, Jennifer 134

Loo, Sophia 1 34

Looker, Maureen

66,67

Lopez, Crystal 134

Louie, Kathy 134

Louie, Wyman '00 89

Lowry, Jason 134

Lu, Jelyn 134

Luehr, Julie 134

Luna, Theresa 134

Lwanga, Esther 134

Lyon, Kaylyn 134

Lyons, James 134

M
Macall, Brian 134

Macke, David 134

Mackintosh, Michael

134

MacVey, Matt 134

Mader, Lisa 134

Maerz, Melissa 134

Magilton, Michael

152

Mahmooduddin, Faisal

134

Major, Annabel 134

Majors, Kelsey 134

Majors, Theresa 135

Maley, Colleen 135

Malicay, Mario 57

Malin, Kathryn 135

Malloy, Kathleen 135

Malone, Justin 152

Malone, Molly 103

Mangrich, Elizabeth

152

Mannine, Johanna 135

Manninem, Linda 152

Maoer, Steph 135

Mapel, Damien 135

Marie, Anna Cervantes

126

Martin, Margaret 135

Martinez, Antonio

135

Mason, Jacob 135

Mastrella, Jason 152

Masumura, Joni 135

Mathew, Jeff 135

Mathews, Drew 135

Matsumoto, Gina 135

Matsuyama, Yuri 135

Mattia, Jessica 135

McAlevy, MaryBeth

135

McAvoy, Steve 152

McCarroll, John 135

McCarthy, Bernard

135

McCarthy, Michael

152

McCarville, Kirstin

135

McClain, Victoria 135

McCowen, Heather

152

McCulloh, Ann 135

McDevitt, Michael

135

McGarry, Erin 135

McGarry, Kelly 135

McGuffee, Sean 135

McHugh, Maura 135

McKenny, Crystal

135

McLaughlin, Julia

135

McMillen, Dawn 135

McNally, Stuart 135

McQuade, Melanie

135

McQueen, Amanda
57,135

McWilliams, Patrick

152

Meathe, Cathy 135

Meimann, Julia

105,135

Meiser, Kristin

14,135

Meister, Jennifer 29

Mendick, Danielle

135

Mendlick, Matt

100,101,152

Menghini, Tim 135

Menke, Angela 135

Menousek, Beth 135

Mentele, Mary 135

Merksick, Angela 135

Meyer, Melissa 135

Meyer, Sara 135

Millard, Lisa 108

Miller, Heather 135

Miller, Katherine 135

Miller, Keisha 135

Miller, Kristin 135

Milota, Kristin 135

Minard, Tara 136

Minear, Jolene 136

Mistysyn, LeAnne

136

Miyake, Kae 136

Moore, Christina 136

Moriarty, Erin 153

Morlock, Michelle 58

Morlok, Michelle 136

Mormann, Jill 153

Morris, Jeremy 136

Morris, Robbyn 136

Moser. Maria 136

Mosman, Matt 104

Motley, Michelle 136

Mott, Carolyn 153

Mouw, Nick 136

Mueller, Jake 52

Mullan, Brian 100

Muller, Jullianne 136

Muller, Tania 136

Mulrooney, Richard

98

Murati, Kathryn 136

Murphy, Ciaran 153

Murphy, Molly 153

Murusgppa, Meena

153

Musoke, Pamela 153

Myers, Laura 153

3<

Only afew minuites until these paiud December graduates "walk" fortheir diplomas.

Nabong, Catherine

136

Nahas, Laura 136

Nakasuji, Joy 136

Naughton, Colleen

136

Neesen, Cheryl

22,61,136

Neesen, Laura 153

Nelson, Chad 68

Nelson, Jennifer 136

Nelson, Jill 136

Nelson, Nicole 136

Nemitz. Tom 136

Ng, Jacqueline 153

Nghoumen. Rigobert

136

Ngo, Chi 136

Nguyen, Elizabeth



Somuch to see and so little time at the Post-Graduate fair.

136

Nguyen, Joseph 136

Nguyen, Margaret 153

Nguyen-Ba, Paul 136

Nickerson, Elizabeth

136

Nicolarsen, John 153

Nielsen, Zane 104

Nishimura, Kami 136

Nogawa, Lane 136

Nordquist, Luke 1 54

Nothem, Colleen 136

Nygaard, Haakon

119,136

o
Obrzvt, Krys 136

O'Connor, Kevin 154

O'Connor, Ronald

154

O'Donnel, Carrie 154

O'Donnell, Philip 136

O'Donnell, Thomas

136

O'Hara, Andy 104

O' Hare, Patrick 136

O'Keefe, Jeremy 136

Olaes, Venus 136

Oleson, Elizabeth 136

Olsasky, Sarah 136

Olson, Ryan 136

O'Malley, Clare 154

Omura, Masayuki 136

O'Neal, Summer 136

O'Neil, Candice 154

O'Neil, Matt 136

Oppliger, Julie 154

Orand, Adam 136

Orlando, Lisa 136

Ortman, Julie 60,136

Ortman, Nicole 136

Ortman, Sabrina 137

Osei, Benedicta 137

O'SuUivan, Terrence

154

Oswald, Julie 137

Otto, Sharonne 1 54

Oxley, Eric 137

T
Padilla, Denise 137

Pajnigar, Zaheer 137

Palmer, Marty 137

Pape, Nic 137

Parato, Joan 1

7

Parker, Jeffrey 154

Parr, Sharidan 137

Parsons, Chad 137

Pascotto, Lea 137

Pascua, Lynnette 137

Patel, Anita 137

Patel, Arti 154

Patel, Mital 137

Patel, Rupal '01 89

Patel, Tanvi 137

Patel, Vanisha 137

Patera, Laura 154

Patterson, Trey 137

Paulsen, Scott 137

Pella, Luke 137

Pelmore, Rochund

137

Percel, Nicole 137

Petelin, Anthony 137

Peters, Larry 15

Petersen, Kristin 137

Peterson, Christine

154

Peterson, Kelli 137

Peterson, Sarah 154

Peterson, Zachary

137

Pettit, Mike 17

Pfaff, Allison 137

Phan, Tina 17

Phelan, Maggie 7

Phelps, Stacy 62

Phillips, Anne 137

Phillips, Matt 137

Piazza, J.C. 137

Pick, Jennifer 137

Pietro, Vince 137

Pike, Alison 137

Pilakowshi, Nicole

137

Pivli, Lisa 137

Placke, Heather 137

Plank, Kevin 119

Plata, Everado

120,121

Platchkov, Gueorgue

137

Plumb, Mikala 137

Plump, Paula 151

Pond, Travis 137

Pope, Leslie 137

Postal, Phil 36

Postell, Jacqueline

21,62,21,154

Postell, Phil 52

Postell, Philip 137

Pound, Kayla 137

Pourtre, Michael 137

Prajapati, Parul 137

Pratt, Jennifer 137

Price, Crystal 137

Pucelik, Patrick 137

R

Q.
Quam, Traci 137

Qureshi, Mehreen 137

Rak, Keri 137

Ramos, Al 11,138

Rasmussen, Amy 15-^

Ratajczak, Dave 21,2

Reagor, Sheryl 154

Reed, Eric 138

Reed, Heather 138

Reed, Jennifer 154

Reichelt, Connie 138

Reinhard, Creighton

138

Rekrab, Ruprick 154

Renfurm, Zion 99,15

Restituto, Jeanne 19

Reufrum, Zion 100

Richter, Dan 66

Rickert, Jessica

19,138

Rickman, Joy 138

Ricmier, Daniel 138

Riley, Catherine 19

Ritterbush, John 138;

Robert, W. Valenta

140

Robertson, Katrina

138

Robinson, Richard

138

Robinson, Tara 138

Roby,Jay 138

Roby,Todd 155
|

Roder, Shelly 106 "

Roenfeldt, Clint 13^,

Roitstein, Jackie 61

Roose, Jeremy 138
j

Adam Simoncic '98, Mike Lim '99, and David Ratajcziik



I

i^ose, Jessica 138

^oss, Katie 138

i^otajezak, David 138

^uelas, Ileana '99 89

^usca, Pat 138

^ush, Tim 138

^yan, Halle 138

^yan, John 138

i^yan, Kimberly 138

^yckman, Phoebe 138

ilyder, Carolyn 138

5
>abey, Cheryl 58,138

5abin, Christopher

155

Sabodes, Christine

138

iaccamento. Christian

138

sadowski, Brian 138

iadowski, Karen 138

iagehorn, Eric 138

^aigusa, Emmie 138

baiki, Lani 138

Salamu, Pete 138

Sales, Jean-Christo-

pher 138

5ames, Melissa 138

iames, Mellisa 1 17

samuelson, Janelle

138

Sangalang, Shelly 138

Sanker, Serena 61,138

Santos, Barbie 138

Sarcone, Maria 138

Sather, Elizabeth 155

Schawang, Kimberly

138

Schlipman, Jenae 138

Schmit, Jacqueline

155

Schmitt, Lynn 138

Schmitz, Amanda 138

Schmitz, Erin 138

Schmitz, Mary 155

Schmitz, Travis 138

Schmutz, Nathan 138

Schneider, Peter 138

Schnitzler, Adriane

139

Schoeck, Kristie 102

Schons, Andi 139

Schrick, Paul 139

Schroeder, Kathryn

139

Schroeder, Matt 139

Schuler, Emily 139

Schulte, Thomas 139

Schultz, Kim 57

Schultz, Kimberly

139

Schurman, Amber 139

Schutte, Mary 155

Scott, Tracy 139

Scott, Trevor 155

Sebree, Jeff 49,139

The men andwomen who helped bring us ournew domi

prepare for anotherday on thejob.

Frank Aleman '98, Photo Editor of th yeaitxwk looks through his negatives in order choose the pictures you see in this book.

Septer, Justin 155

Serio, Frank 49,139

Setje, April 61

Seymour, Alicia 139

Shah, Ankit 72

Shalhoob, Matthew

155

Shanahan, Catherine

139

Shaney, Ryan 155

Shannon, Heather 139

Shansey, Erica 139

Sheran, Laura 139

Sheth, Reshma 139

Shinsato, Trisha 139

Shonsey, Christine

139

Shonsey, Erica 57,106

Silvey, Ashley 139

Simkins, Jenny 139

Simmons, Cantrelle

155

Simoncic, Adam
20,20,155

Singer, Bradley 139

Singh, Vinay 139

Skaggs, Sean 139

Skelton, Ron 155,156

Skorupa, Jill 139

Skradski, Sarah

155,156

Skrdla, Kamille 139

Slater, Amy 139

Slusarski, Kelly

155,156

Smith, Barb 14

Smith, Barbara 139

Smith, Denae 139

Smith, Jean 155,156

Smith, Ryan 139

Smith, Summer 139

Smitherman, Deyna

139

Smolinski, Gerorge

66

Snyder, Adam 1 39

Snyder. Gregory

155,156

Snyser, Erin 109

Soma, Thomas 139

Soon, Dong Choz 127

Sousa, Debbie 139

Spanheimer. Jenny

139

Spanheimer, Krissie

117

Speer, Debbie 139

Spencer, Nora 139

Spicer, Jennifer 139

Spilinek, Lindsay 139

St., Kathleen Peters

139

Stahlecker, Tara 139

Stangler, Katherine

21,21

Stanley, Gerard 139

Stanley, Gerry 53

Stanley, Katy 139

Stannard, Kylie 139

Stapleton, Megan 139

Starks. Howard 139

Steinwand, Shelley

139

Stepanek, Becky

155,156

Sterling, Christian

121

Stevens, Chris 49

Stevens, Christian 140

Stiverson, Becky 140

Street, Walter 77

Sudeta, Mark 155,156

Sullivan, Katie 61

Sullivan. Lindsay

155.156

Sullivan. Rebecca 156

Sun. Benjamin 140

Sunada, Kyle 140

Index 177



NaderDiek proudly displays the traditonal gaib and otherelements ofhis native

BethlehemduringtheannualCulturalfair.

Suryadevara, Radhika

17

Sutko, Katie 57

Sutro, Kathryn 140

Svinarich, Amy 140

Swaney, Ryan 156

Swanson, Julie 140

Sweeney, Corey

26,140

Swirczek, Holly 156

Sylvester, Don 83

Szeto, Richard 140

r
Tabor, Jerod 140

Tadsen, Kimberly 140

Taggart, Carolyn 156

Taggart, Heidi 140

Talati, Umang 140

Tamori, Ryan '98 89

Tamura, Bryan 157

Tang, Joanna 140

Taylors, Erin 157

Templeman, Joel

115,157

Tennison, Kim 7

Thalken, Timothy 157

Thelen, Paul 157

Thiele, Amy 157

Thiemer, Amanda 157

Thies, Tammy 140

Thomas, Mathew 157

Thompson, Kristine

140

Students rolling into town to start anotherendless schoolyear.

Thompson, Mac 140

Thompson, Melissa

140

Thompson, Paul 140

Thompson, Rachel

140

Thorn, Maggie 63

Thurmond, Jennifer

140

Tibbits, Rebecca 140

Tierney, Brent 44

Timmons, Angela 1 17

Titman, Heather 157

Togikawa, Trisha 140

Tokarz, Laura 140

Tolat, Parag 69,140

Tometich, Elizabeth

140

Torres, Johnny 97,98

Townes, Kristin 140

Townsend, Emily 140

Toyne, Matt 8

Tran, Sonya 140

Treat, Heather 1 57

Treon, Robert 140

Trinh, Long 140

Troester, Jennifer 140

Tsahiridis, Samson

157

Tucker, Lisa 140

u
Ukishima, Jon 140

Ulveling, Kyle 140

y
Van, Jordan Beever

140

Vander, Julie Mark

140

Vang, Marchell 78

Vencenso, Anthony

140

Vencenzo, Sean 140

Vescio, Amanda 140

Vigue, Lisa 17

Vogel, David 140

Volberg, Tom 51

Volgts, Melissa 140

Volkmann, Katti 140

Vomhof, Cara 140

Von, Rachel 106

Von, Rachelle 107

^v
Waetzig, Sarah 140

Walker, Connie 141

Walker, Danisha 141

Walker, Elizabeth 141

Walker, Janet 141

Walker, Megann 41

Wall, Aimee 141

Wallau, Jennifer 141

Walsh, Suzanne 141

Walton, Kinte 141

Ward, Nicole 62

Ward, Thomas 141

Wasko, Diane 141

Watanabe, Summer
30

Wauson, Eric 32

Wear, Dave 5

1

Webb, Sheila 105

Weber, Jeffrey 141

Wegener, Becky 141

Weigand, Michelle

141

Weiland, Amber

14,141

Weiland, Vanessa

41,141

Weisensee, Melissa

106

Weithers, Christopher

141

Welle, Carrie 116

Weller, Rachel 141

Wempe, Kerri 141

Wenthold, Dave 141

Wermers, Brian 141

Whisler, Rebecca 141

White, Amber 141

Whitt, Allison 141

Wientzen, Dan 53

Wilcher, Earman 158

Wilcher, Earmon '98

20,20

Wilges, Christa 158

Wilkins, Robbie 141

Williams, Clancy 141

Wilson, Lisa 141

Wilson, Tracy 141

Winarski, Deborah

141

Wingert, Sean 83

Winkelmann, Tracy

141

Wiser, Cara 141

Wisniew, Katie 105

Witek, David 141

Wittman, Gregory

141

Witulski, Kara 141

Woltman, Susan 141
'

Wolverton, Amy 158^

Wong, Kristine 141

Wong, Michael

44,141

Wood, Dan 141

Woods, Kristina 141

Wright, David 101

Wyscarver, Kimberly

158

y
Yang, Eugene 141

Yeh, Jimmy 141

i/S tnix



Young, Danielle 141

Young, Kevin 141

Yuhas, Dallas 141

2
Zabawa, Tony 52

Zadina, Betsy 141

Zaman, Sadiq 141

Zanowski, Allison

141

Zehntner, Suzanne

158

Zenti, Sarah 1 1

1

MaulikBhalani'OOand

Depeesh Shah '(X) during

winter break visit the Taj Mahal

Umanglklati '00. Don Silvester '00 enjoying

themselves inareiaxingday in KewitHall.
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t meves in ttie studies ef tiie Lied Center^

filled >vitli music^ visual art« dance^ and
theater. Ttie relatiensliins ttiat develcn

at Creiatiten and >vliicti bctti aid and sun
nert us stem frcm maais.

We struaale tovards personal excel-

lence^ findina cur individuality >vitriin

ttie context ef Creiafitcn's camnus. We
build nrefessienal excellence as >ve cficcse

majcrs, internsfiins, and nelM^crks. We
acfiieve academic excellence tfircuati a
ccmmitment tc learning and a nassicn

fcr Knovledae. Maais demcnstrates spiri-

tual excellence tfircuafi ttie examnles cf

cur elders and ttie mindfulness cf cur
c>vn t>eliefs.

j

Maais is ttie refinement >ve experience

as we prcaress tovard araduaticn—ttie

excellence we acccmplisti witti ncttiina

less ttian full ccmmitment tc curselves

and cur ccmmunity. As individuals^ ttiis

excellence is t>ctti ttiat wliicti sets us

apart and ticlds us tcaettier.

Closing



I

. The camera scopes out the view afforded by Swanson Hall's 6th floor one final time as the 1997-

1998 academic year draws to a close. The warm sunshine, green grass and lush green trees that are

unfortunately masked by the black-and-white photograph lend to the beauty and excitement of the

spring season as students realize that school is nearly out. Photo FrankAleman
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The 1998 Bluejay, volume 69, was sent to Wahworth Publishing Co. in Marceline Mo., on computer disk. We used a

variety of computers, mostly my Dell Pentium Pro 200, and printed on HP 694C. Copy was written on Microsoft Word 7.0a,

and pages were designed on PageMaker 6.0, both for the IBM. The cover is embossed, in its natural state, debossed with silvt

900 hot foil on Navy Blue leather. Individual page designs vary and all are creations by section editors in collaboration with th

editor-in-chief. Greek pages were determined by the quality and promptness of pictures received; those organizations that

didn't participate were not included. Portraits were taken by Photo Spectrum, 1001 S. Fort Crook Road, Southroads Mall,

Bellevue. Many of the rolls and prints were developed by Photo-Graphics 4001 Farnam St., Omaha. Others were printed in the

photo lab at the Hitchcock Communications building.

We would like to thank Sharon Felker, Tanya Winegard, the Creightonian (Ben Bushnell and Mimi Douglas) and espe-

cially Mike Diffenderfer. Special thanks to Hinsdale Township Central, Hinsdale IL, for the 1996 El Diablo which I was a

member of in high school. Thanks, Mrs. B, for all your help. Finally, this book wouldn't be possible without the work of the

editors, especially Frank Aleman (photo editor) and Eric Bode (copy editor). The Bluejay has been a tradition since 1929, am

hopefully it will continue. The staff invested many hours of labor, especially Friday nights and weekends, so the students will

have a record of all their memories. I am happy to be a part of this great yearbook and its affiliates. This volume is possibly th

v?-i "hut Creighton has ever produced and I would like it to be a step in the right direction for the future.
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